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Abstract

On-surface Genesis of Complex Molecular Architectures
based on Polycyclic Aromatic Ccompounds

Bareld Wit

This work describes three systems in the emerging field of on-surface chemistry. The
aim of on-surface chemistry is to employ covalent bond forming reactions to create
complex well-defined molecular architectures directly on surfaces from simple precurs-
ors. However, the number of viable on-surface reactions is still very limited and the
resulting oligomers, polymers and networks are often highly defective due to the irre-
versible nature of the reactions. The present work aims to increase the knowledge of
different aspects of on-surface chemistry and its potential applications by examining
three distinct systems.

The first system employs the established on-surface reaction of porphyrins on Cu(110)
to form a barrier to the diffusion of a second mobile component, 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-yl
methyl)benzene. The diffusion of this molecule is highly anisotropic; it diffuses readily
in the 〈110〉 direction but hardly in the 〈001〉 direction. Moreover, it was found through
calculations that the diffusion of this molecule is of a walking type due to the specifics
of the molecule-surface interaction. The ‘walker’ binds with two identical ‘feet’ to the
surface and it can only detach one ‘foot’ at a time. The barriers are linear one dimen-
sional organometallic chains grown exclusively in the 〈001〉 direction, perpendicular to
the diffusion direction of 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-yl methyl)benzene, and as such these por-
phyrin chains can act as ‘fences’ to the diffusion of the walker. Additionally, there is
some attractive interaction between the porphyrin fences and the walker. Most notably,
the walker can be trapped temporarily by the fences, creating something resembling
stations for the walker.

The second system investigated is that of two porphyrins, either porphine or zinc
diphenyl porphyrin, on Au(111). In this case, the porphyrin derivatives are connec-
ted on the relatively inert Au(111) surface even though these porphyrins lack marked
functional groups. All available peripheral C-H bonds were sufficiently activated such
that the hydrogen could be cleaved off and C-C bonds could be formed upon anneal-
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ing. Unfortunately, the selectivity that was found on Cu(110) among the different C-H
bonds of diphenyl porphyrins was not observed on Au(111). The reaction initiates at
step edges, but propagates on the terraces at slightly higher temperatures. This results
in large scale irregular networks.

In the third system the effect of chirality in on-surface reactions between helicenes
on Cu(110) is investigated. Two different hexahelicenes, one with a single methyl
group and one with two ethynyl groups, were used. It was found that both helicenes
can undergo an indiscriminate reaction of the peripheral C-H bonds, forming random
oligomers. However, the helicenes bearing the ethynyl functionalities can also undergo
on-surface Glaser coupling at room temperature. For this reaction, the two types of
dimers could be distinguished in scanning tunnelling microscopy images which revealed
a significant difference between the observed and expected ratio of the products: the
formation of heterochiral dimers is favoured over the formation of homochiral dimers.
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Chapter 1

On-Surface Chemistry in Ultra
High Vacuum

1.1 Introduction

In this work, the focus will be on advancements in the field of on-surface chemistry in
Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) [1–3]. This is a very young field of research; only attracting
serious interests in the last five to ten years as evidenced by the sharp rise in the
number of published papers in the field. However, the total number of studies is still
limited, thus it is possible to provide a comprehensive review of the field. This chapter
strives to accomplish exactly that; it will function as an introduction which will put the
results described in subsequent chapters in the proper context of this newly emerging
field. Before going into the on-surface chemistry itself, a broader introduction will
be given which helps to appreciate the need for on-surface reactions. After this, the
existing literature will be reviewed. This review will consist of different sections, based
on the types of reactions discussed. Finally, the work presented in this Thesis will be
introduced.

It is worth noting that reactions on surfaces in itself are not new. Many different
kinds of reactions proceeding on surfaces have been studied, mostly in the context of
heterogeneous catalysis [4–7]. There are two key differences between this type of work
and the current branch of on-surface chemistry. Heterogeneous catalysis focuses on
the reaction itself and the role the surface plays as a catalyst. On the other hand, in
on-surface chemistry the goal is to functionalise the surface using covalently bonded
architectures. As such, the analytical techniques that are most commonly used in these
two fields also differ. In the case of heterogeneous catalysis, identifying products, inter-
mediates and the bonds formed is of highest priority. As such, spectroscopic techniques
such as Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and X-ray Photoelectron Spec-
troscopy (XPS) as well as Temperature Programmed Reaction (TPR) in combination
with Mass Spectroscopy (MS) are commonly used. These techniques are excellent for
identifying chemical transformations. In on-surface chemistry, as discussed in this work,
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the main analytical techniques are of the Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) type [8].
These techniques typically allow for direct real space imaging of the products with
sub-molecular resolution. This allows for more in-depth analysis of the products in
terms of defects and short range order on the surface. SPM techniques typically do
not provide direct chemical information. In this work, the focus will be on on-surface
chemistry, but relevant examples of previous work in heterogeneous catalysis will be
cited if appropriate.

Although surfaces make up only a small fraction of the mass of a typical object,
the properties of that surface are often of extreme importance for the functionality
of that object. For example, surface properties determine reflectivity, colour, friction
properties, corrosion resistance, biocompatibility and so forth. Fortunately, there are
multitudes of ways to change these properties: the surface can be coated with a layer
of a wide range of other materials using many different techniques. These coatings
can range from a simple thick layer of paint to a well ordered monolayer of complex
functional macromolecules. Moreover, many applications such as electronics rely on
precise patterning of structures on the surface [9]. Again, the design of the structures
and the materials used can be extremely diverse. Moreover, the length scales at which
the surface can be patterned can range from the macroscopic scale all the way down
to sub-micrometre scales. Nowadays, many technological and scientific applications
depend on properties of surfaces one way or another. Therefore, it is clear that the
ability to manipulate and fine tune the properties of any surface is highly important.

Fortunately, many different techniques have been developed over time to coat and/or
functionalise surfaces. In the types of applications where the surface properties as a
whole are modified, it matters most what is applied to the surface, as long as the ap-
plied coating is uniform and of appropriate thickness. Many different methods have
been developed which are capable of producing highly uniform coatings or films on a
surface. Examples include spin-coating, e-beam evaporation of metals, Molecular Beam
Deposition (MBD), Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) type methods and Self-Assembled Mono-
layers (SAMs). With these techniques, a very large range of materials can be applied
to a surface of another bulk material for relevant industrial or scientific applications.
While these techniques are very good at creating large scale uniform layers, the need
for patterned surfaces in electronics and other applications requires control of the spa-
tial distribution of the applied materials. Again, a wide variety of methods have been
developed to control the spatial distribution of deposited materials on the surface, such
as masked deposition and many lithography techniques. Using lithography techniques
such as Electron Beam Lithography (EBL), patterns with sub-10 nm resolution can
be achieved. Advances in these techniques, as well as in other areas such as materials
used, have allowed incredible advancements in the power of computer chips and the
like.
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While the current technologies are very powerful and cover a large range of ap-
plications, there are certain limitations which should be addressed. Each of the afore-
mentioned techniques has its pros and cons and as such are only applicable to certain
applications and not to others. Moreover, there is a void in the scope of these tech-
niques, specifically in the range of well-ordered or patterned sub-monolayer to mono-
layer architectures on surfaces. Most importantly, patterns with a typical length scale
of functional macromolecules, or about 1 nm, cannot be achieved with current techno-
logies. This is unfortunate, since these types of overlayers are of critical importance in
the development of molecular electronics, molecular machines and similar applications.
Many deposition techniques dealing with molecules, such as MBD and SAMs [10], do
not allow much spatial control. Also, the molecules in these layers will be interacting
only weakly via non-covalent interactions. As such, the thermal stability of the layers is
very limited and the conduction of electrons in the overlayer is suboptimal. Employing
covalent bonds would solve the stability [11] and conductivity [12] problems. On the
other hand, the problem with the lithography techniques that are used to fabricate pat-
terned surfaces and current day electronics is the fact that they are so-called top-down
approaches. This means that existing, and well understood, logic components such as
transistors are scaled down to the smallest size achievable [9]. However, many of tech-
niques are starting to approach their fundamental physical limit in terms of precision
and length scales.

Therefore, a different approach is needed: bottom-up fabrication. In a bottom-up
approach, a collection of small building blocks are put together in such a way that
the collective can perform the desired task. These building blocks can be individual
molecules, metal nanoparticles or quantum dots. If these building blocks are molecules,
the result would be molecular machines [13] and molecular (opto-)electronics [14, 15].
The current problem with this kind of approach is that the knowledge on both the
design of molecular building blocks and the way they can be put together on a surface
is still very limited. Therefore, it is of utmost importance that the knowledge in these
areas is increased. This is where on-surface chemistry comes in. This new and emerging
field strives to increase the knowledge of reactions on top of surfaces in such a way that
it can be used to create very well defined and precisely tailored architectures on those
surfaces.

1.2 On-surface chemistry

As mentioned above, there are many techniques that could be considered when trying
to make, process and pattern the molecular architectures required for applications in
molecular electronics and machinery. Some of these strategies are better developed
than others, and they all have their pros and cons. However, the limitations of most
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of these techniques make them unsuitable for wide-spread application in these fields.
Before properly introducing on-surface chemistry, the drawbacks of the other major
strategies will be discussed in more detail in order to fully appreciate the benefits of
on-surface chemistry.

The first strategy would be synthesising and processing large molecules and poly-
mers in solution before controlled deposition onto a surface. This has several advant-
ages: solution chemistry is very well developed, so the synthesis of even the most
complex molecules is within the realm of possibilities. Also, the products can usually
be purified to a high degree. However, one major problem is the solubility of large mo-
lecules and many polymers. Especially in the case of conjugated polymers, solubility of
the product polymer is often an issue. This issue can be relieved by adding solubilising
side chains, usually long alkyl chains, to each monomer. However, this often impairs the
functionality of the molecules by, for example, inhibiting intermolecular charge trans-
port. Moreover, synthesising two dimensional networks in solution currently seems all
but impossible. Another substantial problem with the solution synthesis approach lies
in the fact that the molecules have to be deposited intact on the surface somehow.
Depositing (sub-)monolayers from solution in a controlled fashion is problematic, as
there is not much control over the orientation of the single molecules or their spatial
distribution. Deposition via sublimation in vacuum is even more problematic, since
these large molecules will decompose before they sublime. Therefore, the approach of
solution synthesis is usually employed for spin coated multilayers.

Another viable approach is the use of SAMs, where small molecules and a range of
non-covalent interactions are used to help them order on the surface. The synthesis and
the deposition of the molecules are more straightforward in this case. The former can be
done using any appropriate organic chemistry strategy, while the latter can be done from
solution, in UHV or in any other atmosphere of choice using any conventional deposition
technique. There are also advantages to the use of surpamolecular interactions. First
of all, these interactions are reversible, and thus any defects that occur can be repaired
and large scale overlayers with near perfect order can be obtained. Moreover, these
interactions can in principle be tuned to a high degree. Unfortunately, these overlayers
have their limitations. The interactions between the molecules are weak, and therefore
the networks are not very stable to outside influences like temperature. Also, because
of the non-covalent interactions, the charge transport and other useful interactions
between subunits is limited. Moreover, while it is easy to make large scale ordered
networks this way, which can be patterned to some degree, it is much more difficult
to create complex (and dynamic) multi-component systems required for applications in
molecular electronics (and molecular machines).
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The last major option is that of on-surface chemistry. Figure 1.1 shows a very basic
schematic representation of on surface chemistry. On-surface chemistry is a field of
research which is interested in doing covalent chemical reactions on a surface, where
the products remain on the surface in order to modify that surface in unique ways. In
principle, on-surface chemistry is one of the most powerful methods for tailoring surfaces
as well as building molecular machines and molecular electronics. This is because it
has quite a few possible advantages as compared to other strategies. First of all, it
has similar monomer flexibility as SAMs, but the connections between the molecules
are actually covalent. This solves the stability and interaction issues of the SAMs.
Moreover, this allows the creation of complex architectures, polymers and networks
similar to what can be achieved in solution based organic chemistry. Finally, like other
surface science techniques, the reaction and products can be monitored with extremely
high resolution by SPM among other techniques.

Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of on-surface chemistry: molecules are deposited onto a
surface in Ultra High Vacuum and are subsequently reacted together to form covalently bound
architectures on the surface. Reaction is commonly initiated by heat, but other energy sources,
such as light or an electron beam, are also used.

The main problem with on-surface chemistry is that it is a relatively new field.
Exactly how new the field is, is nicely illustrated by the fact that all reviews are
written in the last five years and, although comprehensive, are all fairly short [1–
3, 8, 10, 16–22]. This means that not nearly enough is known about viable surface
reactions. At this stage, research is focused on trying to find which kind of reactions
do and do not work, and under which circumstances, in order to form a library of
synthetic pathways similar to organic chemistry. Unfortunately, the first signs from the
early research point to an extremely complex puzzle to solve. In organic chemistry, the
most important parameters which determine the product of a reaction are the reactive
groups, and their location within the molecule. Other parameters, such as the solvent,
catalysts and temperature can usually be optimised for that particular reaction. In on-
surface chemistry, the confining and catalytic effect of the surface cannot be ignored.
Often, reactions between the same molecules can give different products on different
substrates and they do not always resemble their solution chemistry counterpart. Also
the reactivity, and more importantly the quality of the resulting polymers and networks,
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depends on the exact structure of the molecular backbones, deposition and reaction
temperatures and coverage. It is important to note that the temperature range available
in on-surface chemistry is much larger than for organic chemistry, typically between 4
and 600K, since there is no risk of solvent freezing or evaporating/igniting.

This work aims at increasing the knowledge about on-surface chemistry in UHV
in three distinct ways. In Chapter 3, a known surface reaction is used in order to
fabricate a proto-molecular machine system. This reaction produces fences on the
Cu(110) surface which have been used to successfully confine the motion of a small
walking molecule. In Chapter 4 the reactivity of two porphyrin derivatives that are
known to react on Ag(111) and Cu(110) is investigated on the even more inert Au(111)
surface. This is interesting, since the products of the reactions on the former two
surfaces are markedly different so it is important to investigate more surfaces in order
to establish a possible trend. Also, gold is not known to be a very good catalyst;
this is especially true for close packed surface such as the (111) surface. Moreover, the
porphyrins used do not have marked functional groups with inherent reactivity. Finally,
in Chapter 5, the first successful attempt at an enantioselective on-surface reaction by
using a chiral backbone in the monomers is reported. The backbone, hexahelicene, has
not been used in on-surface chemistry before.

1.3 Literature review

Before going into details of these systems it is crucial to examine the state of the art
in on-surface chemistry. As such, the existing literature is reviewed. Since the field is
relatively new, the review is intended to be as comprehensive as possible. However,
some relevant publications might have been overlooked. The focus here will be on
systems under UHV conditions as they are most closely related to this work. However,
a few important examples from synthesis at solid/liquid and solid/gas interfaces are
referenced as well in order to illustrate some key points. Again, work done in the context
of homogeneous catalysis and related fields will not be explicitly discussed, but some
examples will be referenced where appropriate. Also, note that graphene synthesis is
left out of this discussion as it is a complete field in and of itself and outside the scope
of this work.

The first class of reactions discussed here will be intramolecular reactions. In these
reactions, the starting material is converted into a different molecule, typically forming
new carbon-carbon bonds. Even though the reactions discussed in this section do
not involve the formation of any intramolecular bonds, they are worth noting. This
is because these kinds of reactions can be used to increase the degree of conjugation
after polymerisation. This is potentially a key step in making the desired conducting
organic polymers, which would otherwise be unattainable. Next up are condensation
reactions. A wide variety of well-known condensation reactions have successfully been
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adapted to on-surface chemistry. After this, surface Ullmann coupling will be discussed.
This is currently the most widely used synthetic strategy in on-surface chemistry. Next,
reactivity of another highly promising functional group is discussed. This is the ethynyl
group, both internal and terminal, which can react in a variety of ways. Finally, other
examples of on-surface reactions which cannot be classified in any of the preceding four
groups will be discussed.

1.3.1 Intramolecular reactions

In organic chemistry, intramolecular reactions are often a powerful tool. If the mo-
lecular precursor is engineered correctly, it can be converted via a myriad of pathways
and with high selectivity. This high selectivity is due to the fact that the reacting
parts are already close to each other, and as such the effective concentration is very
high. In on-surface chemistry, these types of reactions might be used to a similar effect.
However, using intramolecular reactions as part of the synthetic strategy might yield
other benefits. The precursor might be easier to evaporate, have better on surface mo-
bility or otherwise enhances the intermolecular reaction. Moreover, in several systems,
intramolecular reactions form additional bonds between the monomer units after the
initial formation of one bond. Also, in rare cases the intramolecular reaction could
yield reactive intermediates which can undergo subsequent coupling reactions.

Table 1.1: Intramolecular on-surface reactions in literature.

Reaction type Year Molecule Substrate Reference Notes

Cyclodehydrogenation

1999 1 Cu(111) [23]
2007 2 Ru(0001) [24]
2008 3 or 4 Pt(111) [25]
2010 3 or 5 or 6 Pt(111) [26]
2011 7 Cu(111) [27]

Desulphurisation 2013 8 or 9 or 10 Ni(111) [28]
Notes:

Different purely intramolecular on-surface reactions are summed up in Table 1.1
and the corresponding precursor molecules are shown in Figure 1.2. It can be seen that
most of these reactions are in fact cyclodehydrogenation reactions. In these type of
reactions, two C-H bonds are broken and a single C-C bond is formed, as illustrated in
the example given in Figure 1.3. This reaction can happen multiple times within one
molecule, resulting in as many C-C bonds. In the literature listed in Table 1.1, these
cyclodehydrogenation reactions have mainly been used to form small Polycyclic Aro-
matic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) and buckyballs/buckybowls. The results in this area are
very important because they show a high degree of correlation between the precursors
used and the products formed. Larger PAHs, formed by fusion of multiple molecules,
were only observed as a side product in the first entry [23].
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Figure 1.2: The relevant molecules used as precursors in the work on intramolecular on-surface
reactions in literature. R in 1 is C12H25.

Figure 1.3: An example of an intramolecular cyclodehydrogenation reaction.

Figure 1.4: The deposition of precursor 4 and the subsequent transformation into C57N3 on the
Pt(111) surface, shown as 3D models (A) and Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM) images
(B) of single molecules before and after the reaction. Image adapted from [25].
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The power of this type of reaction is demonstrated very well by the successful syn-
thesis of very specific fullerene derivatives, which is hard to do with other conventional
synthesis procedures. One such example is shown in Figure 1.4. It was found that
the relationship between the precursor and the product is very well defined. That is,
cleavage of C-H bonds and the subsequent formation of C-C bonds is very specific and
no C-C bonds are broken during the reaction. This means that, with the correct pre-
cursor design, it is possible to produce any required product. Specifically, if molecule 3
is used, C60 is formed, but if isomer 5 is used instead a type of buckybowl is obtained
[26]. Figure 1.5 shows a different case, where the intramolecular reaction is used to
convert non-planar precursor 7 into a planar and more conjugated product. This type
of reaction shows up more often as the final step of several on-surface reactions.

Figure 1.5: Four different stages of the intramolecular cyclodehydrogenation reaction of 7 on
Cu(111), shown as STM images (a-d) and corresponding structural models (e-l). The first
column shows the precursor, the second and third columns show different intermediates and
the last column shows the product. Image adapted from [27].

The other reaction listed in Table 1.1 is a desulphurisation reaction. That is, two
C-S bonds per functional group are cleaved, liberating the sulphur and producing a
reactive intermediate. In this case, four sulphur atoms are present, leading to four
activated carbon atoms. If the sulphur atoms are located at appropriate positions in
the molecule as in molecule 8 or 9, two intramolecular C-C bonds can be formed.
This results in the conversion of these molecules into pentacene. It was found that the
bromine groups present in 8 did not affect the outcome of the reaction. Conversely, if
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an isomer with the sulphur atoms at the opposite end of the five membered rings was
used, as in molecule 10, desulphurisation was not followed by another intramolecular
reaction. That is, no C-C bonds could be broken and reformed at the conditions used
in this reaction [28].

From Table 1.1, it is clear that these reactions take place on quite reactive surfaces.
That is, platinum, ruthenium, nickel and copper are usually very active catalysts.
Also, they form strong physisorption bonds with molecules, so molecules do not readily
diffuse, potentially hampering intermolecular reactions. In fact, with the exception of
copper, these surfaces are probably too active and not well suited for more delicate
reactions. This is why the first three materials have not been used in any other on-
surface reaction to date. Copper surfaces are typically the most catalytically active
surfaces used. On the other hand, less reactive materials such as silver, gold and
graphite are commonly used. This will become apparent in the discussion of the other
reactions below.

1.3.2 On-surface condensation reactions

The next group of reactions that will be discussed here will be condensation reactions.
That is, all reactions where multiple functional groups are coupled together typically
with formal elimination of one or more small molecules such as water. In conventional
chemistry, condensation reactions are widely used because they are versatile, can pro-
duce a large number of different functional groups and can proceed in a wide range of
conditions. Also, these reactions are reversible. This fact is used to great advantages
by using the condensation reactions to protect key functional groups in different stages
of a multi-step synthesis.

Figure 1.6: The relevant molecules used as precursors in the work on on-surface condensation
reactions in literature.
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Table 1.2: On-surface condensation reactions in literature.

Reaction type Year Molecule Substrate Reference Notes

Imine formation
2007 11 + 28 Au(111) [29] a
2008 12 + 28 Au(111) [30] a
2008 12 + 27 Au(111) [31]

Imide formation 2008 15 + (19 or 14) Au(111) [32]
2008 15 + (19 or 14) Au(111) [33]

Amide formation

2009 22 + 21 Ag(111) [34]
2011 17 + 20 Au(111) [35]
2011 22 + 21 Au(111) [36]
2011 17 + 21 Au(111) [37]

Urea formation
2009 25 + 20 Au(111) [38]
2009 16 Cu(111) [39] b
2013 (25 or 26) + 29 Au(111) [40]

Ester formation 2012 17 + 13 Au(111) [41]

Boroxine formation

2008 23 Ag(111) [42]
2011 23 Ag(100) [43]
2011 23 Au(111) [44]

Ag(111)
Ag(100)
Cu(111)

2012 24 Au(111) [45] c

Dioxaborole formation 2008 23 + 18 Ag(111) [42]
2011 23 + 18 Ag(111) [46]

triamine formation 2008 28 Au(111) [47]
Notes: a: trimer/tetramer only; b: thermal degradation of Boc-protected amine
provides reactive intermediates; c: two-step reaction.

Table 1.2 sums up the different on-surface condensation reactions in UHV that have
been reported to date. Figure 1.7 shows the reaction scheme for the formation of most
of these reactions. It is clear that, just as in classic organic chemistry, many different
functional groups can be combined to form different types of connections between the
molecules. As such, connections such as imines, imides, amides, esters and ureas can
be formed.

Condensation reactions on surfaces have been reported previously [48]. However,
the first condensation reaction reported in the context of on-surface chemistry, from
2007, is one where and imine bond was formed [29]. This type of reaction is also called
a Schiff base reaction; the product is always this subclass of imines. This is arguably
one of the more useful condensation reactions since the imine bond does not inherently
break conjugation, unlike most other condensation products, and as such it can be used
to synthesise conducting polymers. This first demonstration of on-surface condensation
reactions was done using a dialdehyde and monoamine, and therefore only bisimines
could be formed [29]. The formation of these dimers can be seen in Figure 1.8. In
2008, this was expanded to a trialdehyde [30] and then to a trialdehyde plus a diamine
respectively [31], and as such trisimines and polyimines could be obtained. This shows
an important and straightforward principle: by varying the number of functional groups
per molecule, the resulting products can be changed from zero dimensional molecules
to one and two dimensional polymers.
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Figure 1.7: Examples of the most important condensation reactions achieved in on-surface
chemistry.

Figure 1.8: Formation of a bisimine on Au(111) from dialdehyde 11 and amine 28, shown as
STM images of the ordered layers of the monomers (a and b) and the product bisimine (c and
d). Image adapted from [29].
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The three papers on imine forming on-surface reactions also illustrate another key
feature of on-surface reactions: deposition and annealing conditions can be varied sig-
nificantly, and as such they can be used to optimise the reaction. For the reactions
forming the trisimines [30] and polyimines [31], two different procedures were used.
The first procedure started by co-adsorbing the aldehyde and the amine followed by
heating to induce the reaction. The second procedure started by depositing only the
aldehyde, followed by deposition of the amine at elevated temperatures, high enough
to induce reaction. The resulting products were compared and for these reactions the
second method was found to be somewhat superior. Also note that deposition of an
ex situ prepared trisimine deposited on the same surface resulted in an ordered layer
different from those formed using either on-surface reaction scheme.

In general, for reactions involving one type of monomer, it can either be deposited
first followed by an annealing step in which the product is formed or it can be deposited
at elevated temperature high enough to induce reaction. In the first approach, the
initial coverage and the annealing conditions, such as temperature, annealing time and
temperature ramp speed, are the main factors governing the reaction. Also note that
this method could be used iteratively, in order to increase the density of the final
overlayer. In the second approach, the deposition temperature and deposition rate
are the important factors. Which method is superior depends entirely on the reaction.
Sometimes pre-ordering the molecules is beneficial while in other systems this just limits
diffusion too much for the reaction to proceed in a reasonable fashion. Also note that
for some systems the second method is the only one available, as the molecule would
desorb before reaction temperatures are reached in the first method. For reactions
involving more than one type of monomer, even more options are available as one or
more reactants can be pre-adsorbed or (co-)deposited at elevated temperatures.

After the demonstration of the imine on-surface reaction, several other commonly
observed condensation reactions have been reported as on-surface reactions. These are
the polyimide, polyamide, polyurea and polyester forming reactions as well as alkylation
of primary amines. Examples of this work is shown in Figures 1.9, 1.10 and 1.11. All
of these reactions can be made to work well as on-surface synthesis tools, but some of
this work highlights another difficulty in on-surface synthesis. This is the fact that the
reactions are performed under kinetic control rather than thermodynamic control. This
is the case because virtually all reactions reported on surfaces in UHV are completely
irreversible. This means that, if side reactions are possible, by-products will be observed
to some degree. For example, for the reaction of an anhydride with an amine, which
commonly results in an imide, the corresponding iso-imide was observed as a side-
product [32]. Since this is on-surface covalent chemistry and the reaction is irreversible,
there is no viable way to repair these defects. On the other hand, this example also
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Figure 1.9: Formation of a polyimide on Au(111) from 15 and 19, shown as STM images of
the ordered hydrogen-bonded island of intermixed monomers 15 and 19 (B) and the product
polyimide (C). Image adapted from [33].

Figure 1.10: Formation of a polyamide on Ag(111) from 22 and 21, shown as STM images
immediately after deposition (a) and after annealing (b and c). Before annealing some polymers,
imaging as bright lines, can be observed in a matrix of unreacted monomers. After annealing
only ordered islands of polymers remain on the surface. The high resolution STM image shows
the individual chains within an island. Image adapted from [34].
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Figure 1.11: A two dimensional network of a polyester on Au(111) formed from 17 and 13,
shown as a large scale STM image (a) and a close up of an ordered region (b). Image adapted
from [41].

shows a potential upside of on-surface synthesis: iso-imides are not commonly observed
as by-products in solution synthesis. In other words, on-surface synthesis can lead to
products unavailable in conventional chemistry, potentially opening up new synthetic
routes.

In 2D networks such as the one shown in Figure 1.11 other defects often arise due
to the fact that intramolecular reactions are typically faster than intermolecular reac-
tions. This can result in, for example, non-hexagonal pores where the thermodynamic
minimum would be all hexagonal pores. Also, for more flexible monomers the number
of topological defects can rapidly increase. The formation of topological defects is high-
lighted by most of these papers to various degrees. In all cases the size of the resulting
polymers and networks is limited. This can have several causes, but chain lengths are
often found to be limited due to a lack of diffusion of the oligomers that are formed.
This is often due to oligomer-surface interactions, but intermolecular interactions such
as hydrogen bonds can play a vital role as well. Moreover, defects in 2D networks are
often also diffusion related. These networks usually have some number of holes in them
where one or more molecules are missing. In general, if the diffusion of the monomers
is slow compared to the reaction rate, dendritic structures will be formed while close
packed networks are more likely in the opposite scenario. Add to this the fact that
defects cannot be repaired, and it becomes clear that high diffusion rates and relatively
slow reaction rates are often preferable to form better ordered networks.

The last two types of condensation reactions in Table 1.2 are those based on boronic
acid chemistry. The boronic acid group is the -B(OH)2 moiety of molecules 23 and
24. The main reaction reported is that of the formation of a boroxine ring in a cyclo-
trimerisation reaction of a boronic acid where three water molecules are eliminated, as
shown in Figure 1.7. This reaction was initially reported as an on-surface reaction on
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Figure 1.12: Formation of a two dimensional boroxine based network on Au(111) (a-c) and
Ag(111) (d-f) from 23, shown as STM images after deposition at RT (a and d), after annealing
(b and e) and after deposition at elevated temperature (c and f). The monomer forms ordered
islands at RT which can be transformed into a covalent network partially covering the surface
by annealing. On the other hand, a covalent network fully covering the surface can be created
in one step by deposition at elevated temperature. Image adapted from [44].
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Ag(111) in 2008 [42]. Since then it has been studied on a number of different substrates.
In 2011, it was shown that large scale and reasonably ordered networks could be most
easily obtained on Ag(111) and Ag(100). Au(111) proved to be slightly less well suited,
while Cu(111) was not a very good substrate at all, probably due to low diffusion
rates [44]. Figure 1.12 shows the networks resulting from the condensation of 23 on
Au(111) and Ag(111) using two different strategies outlined earlier. It is clear that
networks of higher density can be formed by deposition at elevated temperatures as
opposed to Room Temperature (RT) deposition and post-annealing. Also, the networks
appear more ordered when Ag(111) is used as the substrate, as compared to Au(111).
The other reaction reported was that of the boronic acid with a diol, which gives a
dioxaborole ring. In this case, the boronic acid needs to be deposited onto a surface
precovered with the diol at elevated reaction temperature in order to avoid the boroxine
formation.

Two other powerful strategies were also shown to work with the boroxine ring
condensation reaction. First of all, it was shown that the reaction could be induced by
an electron beam or even initiated by a pulse from the STM tip rather than heat [43].
These are two potentially powerful techniques. The latter gives unprecedented spatial
control over the reaction, potentially enabling nano-structuring of the surface. The
former presents a different way to induce a large scale reaction that does not involve
heating the surface, permitting the reaction of weakly bound monomers. Other energy
sources such as light could be used for this purpose as well. The other strategy shown
to work with boroxine condensation is that of a two stage reaction. In this case the
molecules were equipped with one boronic acid moiety and one bromine moiety. These
two functional groups do not react with one another. However, the boronic acid groups
trimerise into boroxine rings at low temperature. Annealing to higher temperature
initiates an Ullmann coupling reaction, which will be discussed in more detail later,
and an extended network is formed [45].

Even though this review focuses on on-surface reactions in UHV, it is worth not-
ing that condensation reactions at the liquid/solid or vapour/solid interfaces can be
powerful alternatives. This is because, under these conditions, the condensation reac-
tions can be made reversible. In UHV these reactions are not reversible since the small
molecules that are liberated desorb from the surface. In liquid/solid or vapour/solid
environments, water molecules can access the surface and as such the reaction be-
comes reversible. This means that defects can be healed and that the reaction can be
operated under thermodynamic control, resulting in higher quality overlayers. Unfor-
tunately, this strategy is mostly limited to condensation reactions as those are the ones
which can be made reversible in a straightforward way [49–55].
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1.3.3 On-surface Ullmann coupling

The traditional Ullmann coupling in organic chemistry is a copper catalysed reaction
between two C-X groups, where X is an halogen atom, to form a C-C bond. This is
illustrated schematically in Figure 1.13. The cleavage is homolytic, meaning that the
intermediates are radical species. This reaction is one of the most versatile tools to
obtain any C-C bond, and this is no different to the case of on-surface chemistry. The
ability to make C-C bonds is key here, as these are the most important bonds in organic
molecules. As such, it is the most widely used type of on-surface synthetic strategy to
date.

Figure 1.13: An example of an Ullmann coupling reaction. X represents a halogen, typically
bromine or iodine.

Before going into details about the on-surface Ullmann coupling, it is important to
look at some related Temperature Programmed Reaction (TPR) work on aryl halides
[56–63]. Typically, phenyl halides were deposited on various surfaces and subsequently
dehalogenated and coupled either thermally or photon/electron beam induced. The
reaction was followed using TPR, where the desorption of different chemical species as
a function of temperature is measured. This gives valuable insight into the reaction
mechanisms and reaction conditions of the different C-X bonds on different metal sur-
faces. This is important to understand some of the features of the on-surface Ullmann
coupling reaction: cleavage of the C-X bond typically occurs at a lower temperature
than the recombination of the phenyl radicals. These dissociation and recombination
temperatures depend on the halide and on the metal surface used. Another noteworthy
example of an Ullmann coupling reaction between two iodobenzene molecules has been
reported in 2000 [64]. Here, all reaction steps, including lateral manipulation of the
intermediates, were induced with an STM tip. Benzene formation from dichloroethene
has also been reported [65].

These results are further clarified in two theoretical studies from 2011 [66] and 2013
[67], which study the dependence of the reaction on the halogen and the metal surface
used respectively. From these theoretical studies, and the earlier TPR experiments, two
general trends of reaction rates can be determined. First of all, the ease of dissociation
of a C-X bond is ordered I>Br>Cl. That is, iodine is easiest to split off while chlorine
is hardest. This is in line with the typical bond strengths for these C-X bonds. In
practice, iodine substituents are typically cleaved off at (on gold) or even below (on
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copper and silver) RT, while bromine substituents are only cleaved off at (on copper)
or above (on silver and gold) RT. Proto-polymers can sometimes form at RT from
brominated monomers on copper and silver, see below. The use of chlorine is very
uncommon.

Figure 1.14: A comparison of the reaction of 39 on Cu(111) (A and B), Au(111) (C and D) and
Ag(111) (E and F), shown as large scale (A, C and E) and close up (B, D and F) STM images.
Very poor networks are obtained on the copper surface, while the least defective networks are
obtained on the silver surface. Image adapted from [68].

Secondly, the catalytic activity of the metal surfaces used also show a clear trend:
reactivity increases Au(111)<Ag(111)<Cu(111). This is also expected, as silver and
especially gold are much more inert than copper. However, the 2013 theoretical study
mentions another important detail: surface diffusion and radical recombination rates.
It was found that the diffusion of the phenyl radicals was slow on Cu(111), but faster on
Ag(111) and Au(111). Moreover, recombination rates were relatively slow on Ag(111).
This makes Ag(111) the prime candidate for on-surface Ullmann coupling since these
characteristics are usually beneficial for the formation of denser and more defect free
overlayers. This trend has been confirmed for some systems, such as the one shown in
Figure 1.14.

Table 1.3 gives an overview of all UHV on-surface Ullmann coupling reactions re-
ported to date. The first time the Ullmann reaction was used in on-surface synthesis to
form extended covalently bound structures was in 2007 [92]. In this work, tetraphenyl
porphyrins with bromine atoms on one, two or four of the phenyl groups were used to
create dimers, polymers and networks, respectively. This can be seen in Figure 1.16.
This study is often cited as the start of on-surface chemistry, as it is the first work
were a reaction was used purposefully to create different large scale architectures on a
surface and to image them using STM. Also, the reaction used turned out to be one of
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Table 1.3: On-surface Ullmann coupling reactions in literature.

Backbone Year Molecule Halogen Substrate Reference Notes

Phenyl

2009 30 or 31 I Cu(110) [69]
2012 32 or 36 I Au(111) [70]
2015 31 I Cu(111) [71] a
2015 32 Br Cu(111) [72]

Terphenyl

2012 33 Br Ag(111) [73] b
2013 34 Br Cu(111) [74] c
2013 33 Br Cu(111) [75] c
2014 35 Br Cu(111) [76] c
2014 34 Br Cu(111) [77] d

Triphenylbenzene

2009 36 Br Cu(111) [78]
Ag(110)

2010 36 Br Cu(111) [79]
Ag(111)
Au(111)

2010 36 Br Cu(111) [80] d
Ag(110) b

2014 36 or 37 Br + I Au(111) [81] e
2015 36 Br G/Ni(111) [82]

BN/Ni(111)

Larger Aromatics

2009 48 Br Au(111) [83]
NaCl/Au(111)

2009 48 Br Au(111) [84]
2009 39 I Ag(111) [85]
2010 39 I Cu(111) [68]

Ag(111)
Au(111)

2010 (41 or 42) + 43 Br Au(111) [86] f
2011 41 Br Au(111) [87] f, g
2011 40 Br Ag(111) [88] b
2012 48 Br Au(10.7.7) [89]
2014 44 Br Cu(111) [90] d

Au(111)
2015 41 Br Au(110) [91] f

Porphyrins

2007 50 Br Au(111) [92] h
2011 50 Br Au(111) [93]
2012 50 + 48 Br + I Au(111) [94] e
2013 51 or 50 Br Au(111) [95]
2014 50 Br Au(111) [96] i
2015 53 + 50 Br Au(111) [97] i
2015 52 Br Au(111) [98]

Other

2010 49 Br or I Cu(110) [99]
2010 – Br Cu(110) [100] j, d
2011 46 Br Ag(111) [101]
2012 45 Br Au(111) [45] e
2013 38 Br Ag(111) [102]
2014 8 Br Cu(111) [103] c

Ag(111) k
2014 47 Cl Au(111) [104] l

Au(100) l

Carboxilic acids 2011 55 or 56 or 57 Cl or I CaCO3(10.4) [105]
2013 54 Cl + Br CaCO3(10.4) [106] e

Notes: a: self-limiting; b: C-Ag-C only; c: C-C via C-Cu-C; d: C-Cu-C only; e: two-step
reaction; f : Ullmann followed by intramolecular cyclodehydrogenation; g: theory only; h:
monomers with 1, 2 or 4 Br atoms; i: monomers with 2 Br atoms; j: “molecular wagons” as
monomers; k: C-C via C-Ag-C; l: C2-Au-C2 only
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Figure 1.15: The relevant molecules used as precursors in the work on on-surface Ullmann
coupling reactions in literature. X denotes the halogens used, which can be Cl, Br or I. In some
cases monomers with fewer halogen moieties are used as well; in those cases a hydrogen atom
replaces the halogen. R in 47 is C4H9.
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the most versatile and widely used reactions to date. It was certainly a defining point
in the field of on-surface chemistry. After the initial demonstration of the on-surface
Ullmann coupling, the reaction has been applied to a large variety of systems with
varying levels of success. It turns out that this relatively straightforward reaction has
a lot of nuances to it.

Figure 1.16: The reaction of 50 on Au(111) with one (a), two (b) or four (c) bromine sub-
stituents gives dimers, one dimensional chains and two dimensional networks, respectively. The
monomers are shown as a model (a-c) and an STM image (d-f). The products are also shown
as a model (m-o) and STM images of the products (g-l). Image adapted from [92].

First of all, recombination of the radicals might not yield the C-C coupled product
straight away. In some cases, such as the one shown in Figure 1.17, a covalently
linked organometallic intermediate is formed initially. This intermediate is defined
by its C-M-C bonds, where M is the appropriate metal atom, and is referred to as
a proto-polymer in the case of polymer or network formation. The proto-polymer is
most commonly observed on copper surfaces [74–77, 90, 103] and occasionally on silver
surfaces [73, 88, 103]. Another type of bridge, which was attributed to C-Cu-Br-Cu-C,
was observed in one specific case [76]. A C-Au-C type bridge has only been reported
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for one system. However, in this case, each molecule 47 could form two C-Au bonds
with the same gold atom and the C-C bonded polymer was impossible to form due to
steric reasons [104]. Interestingly, the formation of the proto-polymer seems to depend
on the molecular backbone, as it is not always observed, even on copper.

Figure 1.17: The reaction of 35 on Cu(111) initially gives a C-Cu-C bonded proto-polymer (A)
which can be converted to a C-C bonded polymer network (B). For both cases a series of STM
images is shown as well as one or two linescans. Image adapted from [76].

The formation of a proto-polymer can potentially have a positive or a negative
effect on the reaction. It has been observed that the formation of a C-Cu bond is at
least somewhat reversible [77]. That is, C-Cu bonds can be broken and reformed over
time. This means that, if the conditions are right, the network could be pre-ordered
under thermodynamic control before the final reaction step where the C-C bonds are
formed. This approach has not been used in practice yet. However, this approach is
only beneficial if there is minimal distortion of the layer while the final reaction step
takes place. On the other hand, the formation of the proto-polymer can actually hinder
the formation of the polymer. In some cases, the formation of the final polymer can
require higher reaction temperatures on copper than on gold, even though the former
is far more catalytically active. Moreover, the required temperature might be too high,
such that the molecules desorb or decompose after the proto-polymer formation but
before the final reaction step would take place [90].
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A second effect that is a factor to consider in these reactions is that of the halogen
by-products. These halogen atoms do not desorb at typical reaction temperatures and
remain on the surface as contamination. In many cases, these halogens do not appear to
interfere with the reaction itself. The halogens typically form ordered domains separate
from the polymers in these cases, which do limit the growth of the polymer [72]. In
other cases, especially on copper, the halogen atoms are involved in the packing of
the final polymers. Here, the halogen atoms can be found between different polymer
strands in an ordered bi-component 2D crystal arrangement [73, 76, 77, 88]. This
does not appear to affect the reaction or the product directly, but it does potentially
influence the resulting architectures. In one extreme case reported recently in 2015,
however, the reaction of an iodine substituted compound 31 on Cu(111) was found to
be self-limiting to trimers or hexamers due to the iodine contamination. It was found
that the trimers or hexamers would form a long-ranged ordered structure on top of a
monolayer (ML) of iodine [71]. For the same molecule on Cu(110) this effect was not
observed [69].

Figure 1.18: The reaction of 50 (two Br and two I moieties) and 48 on Au(111), shown as
an STM image (a) and a schematic highlighting the difference in reactivity of the I and the
Br (b). Initially only the iodine is split off and linear chains of the porphyrin are formed. In
a subsequent step the carbon-bromine bonds of both types of molecules are cleaved and the
porphyrin chains become decorated with polyfluorene strands. Image adapted from [94].

A third important aspect of the on-surface Ullmann coupling is the fact that the
different halogens split off at different temperatures. This makes them ideally suited for
two-step reactions. This was shown for the first time in 2012 [94], when a tetraphenyl
porphyrin monomer was equipped with two bromine and two iodine moieties on the
phenyl groups. The iodine would be split off first, creating one dimensional polymers.
In a second reaction step the bromine would be split off and 2D networks would form.
Additionally, if the surface was covered with a second brominated species after the
initial step, a cross coupling reaction could be observed as seen in Figure 1.18. A
similar two-step reaction scheme was employed in 2014 to investigate reaction kinetics
of a triphenyl benzene molecule [81]. These molecules form dimers first, even with three
bromine moieties. However, this is better defined when one of the bromines is replaced
by an iodine. An ex situ prepared dimer was also used for comparison. The Ullmann
coupling can also be combined with other types of reactions. A two-step reaction mixing
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the boroxine condensation reaction and an Ullmann coupling has briefly been discussed
above [45]. Additionally, Ullmann coupling followed by intramolecular dehydrogenation
has been used to create a variety of well-defined graphene nano-ribbons, such as those
in Figure 1.19 [86, 87, 91].

Figure 1.19: The formation of well-defined graphene nano-ribbons from 41 on Au(111) via
Ullmann coupling followed by cyclodehydrogenation, shown as a reaction scheme (a), STM
images (b, c and e) and a Raman spectrum of the product (d). Image adapted from [86].

There are also some more unique systems reported in literature that deserve to
be specifically mentioned here. For example, in two occasions Ullmann coupling was
performed on a Au(111) surface, but with Cu [95, 96] or Pd [96] atoms co-deposited to
serve as a catalyst. This was shown to be a valid strategy, as the reaction temperature
in each case was lowered compared to the case where no catalyst is present. In the first
of these two systems, the copper adatoms were also employed to order the reactants by
forming non-covalent N-Cu-N organometallic bridges between the pyridyl side-groups
of molecule 51.

Recently, another interesting coupling reaction between brominated tetraphenyl
porphyrins was reported. Unlike in previous work, the eight bromine atoms were at-
tached to the porphyrin core instead of on the phenyl groups, as in molecule 52. These
bromine atoms could be split off as expected and radicals can be formed. Due to steric
hindrance, the radicals cannot recombine. They can, however, react with the hydrogen
atoms on the phenyl rings. This creates two parallel C-C bonds between phenyl groups
and the porphyrin core, but only on two opposing sides of a porphyrin. On the other
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two sides, the radicals capture hydrogen atoms liberated in the previous step to form
C-H bonds. This reaction is not an Ullmann coupling reaction since C-H bonds were
involved in the overall reaction, but it is mentioned here since the initial and crucial
step is identical to the Ullmann reaction.

A last point that is illustrated well by some of the work in Table 1.3 is about the
surface. Virtually all of the reported reactions were performed on a metal surface. This
is with good reason; it typically requires a metal catalyst for the molecules to react
at sufficiently low temperatures. Unfortunately, the use of a metal surface is at odds
with the need of an insulating substrate in potential future applications in molecular
electronics. Molecular electronics built on a conductor would simply not work, since
all charge will flow through the metal instead of the molecular circuit. For this reason,
there have been a number of attempts to tackle this problem from different angles.
One can either try to build the system on an insulator directly [105, 106], or build on
a metal and subsequently decouple it from that metal [83, 84].

Figure 1.20: The reaction of 48 on Au(111) yields a one dimensional polymer which can be
forced on top of NaCl islands, shown as STM images (c-d) and a structural model (e). NaCl
islands image as homogeneous islands; single layers, bilayers and trilayers are denoted I, II and
III respectively. The large scale images are taken after deposition of increasingly high amounts
of NaCl (0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 ML respectively), but only in the last case polymer chains are observed
on-top of the islands. Image adapted from [83].
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For the latter method, the building is relatively straightforward. However the de-
coupling is a different story. One paper showed that it is possible to pick up a single
strand of an on-surface reacted polymer with an STM tip [84]. This is a technique
commonly employed to measure the conductance of single molecules and sometimes
polymers, but it was not previously used in conjunction with on-surface synthesis.
This is a powerful technique, but ultimately not useful in technological applications
since only one molecule can be addressed with one STM tip, and it has to be picked
up individually which is a cumbersome task. A different approach was also shown with
some success: a thin multilayer of NaCl was deposited on Au(111), which partially cov-
ers the surface, before or after reaction. In the first case, the polymers were exclusively
found between the NaCl islands, but in the second case the polymers could be forced
on top of these islands, decoupling them from the substrate. This can be seen in Figure
1.20 [83].

Figure 1.21: The reaction of 56 on CaCO3(10.4) yields covalently bound oligomers directly
on an insulator, shown as Non-Contact Atomic Force Microscopy (NC AFM) of unreacted
monomers (a) and reacted oligomers (b and c) as well as a schematic of three possible coupling
motiefs. Image adapted from [105].

The former method, growing a polymer directly on an insulator, has also been
achieved [105, 106]. This is quite remarkable, since organic molecules are typically only
weakly bound to insulating surfaces. This is especially true for the type of molecules
commonly used for reactions on metals. So, not only is the catalytic activity of the
surface much less, the molecules would not stick at temperatures even remotely close to
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the required reaction temperatures. However, it is possible to find specific combinations
of functional groups and surfaces such that the molecules bind strongly to the surface
via this functional group. This typically also means that the molecules are not very
mobile, hampering chain growth. However, it was found that the CaCO3(10.4) (calcite)
surface in combination with the carboxylic acid functional group provided a reasonable
balance such that short oligomers could be achieved, as can be seen in Figure 1.21. Even
a two-step reaction on calcite was reported, using bromine and chlorine substituents.
Also, reaction on a boron nitride (as well as graphite) buffer layer grown on Ni(111)
has been reported. According to DFT calculations, the nickel surface is still of critical
importance as a catalyst [82].

1.3.4 Reactions of ethynyl groups

The Ullmann coupling is a very powerful reaction in that it can form C-C bonds.
However, the need for halogenations and the halogen contamination resulting from this
is a severe drawback. Therefore, other means of forming specific C-C bonds without
leaving residual contamination on the surface are being explored. One particularly
promising class of molecules are alkynes. That is, molecules featuring one or more
carbon-carbon triple bonds. These triple bonds could be either terminal or internal;
both feature unique chemistry and could find their way into applications in on-surface
chemistry.

Figure 1.22: Examples of the main reactions of the ethynyl group; the Glaser-Hay coupling
reaction (a) and the [2+2+2] cyclotrimerisation reaction (b).

The ethynyl group (terminal alkyne) is known to be quite reactive due to the mild
acidity of the hydrogen atom as well as the fact that it contains two π bonds. As such it
is a good candidate for on-surface chemical reactions. However, in solution the ethynyl
group can react in a variety of ways, depending on the reaction conditions. The two
main reactions between terminal ethynyl groups are the [2+2+2] cyclotrimerisation and
the Glaser-Hay dimerisation, as shown in Figure 1.22. Cyclotrimerisation is a common
reaction for acetylene to form benzene as reported in several heterogeneous catalysis
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based articles [107–109]. It is therefore important to learn how the moiety behaves
under different conditions on surfaces. Internal alkynes are slightly more restrictive in
their application, but nevertheless some on-surface reactions involving this moiety have
been reported.

Table 1.4: On-surface reactions involving alkyne groups in literature.

Reaction type Year Molecule Substrate Reference Notes

Involving terminal ethynyl

2012 66 or 65 Ag(111) [110] a
2013 58 Cu(111) [111] a, b, c
2013 64 Ag(111) [112] a, c
2013 61 or 62 Cu(111) [113] a, b, c

Ag(111) a, b, c
Au(111) a, b, c

2013 58 Cu(111) [114] a, b, c
Ag(111) a, b, c
Au(111) a, b, c

2014 62 Cu(111) [115] a
Ag(111) a
Au(111) a

2014 60 Ag(111) [116] a, c
Ag(877) a

2014 59 Au(111) [117] b
2014 65 Au(111) [118] b
2015 63 Ag(111) [119] a, d

Ag(110) e
Ag(100) e

Involving internal alkynes

2001 67 Cu(110) [120] b
2012 68 G/SiC [121] c
2014 68 HOPG [122] c, f

MoS2 c, f

Rearangment + polymerisation 2013 71 Cu(110) [123]
2014 72 Au(111) [124]

Heterocoupling
2011 69 + 70 Au(111) [125]
2013 74 + 75 Cu(111) [126]
2013 73 Au(111) [127]

Notes: a: Glaser; b: cyclotrimerisation; c: cross coupling; d: C-C via C-Ag-C; e:
C-Ag-C only; f polymers terminated by C60.

All reported on-surface reactions involving alkyne functional groups are listed in
Table 1.4. Most of these reactions involve terminal ethynyl groups on small aromatic
molecules. It was found that in most systems the resulting network contains a mixture
of Glaser type connections, cyclotrimerisation products as well as other cross coup-
ling products. A range of the different products can be seen in Figure 1.24 However,
the ratio between these different coupling motifs varies with substrate and molecular
backbone. This is a promising result, since it shows that the reaction is tuneable to-
wards different products. That is, the two most desirable reactions, Glaser coupling
and cyclotrimerisation, can proceed with significant selectivity.
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Figure 1.23: The relevant molecules used as precursors in the work involving alkyne functional
groups in literature. R in 61 and 62 is C6H13, R and R’ in 68 are C12H25 and C8H16COOH
respectively.

Figure 1.24: The reaction of 61 on Au(111) gives a mixture of products, shown as STM
images and structural models. The desired products are either the Glaser adduct (I) or the
cyclotrimerisation product (VI). However, other coupling (II and III) and cross-coupling (IV
and V) products are observed frequently. Image adapted from [113].
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It was found that the selectivity depends critically on the substrate used. Cu(111)
was shown to be the least selective substrate, producing a mixture of products with
a high contributing of cross coupling reactions. Au(111) on the other hand shows
a significant selectivity towards the cyclotrimerisation reaction as seen in Figure 1.26
[117, 118]. Ag(111) naturally favours the Glaser type coupling, but it can be made even
more favoured by adding side groups to the molecular backbone in such a way that cross
coupling and trimerisation reactions are sterically hindered as can be seen in Figure
1.25 [113]. Another route towards higher selectivity towards Glaser reactions explored
is the use of a vicinal Ag(877) surface. In this case, the molecules align preferentially
along the step edges, which are abundant on this surface. This confines the molecules
with their ethynyl groups head-to-head and as such promotes Glaser coupling [116].

Figure 1.25: The reaction of 62 on Au(111) and especially Ag(111) gives the Glaser adduct
almost exclusively. The molecules on Au(111) before reaction (b) and the Glaser-coupled poly-
mer products on Au(111) (c and d) and Ag(111) (e and f) are shown as STM images. Image
adapted from [113].

As in the case of Ullmann coupling reactions, a Glaser adduct with C-M-C link-
ages instead of C-C linkages has been observed. However, it has only been reported
in one specific case: 63 on Ag(111), Ag(110) and Ag(100) [119]. On Ag(111) the or-
ganometallic proto-polymer is rare as C-C bonds are formed in the majority of cases,
as shown in Figure 1.27. Annealing to higher temperatures could convert the organo-
metallic linkages to C-C linkages. On the other two faces C-Ag-C linked chains are
found exclusively. The formation of these particular chains was attributed to the ex-
cellent lattice match between the organometallic proto-polymer and the substrate in
these cases.

Internal alkyne groups can also be used in on-surface reactions. For example, di-
phenyl acetylene 67 was shown to undergo selective cyclotrimerisation on Cu(110). This
results in hexaphenylbenzene, which can undergo subsequent intramolecular dehydro-
genation to form hexabenzocoronene. The fact that cyclotrimerisation is only observed
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Figure 1.26: The reaction of 65 on Au(111) gives the cyclotrimerisation product almost exclus-
ively. The molecules before reaction (a) and the products (b) are shown as STM images. High
resolution STM images of the monomer (c), trimer (d) and hexamer (e) and their corresponding
molecular models (f-h) are also shown. Image adapted from [118].

Figure 1.27: The reaction of 63 on Ag(111) gives the Glaser adduct in the majority of cases,
but some C-Ag-C linked analogous are formed as well. An overview STM imager of the chains
formed shows C-C and C-Ag-C linked molecules, where the latter are indicated by the dashed
circles (a). High resolution STM images and a structural model of the C-C product (b-d) and
the C-Ag-C product (e-g) are also shown. Image adapted from [119].
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is because this molecule cannot undergo cross coupling or Glaser dimerisation [120].
The cross coupling reactions require two adjacent alkyne groups and Glaser coupling
is only possible with terminal alkynes. On the other hand, it is also possible to push
the reaction towards well defined cross coupling by using internal dialkyne molecule
68 as a monomer [121]. In this case, large aliphatic side groups and a carboxylic acid
head group were used to pre-order the molecules on graphite with the dialkyne moieties
aligned parallel. This arrangement is ideally suited for a cross coupling reaction and
produces 1D molecular wires after UV irradiation. This reaction has also been shown
to work in solid/liquid or solid/air environments previously [128–130].

Another interesting type of reaction employs an intramolecular rearrangement step
to obtain a diradical intermediate that can subsequently polymerise. The two monomers
for which this has been shown are 71 and 72. It can be seen that both molecules
have three unsaturated (triple or double) C-C bonds in close proximity to each other.
The exact arrangement of these groups in the molecule differs somewhat, but both
monomers can undergo an internal rearrangement (Bergmann cyclisation in the case
of 71). This rearrangement produces one or two new rings respectively and an active
radical at either end of the monomer. This radical can recombine with another such
radical. This ultimately leads to polymerisation. In both cases the molecules are
fully conjugated before and after the internal rearrangement and in the final polymer
product. The final product of the reaction of 72 can be seen in Figure 1.28. This is
also a very promising strategy for producing active radical intermediates on surfaces.

Figure 1.28: The internal rearrangement of 72 on Au(111) gives a diradical which can polymer-
ise to the product, shown here as a high resolution AFM image (a) and the chemical structure
(b). Image adapted from [124].

The final set of reactions involving alkyne groups comprises two different cross
coupling reactions. That is, the internal alkyn in 69 has been shown to couple with a
Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ, 70) molecule [125]. Also, a terminal ethynyl group
has successfully been cross coupled with an azide. This last reaction is known in organic
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chemistry as a ‘click’ reaction, and is a powerful tool for the formation of five membered
heterocycles [126, 127]. The only issue with this reaction is the limited stability of the
azide, which is prone to decomposing when the molecule is being deposited onto the
substrate in UHV.

1.3.5 Other on-surface reactions

Just like organic chemistry, the scope of the on-surfaces reactions very broad. As such,
there are many reactions reported that do not fit in the categories outlined above. Some
of these are direct adaptations of conventional reactions, while others are unique to on-
surface chemistry. In this section these different on-surface chemical reactions will be
discussed. An overview of the reactions can be found in Table 1.5. Here, the reactions
are divided into categories based on the kind of bond formed. However, the starting
materials and the mechanisms behind the bond formation can vary significantly.

Table 1.5: Other on-surface reactions in literature.

Reaction type Year Molecule Substrate Reference Notes

C-C/C-M-C from C-H

2008 78 Cu(110) [131]
2008 85 Cu(111) [132] a
2010 85 Cu(111) [133] a
2011 76 or 77 Cu(110) [134] b
2011 76 Cu(110) [135] b, c
2011 93, 93 or 93 Au(110) [136]
2014 76, 77, 78,79 and/or 81 Cu(110) [137]
2014 80 Cu(110) [138]
2014 76 Ag(111) [139]
2014 84 CaCO3(10.4) [140]
2015 82 Cu(110) [141]

C-C from Other

2014 89 Cu(111) [142]
Cu(110)
Cu(100)
Ag(111)

2015 90 Cu(111) [143]
Ag(111)
Au(111)

2015 88 Au(111) [144]

C-N forming reactions

2010 83 + 84 Ag(110) [145]
2011 86 Ag(111) [146]

Au(111)
2013 20 Cu(111) [147]
2014 87 Ag(111) [148]
2014 86 Au(111) [149]

Other 2014 91 + 92 Cu(111) [150]
Ag(111)

Notes: a: C-H to C=C/C-C via carbene intermediate; b: C-Cu-C only; c: theory only

Most of the reactions in Table 1.5 involve (semi-)selective cleavage of one or more
C-H bonds and the subsequent formation of C-C or C-M-C bonds. In general, these re-
actions are highly interesting for a number of reasons besides being unique to on-surface
chemistry. First of all, the C-C bonds formed in these reactions are highly desirable in
future applications in molecular electronics and other applications. Moreover, the only
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Figure 1.29: The relevant molecules used as precursors in other on-surface reactions. R in 88
is C6H13.

by-product is H2, which readily desorbs from the surface leaving no contamination.
Finally, if the right C-H bonds are activated sufficiently to react selectively, there is no
need to functionalise the molecule. This would reduce the complexity of synthesising
the appropriate starting materials.

The first such reaction was reported in 2008. Molecule 85, consisting of a perylene
core fused with two pyrimidine rings on either end, forms linear covalently bonded
chains on Cu(111). The reaction mechanism is thought to go via tautomerisation of
the C-H between two nitrogen atoms in the pyrimidine ring to give a reactive carbene
species rather than direct hydrogen abstraction. The carbene intermediate can react
with another such carbene unit to form a C=C bond. The hydrogen atoms initially
reside on one of the nitrogen atoms, but a thermally induced dehydrogenation step
restores the aromaticity of the pyrimidine rings. The resulting polymer can capture
two copper adatoms at each point where a new C-C bond is formed, by coordinating
it with two nitrogen atoms originating from two different monomers [132, 133].

Around the same time, another C-C bond forming reaction was reported on Cu(110)
[131]. In this case, hydrogen atoms on the methyl groups of tetramesityl porphyrin
(TMP, 78) were found to be sufficiently activated to be selectively cleaved off. This
results in radical intermediates which can couple with one another to form new C-C
bonds. This way, a two dimensional network can be created. Note that, because of
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the ethyl bridge, the monomers are not part of the same π system in the resulting
network. This on-surface reaction is highly surprising, since hydrogen atoms bound to
sp3 hybridised carbon atoms are typically the least acidic and thus least reactive. This
clearly illustrates the power of on-surface chemistry.

Since this work, quite a few molecules have been shown to have C-H bonds which
are sufficiently reactive on Cu(110) and can be cleaved semi-selectively. First of all, all
C-H bonds of a porphine molecule (76) can be cleaved off. The molecules can then
form one, two or three covalent C-Cu-C bonds with another porphine. The coupling
motif is nearly all edge-to-edge. In principle, this reaction could form two dimensional
networks, but due to a lattice mismatch with the underlying copper surface only one
or two monomer wide chains are formed. These chains are orientated in the 〈001〉
direction of the Cu(110) surface. If a meta-disubstituted porphyrin derivative, such as
diphenyl porphyrin (DPP, 77) is used instead, it can only react on two sides, and as
such only single chains are formed which are decorated with phenyl groups on either
side. Cleavage and reaction of C-H bonds on the phenyl groups is not observed. The
monomers and reaction products of 76 and 77 are shown in Figure 1.30. Tetraphenyl
porphyrin (TPP) is not sufficiently reactive on Cu(110) and does not form chains
[134, 135, 137].

Besides porphine derivatives, a selection of small PAHs have also been shown to
react on Cu(110). Pentacene bonds edge-to-edge via any number of C-Cu-C bonds,
while perylene, rubrene and coronene form random coil structures with (predominantly)
C-C bonds. These oligomers are random coils and branched structures, since none
of the C-H bonds are sufficiently activated with respect to the others such that the
reaction becomes selective. In this work, it was also shown that various combinations
of porphine, DPP, TMP and the aforementioned small PAHs can be copolymerised into
a wide variety of structurally unique products. The random coils formed from 79 and
the result of copolymerising it with 76 is shown in Figure 1.31 [137].

The oligomers formed from perylene, rubrene and coronene are quite random. How-
ever, one example shows that even for relatively simple molecules, only consisting of
benzene rings, C-H activation can be selective. This is shown in Figure 1.32. In 2014
it was shown that for terphenyl (80), only the C-H bonds in the meta positions of the
terminal phenyl rings are reactive enough to form C-C bonds on Cu(110). The origin
of this selectivity is not clear [138]. Another case with selective C-H activation is that
of a terminal ethenyl group, where one terminal hydrogen atoms is abstracted and a
diene is formed on Cu(110). This is also surprising, since these C=C bonds typically
react in different ways. That is, unlike ethynyl groups, ethenyl groups tend to undergo
cross coupling reactions predominantly [141].
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Figure 1.30: The reactions of 76 (a), Cu-76 (b), Zn-77 (c) and 77 (d) on Cu(110) gives chains
which are aligned in the 〈001〉 direction. Large scale STM images of molecules before and chains
after annealing are shown in the first two columns (before annealing: 20 x 20 nm2 (all); after
annealing: 60 x 60 nm2 (a); 62 x 62 nm2 (b); 30 x 30 nm2 (c); 28 x 28 nm2 (d)). The last
column shows close up images of single molecules and molecular chains (single molecules: 1.68
x 1.80 nm2 (a); 1.75 x 1.80 nm2 (b); 2.60 x 3.00 nm2 (c); 2.30 x 3.00 nm2 (d)). Image adapted
from [134].
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Figure 1.31: The reactions of 79 (A) and its copolymerisation with 76 (B) on Cu(110), shown as
STM images. The STM images in (A) show unreacted molecules (i), both unreacted molecules
and oligomers (ii) as well as characteristic random coils (iii and iv). The STM images in (B)
show a mixture of both types of unreacted molecules (i) and the product decorated chains
(ii-iv). Image adapted from [137].

Figure 1.32: The reaction of 80 on Cu(110), shown as a series of STM images of the product.
80 reacts via the C-H bonds in the meta positions of the terminal phenyl groups exclusively.
Image adapted from [138].
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While most of these reactions occur on more reactive copper surfaces, there are some
exceptions. Notably, porphine 76 has also been shown to react on Ag(111). However,
the reaction was far less specific compared to its counterpart on Cu(110), as can be
seen in Figure 1.33. Besides the edge-to-edge coupling, corner-to-edge (and potentially
corner-to-corner) coupling was observed and the monomers were orientated randomly
in the resulting polymer and with respect to the surface. In this case, the surface
is unable to constrain the reaction such that the products are well defined. Another
important difference between the cases of porphine on Cu(110) and Ag(111), is the
fact that C-C bonds form on Ag(111), but only C-Cu-C bonded proto-polymers are
observed on Cu(110) [139].

Figure 1.33: Reaction of 76 on Ag(111), shown as large scale STM images of unreacted (a)
and reacted (b) molecules as well as close ups and models of a monomer (c) and three different
dimers (d-f). The results in different coupling motifs, some of which were not observed on
Cu(110). Notably, C-C bonds are formed in this case as opposed to C-M-C bonds. Image
adapted from [139].

However, perhaps the most exotic reaction from C-H bonds is the coupling of alkanes
on Au(110). Alkanes are not known to be highly reactive and gold is usually a poor
catalyst, but even so bonds are selectively formed between the terminal (or terminal and
penultimate) carbon atoms with loss of H2. The gold surface does play an important
role here, as it aligns all the molecules end to end in channels of a (1x3) missing row
reconstructed surface. The channels cause a reduction in the barrier for hydrogen
abstraction as determined by DFT calculations [136].
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Figure 1.34: The reaction of 95 on Au(110), shown as STM images of the unreacted monomer
(A) and product (B-D). In this reaction the terminal CH3 groups of the alkanes are coupled
directly. Image adapted from [136].

A final noteworthy reaction in this category is the photon-induced coupling of C60

molecules on calcite. The bonds formed in this reaction are mostly random. However,
due to molecule-surface interactions, the resulting polymers are templated somewhat.
As discussed previously, calcite is a difficult surface to use in on-surface chemistry. This
is because molecules do not stick well and the surface lacks catalytic activity. In this
case, the combination of the large size of the molecule and photon-induced rather than
thermal activation is the key to enable reaction on this surface [140].

Table 1.5 lists some other C-C bond forming reactions as well. The monomers
have an aromatic backbone and are functionalised with carboxylic acid (89, [142]),
ketone (acetyl, 90, [143]) and aldehyde (88, [144]) functionalities respectively. In the
first case, the acid group is deprotonated first to form a carboxylate. In a subsequent
step the molecule is decarboxylated with liberation of CO2 and a carbon-metal bond
is formed. Using bifunctionalised monomers, this step yields proto-polymers which
can be converted to polymers by heating further. The reaction proceeds readily on
Cu(111), Cu(100) and Ag(111), proceeds poorly on Cu(110) and does not proceed on
Au(111). The reaction of the acetyl functionalised molecule is also highly interesting. It
was found that the molecules cyclotrimerised via a dimer intermediate. Overall, three
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molecules of water are liberated and the resulting structure is a new benzene ring. This
reaction was shown to proceed on Au(111), Ag(111) and Cu(111). The aldehyde, on
the other hand, couples reductively on Au(111). That is, two C=O groups couple to
form a C=C bond, releasing two oxygen atoms.

Finally, Table 1.5 lists some other non-C-C bond forming reactions. First of all, it
is possible to form large two dimensional and well-ordered networks of phthalocyanines
by depositing a precursor molecule such as 86 or 87 and a metal. The deposited metal
will be incorporated in the centre of the phthalocyanine core. This reaction has been
shown to proceed on Ag(111) and Au(111) [146, 148, 149]. Also, a reaction between C60

and amine substituted porphyrins 83 has been reported on Ag(110). This reaction is
noteworthy for it also produces very uniform and extended polymers. In this particular
system, this is due to the preordering of the reactants before the reaction. That is,
the self-assembled monolayer is structurally very close to the reacted overlayer [145].
Lastly, a ring opening polymerisation of melamine on Cu(111) [147] and a reaction
between borylene 91 and carboxylic acid 92 on Cu(111) and Ag(111) [150] have been
reported.

1.3.6 C-C versus C-M-C

One recurring feature of the reactions outlined above is the fact that C-C bonds are
formed in some systems while C-M-C bonds are formed in other, closely related systems.
Just looking at the molecules and surfaces involved at a glance, there does not appear
to be a clear rule governing the formation of either type of connection. However, on
closer inspection, there are some important clues as to what drives the formation of
organometallic chains over covalent C-C bonded networks.

The most obvious factor is the type of metal used. That is, C-M-C bridges are
most commonly observed on copper and less frequently on silver. Only one special case
for organometallic linkage has been reported on gold, but this appears to be more an
exception than a rule. The issue is that, even on copper, organometallic chains are
not always observed. This suggests that other factors besides the choice of surface are
important.

An important clue comes from the work on 63 on different silver crystal surfaces
[119]. This is the only case for which C-M-C bonds have been observed in a Glaser
coupling reaction. More importantly, the formation of these organometallic linkages
correlates very well with the degree of commensurability between the organometallic
chain and the surface. On Ag(110) and Ag(100) the periodicity of the organometallic
chain is exactly a multiple of the periodicity of the surface in certain directions. The
organometallic chains grew only in those directions. On Ag(111), such a match was
not possible and organometallic chains were rare and even disappeared completely after
annealing [119].
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Looking at other systems, similar arguments seem to apply. Notably, in the case
of 40 on Ag(111), one of the few Ullmann coupling reactions where C-M-C linkages
were reported, the organometallic chain is perfectly commensurate with the surface.
Every silver atom in the chain can occupy a hollow site of the surface [88]. Also,
comparing the reaction of 76 on Cu(110) and Ag(111) suggests the same. On the
former surface organometallic chains are formed, which are completely commensurate
with the surface [134]. Presumably, on the latter surface the organometallic chains
would not be commensurate as C-C bonds are formed instead [139]. In other cases, it
is impossible to tell from the data weather the C-M-C linked chains are commensurate
or not. In any case, the degree of commensuration between the proto-polymer and the
surface is an important factor. However, it is not clear whether there are other factors
governing the formation of these chains. It is important to keep in mind the possibility
of the formation of either type of bond.

1.4 Conclusion

Here, a wide variety of different on-surface chemical reactions have been discussed.
These reactions include different types of condensation reactions, Ullmann coupling,
Glaser coupling and other more exotic reactions. Using these reactions, it is possible
to build a wide array of different architectures on the surface which cannot be formed
using any other approach. Depending on the monomers used, large single molecules,
one dimensional chains or two dimensional networks can be formed. The bonds which
are formed between the monomers can also vary widely. However, C-C bonds are most
commonly created. This is partially due to the fact that these are more desirable in
potential future applications and a thus more widely pursued.

Besides monomers with different functional groups, a variety of surfaces has been
used as well. Most commonly, different faces of copper, silver and gold have been
used. This is because these offer the right balance between monomer mobility and
catalytic activity. However, these surfaces are not desired for all applications such as
those in molecular electronics. Instead, the architectures should be built directly on an
insulator or somehow lifted from the surface after reaction. The former approach has
been achieved using a calcite surface. The latter approach has been explored using the
Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM) tip to lift the molecules or by depositing NaCl
after reaction.

From this extensive review it is clear that on-surface chemistry is an exciting and fast
growing field of research. Pioneering research was published only nine years ago, and
the vast majority of publications are from the last four-five years. However, even though
this field is very young, it is very clear that the potential is endless. Only a very limited
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number of reactants and surfaces have been explored so far, but the structural variety
of the products is already very impressive. Moreover, reaction products completely
unique to on-surface chemistry have been observed. At the same time, several substrate
induced effects have been reported, from templating to altering the reaction products.

The same reasons why on-surface chemistry is an exciting and fast growing field
are the reasons why it is so challenging. That is, the combined effect of substrate
confinement and catalytic activity, monomer reactivity and backbone design make it
very difficult to rationalise and predict the outcome of any given reaction. Moreover, the
reactions take place almost exclusively under kinetic control. Thus, the delicate balance
of mobility, reactivity and other interactions, as well as the fact that the covalent
reactions are typically not reversible, makes it difficult to form highly ordered networks.
Instead, often highly defective small oligomers are formed thus far. In other cases
the molecules might even decompose or desorb before reaction. Finally, the surfaces
that are optimal for certain reactions, such as catalytically active metals, will not be
desired in applications requiring insulating and inert substrates. It is thus extremely
important to overcome the different challenges for on-surface reactions to become viable
for applications in molecular electronics, machinery and other fields.

The work presented in this Thesis aspires to build on the current knowledge in
the field of on-surface chemistry in multiple ways. First of all, in Chapter 3, the
known reactions of porphyrins on Cu(110) are utilised in a prototype molecular machine
system. In this system, a small molecule walks in a one-dimensional fashion on the
surface. The chains of porphyrin grow in the direction perpendicular to this walking
direction, and can therefore be used as effective barriers for the walking molecule. Then,
in Chapter 4, the reactivity of C-H bonds is further explored by coupling porphyrins
on the Au(111) surface. This is the first account of a reaction involving only C-H
bonds on the highly inert Au(111) surface. Finally, in Chapter 5, the effect of chirality
in on-surface chemistry is explored using helicene molecules. For one specific helicene
derivative pronounced enantioselectivity was observed. This is the first observation of
a chiral effect in on-surface chemistry.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Experimental Details

As a whole, surface science is concerned with all static properties and dynamic processes
occurring at or on surfaces of materials. This is a very wide ranging field of research
with one common factor: the presence of a surface. The diversity of the field of surface
science is due to the flexibility in choosing the nature of the surface, the environment
and any potential adlayers. For example, the surface can be a metal, insulator or
semiconductor; it can be crystalline or amorphous and so forth. The environment can
be Ultra High Vacuum (UHV), liquid or gaseous. Adlayers can be atomic or molecular,
they can be submonolayer to multilayer and they can be composed of any number
of different materials. Moreover, the different properties of surface and/or adlayers
that can be studied is also very diverse. Relevant properties of the surface include the
chemical composition, topography and electronic structure, while relevant properties
of adlayers extend to the interaction between the various species, conformations and
order/defects.

A broad range of experimental techniques exist which can potentially be used to
gain insight into the properties of the surfaces themselves and of adlayers under a
wide range of experimental conditions. Many of these techniques can be classified as
spectroscopic techniques. Examples include Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectro-
scopy (RAIRS), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), High Resolution Electron
Energy Loss Spectroscopy (HREELS) and Mass Spectroscopy (MS). Another import-
ant class of techniques is diffraction based. Examples include X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
and Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED). Moreover, Scanning Probe Microscopy
techniques play an important role. Examples include Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
and Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM). Besides experimental techniques, theoret-
ical approaches to surface science problems, typically using Density Functional Theory
(DFT), comprise a powerful tool. Each of these techniques has different scopes, limit-
ations and applications, and therefore each surface science problem should be tackled
using the right combination of techniques.
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In the work outlined in this thesis, the general behaviour and the reactivity of
specifically chosen molecules on metal crystal surfaces has been investigated. This type
of work is very sensitive to contamination. The presence of impurities of any type could
interfere with the behaviour and as a result affect the interpretation of the data. For
this reason, it is crucial to limit any possible contamination sources to a minimum.
To this end, three points are critical: the use of a clean working environment such as
UHV, proper cleaning of the surface of the crystal and the use of high purity molecular
sources. Theoretical and practical details of all three of these concepts will therefore
be outlined in this chapter.

For this work, STM was chosen as the primary tool to study the intended systems.
This is due to several reasons. Firstly, it is one of the most powerful tools available in
surface science. It is capable of imaging the surface, including any molecules residing
on that surface, in real space and with extremely high intramolecular resolution. This
is important for this work, since the main interest is in reactions between molecules on
metal surfaces. Here, STM allows us to confirm that reactions have taken place as well
as giving the opportunity to infer a lot of details about the resulting products. Even
though direct chemical information cannot be obtained using STM, the intramolecular
resolution it provides can give very compelling evidence for the formation of chemical
bonds as well as the reaction motifs, defects and other such details. This is especially
true if STM is paired with theory: comparing results obtained using DFT and the
experimental STM data can yield a good understanding of the system. A theoretical
background of STM as well as the details of the experimental setup and procedures
will be outlined in this chapter.

2.1 Theory

2.1.1 Ultra High Vacuum

The experiments outlined in this thesis have all been performed in UHV. UHV is
defined as a vacuum of 10-9 mbar or less. Between UHV and ambient pressure, different
levels of vacuum have been defined. Vacuum levels down to 1 mbar are commonly
referred to as rough vacuum, between 1 and 10-3 mbar is referred to as medium vacuum
and between 10-3 and 10-9 mbar is referred to as High Vacuum (HV). The benefits
of UHV as a clean working environment can be intuitively understood. Since the
pressure inside a UHV chamber is extremely low there are simply fewer molecules
that can adsorb onto the surface and interfere with the experiment. This effectively
guarantees a clean working environment, which is critical in the work outlined here.
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While there are alternative clean enviroments, such as the use of electrochemical cells,
these environments are not suitable for this particular work. For example, the use of
copper electrodes could be problematic and the dynamic exchange of molecules between
solid and liquid fundamentally changes the way surface bound architectures can form.

In order to fully appreciate the benefit of working in a UHV environment it is useful
to estimate the rate at which gaseous species collide with a surface at different pressures.
This quantity is known as the impingement rate and can be derived using the kinetic
theory of gasses. This theory is a statistical approach based on the assumption of an
ideal gas of identical particles. The equation for the impingement rate r (m-2s-1) found
this way, is given by:

r = P

(2πkbTm)1/2 (2.1)

Here, P is the pressure (Nm-2), kb is the Boltzmann constant (1.381 10-23 JK-1), T
is the temperature (K) and m is the mass (kg). This effectively gives the number of
molecules that collide with the surface per unit area per second.

The impingement rate can be used to estimate the time required for a ML of mo-
lecules to form on a metal surface. Assuming atmospheric pressure of small molecules
such as N2 at RT, a collision frequency of 4 · 1027 m-2s-1 is found. Then, assuming a
metal surface with a number of adsorption sites in the order of 1019 m-2, a ML forms in
less than 10-8 s. In reality, the impingement rate does not necessarily equal the growth
rate of the overlayer on the surface, as not all collisions result in adsorption. Instead,
a fraction of the colliding molecules adsorb, which is given by the sticking probability
(S(θ)) [151]. However, a ML of contamination will form in a fraction of a second at
atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, in UHV the pressure is at least 1012 times
lower. Using the same assumptions as before, this equates to a ML formation time of 40
min. In practice, a surface with less than 0.02 ML of contamination can be maintained
for hours or even days depending on the exact pressure and sticking probabilities.

Achieving and maintaining UHV requires highly specialised equipment. First of all,
the ‘container’ needs to be able to withstand the forces exerted on it due to the large
pressure difference. Also, it needs to be completely tight so as to prevent leaks. To this
end, sphere or cylinder shaped stainless steel chambers are used. Stainless steel is used
since it is strong, durable and impermeable to most gasses except hydrogen. Where
two parts of the stainless steel chamber are connected, the seal is closed using copper
gaskets. Moreover, care has to be taken when designing components and choosing
materials for anything that should be used in the UHV environment. Anything that
can trap gasses or liquids somehow should be avoided, as the continuous outgassing
from these types of materials could prevent the achievement of UHV.
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Another critical component required to achieve and maintain UHV is the different
pumping systems that are employed. Different pumps are designed to work at different
pressure intervals; no single pump can pump a system from atmosphere down to UHV
because the flow of molecules changes from viscous to molecular flow in medium vacuum
conditions. The type of flow is defined by the Knudsen number:

Kn = l̄

d
(2.2)

Here l̄ (m) and d (m) are the mean free path of the molecules in the gas phase and
the diameter of the flow channel respectively. The Knudsen number Kn is thus a
dimensionless number characterising the type of flow.

If Kn < 0.01, the system is operating in continuous flow, also known as viscous flow.
The mean free path of the molecules is much smaller than the flow channel, meaning
that the overall flow of molecules is dictated by the collisions among the molecules. This
regime is associated with rough vacuum conditions. In the other extreme, where Kn >

0.5, the system is operating in molecular flow conditions. Collisions between molecules
are rare, so the trajectory of the molecules is dictated predominantly by collisions with
the container wall. This regime is associated with HV and UHV. The intermediate case
is referred to as Knudsen flow. The transition happens in medium vacuum.

In general, different pumps can operate optimally only in continuous or molecular
flow conditions. Rotary pumps operate in continuous flow and are commonly used to
generate a medium vacuum in the order of 10-3 mbar and as a backing pump for other
pumps. These pumps work at high pressures and are capable of pumping large volumes
quickly but are very inefficient at lower pressures under molecular flow conditions.
In the molecular flow regime, different pumps can be used: turbomolecular pumps,
diffusion pumps and ion pumps are commonly used as primary pumps in HV and UHV.
The first two can operate under molecular flow conditions by transferring momentum
to the gas molecules in some way, directing them to the exhaust and thus removing
them from the vacuum chamber. The turbomolecular pump uses multiple sets of angled
blades spinning at high speed, typically above 1 kHz, while the diffusion pump uses a
high speed jet of vapourised silicon oil with a very low vapour pressure. Ion pumps
ionise the gas molecules and accelerate them towards a target in which they will be
buried, removing them from the chamber. The primary pumps are often supplemented
by secondary pumping systems such as the Titanium Sublimation Pump (TSP).

When a vacuum chamber has been in air, simply pumping it down using the dif-
ferent pumping systems available will not suffice. This is due to gasses, mostly water,
adsorbing on the inside of the chamber walls. This will outgas slowly, preventing the
achievement of UHV. Therefore, a bake-out must be performed. In this procedure, the
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entire chamber is heated to at least 100°C, typically between 12 and 24 hours. This
effectively removes the liquid film and UHV can be achieved. Other components, es-
pecially those operating at high temperature such as ion gauges, need to be outgassed
separately.

2.1.2 Metal single crystals

All experiments have been performed on the surface of metal single crystals. Two differ-
ent metals have been used: copper and gold. Both of these materials are characterised
by a Face-Centred Cubic (FCC) unit cell. This type of unit cell is characterised by a
square unit cell with four lattice points per unit cell, one on the corners (shared by 8
unit cells) and three in the centre of the faces (shared by two unit cells each). Each
atom in the metal single crystals is located at one of these lattice points and has 12
nearest neighbours. The unit cell is defined by three equal vectors at right angles. The
FCC unit cell is one of three possible cubic unit cells, the others being Simple Cubic
(SC) and Body-Centred Cubic (BCC). It is also one of two possible close packed unit
cells, the other being Hexagonal Close Packed (HCP).

Crystallographic directions can be expressed in terms of the lattice vectors a1, a2

and a3. The direction ha1 + ka2 + la3 is then denoted [hkl], where the values of
h, k and l are the smallest possible integers. The set of equivalent crystallographic
directions is denoted in angular brackets as 〈hkl〉. A crystal plane is denoted using its
Miller indices (hkl), where the plane intercepts (a multiple of) the three points a1/h,
a2/k and a3/l. Again, the values of h, k and l are the smallest possible integers. A
value of zero for any of the indices indicates that the plane is parallel to the direction
of that lattice vector. The set of equivalent planes is denoted as {hkl}. In the case of
cubic crystals, the direction [hkl] is perpendicular to the plane (hkl). Surfaces of single
crystals are denoted according to the plane in which they were cut. The crystals used
in this work are the Cu(110) and the Au(111) crystal surfaces. These are derived from
the bulk crystal by cutting along the (110) and (111) planes respectively.

The Cu(110) surface is characterised by atomic rows running in the 〈110〉 direction.
The surface is defined by a rectangular unit cell of dimensions 0.362 by 0.255 nm. The
distance between the atoms in the 〈110〉 direction along the copper rows is their close
packed value of 0.255 nm. The distance between the surface atoms in the perpendicular
〈001〉 direction is 0.362 nm. The Au(111) surface is the close packed surface, which
would normally be characterised by a hexagonal unit cell. However, in the case of gold,
the (111) surface is reconstructed and is characterised by a 22 x

√
3 unit cell. The top

layer of the Au(111) surface has a higher density of atoms than the normal bulk layers.
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This causes the top layer to buckle slightly, where different parts of the top layer are in
the FCC sites and others in the HCP sites. Distances between gold atoms in this layer
vary between approximately 0.26 and 0.28 nm. A long range order in the reconstructed
surface gives it a herringbone pattern.

Typical clean metal crystal surfaces, such as the ones used in this work, are cut
along the desired plane. However, a completely accurate cut cannot be achieved, and
as such there is an associated error of 0.1-0.2°. This is referred to as the miscut. For
this reason, the surface consists of terraces of the desired crystal plane separated by
monoatomic steps. The density of these steps depends on the exact miscut degree.

Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of sputtering and annealing cycles. In the sputtering
step, the surface is bombarded with argon ions (blue) to remove material from the surface (A).
In the annealing step, the surface is heated to restore long range order (B). After several cycles
an atomically clean surface is obtained (C). Image adapted from [152]

Atomically clean surfaces can be prepared in UHV by cycles of sputtering and
annealing, as shown in Figure 2.1. Sputtering is the first step, during which the surface
is bombarded with argon ions (Ar+) from an ionising argon gun. The impact of these
high energy ions causes material to be removed from the surface. This includes any
impurities that might be adsorbed on the surface, but also includes surface atoms so
this process also destroys the order of the surface. For this reason, the surface is then
annealed to a few hundred degrees in order to restore the order. Typically, three cycles
is sufficient to create atomically clean surfaces.

2.1.3 Molecular sources and deposition

The different molecules used in this work have been deposited by sublimation in the
UHV system directly. All molecules are solids at Room Temperature (RT) in UHV.
The molecules were inserted into the UHV chamber as received. This was done in a
section of the chamber which can be valved of in order to keep the main chamber under
UHV. This section is pumped using its own turbomolecular pump and backing rotary
pump. The molecules were purified (outgassed) in situ by heating to a temperature
below the sublimation temperature for at least 15 minutes.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic representation of the molecular source. Image adapted from [152]

The deposition itself was done from a very simple glass capillary source as shown
in Figure 2.2. The capillary with a length of ∼1 cm and an internal diameter of ∼1
mm was filled approximately for 1/3 to 2/3. A 0.25 mm tantalum filament wire was
wrapped tightly around the capillary using seven turns. The wire was spot-welded to
two electrodes of an electrical feed-through flange. The capillary was heated by allowing
a current to flow. This means that the molecules can be deposited in a reproducible
way. The actual source temperature is approximately known from previous calibrations
using sources fabricated in the same fashion. However, the exact current required for
deposition needs to be determined for each source individually as the build can vary
somewhat.

In order to deposit the molecules onto the single crystal surface, the surface is
perpendicularly placed in the path of the molecular beam generated from the subliming
molecules. The final coverage achieved depends on the sublimation rate, deposition
time, source-crystal distance and sticking factor. The distance and sticking factor are
always the same for a given setup and molecule/crystal combination. The sublimation
rate depends primarily on the source temperature, and thus on the current used to heat
the source. Once the correct deposition conditions for the source has been determined,
the same current is used throughout the experiments. Therefore, the main variable is
the deposition time, which is varied to obtain surfaces with low, intermediate, high and
multilayer coverages.

2.1.4 Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy

The experiments conducted in this work are very much set in the nanoscale where
everything is governed by the rules of quantum mechanics. Since everything happens
on a surface, the phenomena investigated are inherently restricted to two dimensions.
Moreover, the interest in the behaviour and reactions of individual molecules, which
are on the order of a nanometre in size, dictates the need for a quantum mechanical
probe operating at the nanoscale. For this reason, the main experimental technique
employed in this work is the Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM). This technique,
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invented in 1982, is one of the most powerful tools in the arsenal of a surface scientist.
Consequently, the inventors of the STM, Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer, have been
awarded the Nobel prize in 1986. It is capable of imaging conducting surfaces in real
space with extremely high sub-molecular and atomic resolution [153].

Figure 2.3: A schematic representation of an STM in constant current mode. The tip is scanned
across the surface and the tunnelling current between the surface and the tip changes as a result.
A feedback loop repositions the tip in the z-direction to restore the value of the current to the
set-point value. The z-movement of the tip, shown as black lines, is used to generate an image
of the surface represented by the bar at the top. Image adapted from [152]

Figure 2.3 shows schematic of an STM in operation. In basic terms, an STM is
a device in which an atomically sharp conducting tip (grey triangle) is brought into
close proximity to a conducting sample (orange) and a bias of about 1 V is applied.
There is no direct electric contact between the tip and sample; there is a small but
significant vacuum gap between the two. Due to this, no current should be able to
flow in the classical sense. However, due to the occurrence of quantum tunnelling, a
small but measurable current in the order of nanoamperes can flow, represented by the
red wedge under the tip. The exponential dependence on distance of this tunnelling
current allows the STM to operate and achieve high resolution. In practice, the STM
operates by raster scanning the tip over the surface at a height of 0.5 to 1 nm in order
to create an image of that surface.

In order to understand why the STM is such a powerful technique, as well as
its applications and limitations, it is important to grasp the underlying physics on
which it is based. The STM works due to a quantum mechanical phenomenon called
tunnelling. In the classical Newtonian world, a particle can never be at a location where
its potential energy would be greater than its total energy. In other words, a particle
cannot surmount a potential energy barrier higher than its kinetic energy would allow.
However, at the nanoscale the concepts of classical mechanics break down. The wave
properties of atoms and especially electrons become relevant. Therefore, a different
kind of mechanics, quantum mechanics, must be employed in order to describe the
behaviour of a system. At the nanoscale, the behaviour of particles must be described
using the wave function of the system which is a solution to the Schrödinger equation.
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The wave function itself contains all relevant information about the system. Most
relevant to this discussion is the probability density, given by the square of the wave
function, which gives the probability of finding a particle at a given location at any one
time. One of the consequences of quantum mechanics is that the Schrödinger equation
has solutions in regions which are classically forbidden, such as at the barriers discussed
above. This in turn means that any particle has a finite probability to be found in a
location where its potential energy would be higher than its total energy. Moreover,
the particles can ‘go through’ barriers which are normally unsurmountable. This is the
phenomenon that is called tunnelling.

Figure 2.4: A schematic representation of the square tunnel barrier used to illustrate the concept
of tunnelling. The outline of the barrier of width W is shown in blue. An example of a wave
function representing an electron incident on the barrier from the left that would be allowed for
this potential landscape is shown in red. The particle wave function has a high amplitude on
the left of the barrier, an exponentially decaying wave function inside the barrier and a smaller
amplitude on the right side. This indicates a high probability for the particle to be found on
the left side and a reduced but non-zero probability of finding it on the right side. Note that
the energy of the wave function remains the same.

The tunnelling probability decreases with the mass of the particle. For this reason,
it is most relevant for very light particles such as electrons. Tunnelling of heavier
particles is observed but is far less common. The tunnelling probability also decreases
sharply with the height and width of the barrier. The phenomenon of tunnelling is
best explained using the example of a finite rectangular potential barrier U(z) in one
dimension shown schematically in Figure 2.4. Here, U(z) is a simple step function with
a higher value at the barrier than everywhere else. This gives the following Schrödinger
equation:

Eψ(z) = (U(z)− ~2

2m
d2

dz2 )ψ(z) (2.3)

Here, m is the mass of the particle and ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant. Assuming
a one-electron system, the wave functions of different energy levels can be evaluated.
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In the regions where the potential is zero or where the energy of the particle is
higher than the barrier height (i.e. E > U(z)), the electron behaves as a quasi-free
particle. Therefore, the solutions of the Schrödinger equation take the form:

ψn(z) = Aeikz +A′e−ikz where k =
√

2m(E − U(z)
~

(2.4)

This solution is a superposition of waves traveling in either direction with wave vector
k. A and A’ are constants. On the left side of the barrier in Figure 2.4, where the
electron approaches the barrier from the left, the terms represent the incident and
reflected waves respectively. On the right side, the forward traveling wave represents
the transmitted wave while the backwards traveling wave will be non-existent.

On the other hand, if the particle energy is lower than the barrier height (i.e.
E < U(z)) the solutions in the barrier (assuming E 6= U(z)) take a slightly different
form:

ψn(z) = Beκz +B′e−κz where κ =
√

2m(U(z)− E)
~

(2.5)

This is a superposition of exponential functions decaying into the barrier from either
side, where the decay is quantified by κ. B and B’ are constants. Note that the term
with pre-factor B is that of an exponential increasing with z. Thus, for a particle
incident on the barrier approaching from the left, as in Figure 2.4, the only physical
solutions are those with B = 0.

The solution of a decaying exponential into the barrier is key to the phenomenon
of tunnelling. This clearly shows that the wave function, and therefore the probability
density, is non-zero inside the barrier. Moreover, there will be a non-zero probability of
transmission through the barrier. It also shows the strong dependence of the tunnelling
probability on the barrier width since the wave function decays exponentially within
the barrier. Likewise, if the barrier is higher, the wave function decays faster in the
barrier. However, this dependence is less strong. Also note that there is no potential
difference across the barrier in this description. This means electrons can tunnel from
one side to the other and vice versa, but no net tunnelling current will be obtained.

In practice, tunnelling devices can be constructed in several ways. In these devices,
the regions where the electron is classically allowed to reside are the metals (or semi-
conductors) where the particles are tunnelling to and from. The barrier can be an
insulating material or a vacuum gap. In the case of STM in UHV, the sample and the
atomically sharp tip are the allowed regions, while the distance between the tip and
sample constitute the tunnelling barrier. The barrier width is then equal to the width
of the vacuum gap. The barrier height is approximately equal to the work function φ of
the material the electron is tunnelling from. A net current can flow if a bias is applied;
electrons tunnel from the tip to the sample if a positive bias is applied to the sample
and they tunnel from the sample to the tip if a negative bias is applied.
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While the example of the simple tunnelling barrier gives a good explanation of the
exponential dependence of the tunnelling current on the tip-sample distance, it does
not explain all important features of tunnelling in STM. Most importantly, the tip
and sample are many-electron systems and the electrons tunnel to and from discrete
orbitals. These orbitals must be empty and filled respectively, need to be at similar
energy levels and need to overlap in space for an electron to be able to tunnel between
them. Therefore, the tunnelling current must depend on the availability of suitable
orbitals to tunnel to and from. The availability of these states can be expressed in
terms of the Local Density of States (LDoS). The LDoS is defined as:

ρs(z, E) ≡ 1
ε

E∑
E−ε
|ψn(z)|2 (2.6)

The LDoS gives the number of electronic states at a particular location (z in the one
dimensional representation) and energy.

Figure 2.5: A schematic representation of the STM tunnel barrier. The left is the sample, with
electronic states filled to the Fermi Level (EF ) and the barrier height is the work function of the
sample (φ). The right is the same but for the tip (sample and tip work functions are the same
in this approximation). The barrier width is again W and the applied bias is eV. Tunnelling
electrons are shown in red; electrons can only tunnel from occupied states of the sample into
unoccupied states of the tip.

A more realistic schematic of the STM tunnel junction is shown in Figure 2.5. Here,
the orbitals are filled up to the Fermi level (EF ). The barrier height is given by the
work function of the material (φ). Also, the Fermi energy is equal to −φ if the vacuum
level of the electron is taken as zero energy. A bias of eV is applied. Since electrons
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can only tunnel from an occupied orbital into an unoccupied orbital, it can be assumed
that only electrons with an energy En between EF - eV and EF can tunnel. Higher
orbitals are not occupied and lower orbitals do not have a matching empty state to
tunnel to, bar thermal excitation. Also, assuming a small bias voltage eV is applied,
En ≈ −φ.

The probability of finding the electron in the nth state (with wave function ψn(z)
and energy En) of sample is found at the tip surface is proportional to:

Pn ∝ |ψn(W )|2 = |ψn(0)|2e−2κW where κ =
√

2mφ
~

(2.7)

Here, ψn(0) is the value of the wave function of the nth state at the sample surface. In
essence, this is the probability of that particular electron tunnelling from the sample to
the tip. A summation of this probability over all states in the energy region between
EF - eV and EF is therefore proportional to the tunnelling current:

I ∝
EF∑

EF−eV
Pn =

EF∑
EF−eV

|ψn(0)|2 e−2κW (2.8)

Which can be written in terms of the LDoS at the Fermi energy and surface:

I ∝ V ρs(0, EF )e−2κW (2.9)

The result in Equation 2.9 is a better approximation to the tunnelling current. It
shows clearly that not only the distance, but also the LDoS of the sample is critical.
Yet, it is still neglects an important variable: the rate at which the electrons can tunnel.
This rate is a function of the tunnel matrix M, a measure of the overlap between the
sample and tip states. Therefore, the wave functions of the tip and sample should
be taken into account separately and explicitly. A widely used approximation for the
tunnelling current has been derived by Tersoff and Hamann [154] and is applicable for
small bias voltages and zero temperature:

I = 2π
~
e2V

∑
µ,ν

|Mµν |2δ(Eν − EF )δ(Eµ − EF ) (2.10)

Here, µ and ν indicate wave functions of the sample and tip respectively. Typically,
the tunnelling current is dominated by electrons tunnelling from states near the Fermi
energy. In practice it has been found that the STM image is indeed a convolution of
the relevant LDoSs of the tip and sample as well as the physical height corrugation.

Since this work is concerned with molecular adsorbates on metal surfaces, rather
than the metal surfaces themselves, it is important to have a qualitative understanding
about the influence of adsorbates on tunnelling. In general, the interpretation of ad-
sorbate images is not straightforward. For example, molecules and especially adatoms
can be imaged as depressions or protrusions depending on the conditions. Moreover,
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for molecules the depressions or protrusions in the STM images do not necessarily cor-
respond to single atoms, measured heights of molecules are typically smaller than their
physical heights and the adsorption site of the molecule can severely alter the appear-
ance of the molecules. The complication arises from the fact that the effects of the
substrate and the adsorbate have to be considered simultaneously. Typically, adsorbed
molecules do not have any electronic states near the Fermi level of the metal. However,
due to strong interactions between the metal and molecule, orbitals are mixed signi-
ficantly. This broadens the molecular orbitals (MO’s) into resonances which cross the
Fermi level. Non-resonant tunnelling through these MO’s contributes to the tunnelling
current. The contribution of a certain MO is larger if it has an energy closer to the
Fermi energy and if it has a greater interaction with the tip. In general, a large number
of MO’s contribute to the overall contrast in the STM image [155].

In addition to the theoretical background of STM, it is important to highlight some
practical considerations. First of all, data can be collected in two different modes:
constant current and constant height mode. In the latter case, the tip z-position is
constant while raster scanning and the change in current is measured directly. The
current is then used to generate the image of the surface. This mode is not used
frequently, as the risk of crashing the tip is high if the surface is not completely flat.
The former mode is commonly used. In this case, a feedback loop is used to maintain
a constant current. If the measured current deviates from the set point value, the tip
is moved closer to or further from the surface to restore the value of the current to the
set point. The z-movement of the tip is then used to construct the image of the sample,
as shown in Figure 2.3. One potential drawback of this method is that the feedback
can lag when scanning at high speed.

Figure 2.6: A schematic representation of an STM setup showing the main electronic compon-
ents and the design of the scanner head. Image adapted from [152]
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Since the electrodes, the tip and sample, need to be positioned at less than one
nanometre apart for a current to flow, very precise control of the tip-surface distance
is required. Approach is normally done in two stages; for the initial fast approach a
coarse motor is used while a piezo-drive is used for fine control of the tip movement.
While different types of piezo-drives have been developed, typically tube scanners are
used. The operation of these piezo-drives is based on the occurrence of the inverse
piezo-electric effect. Piezo-electric materials deform in a very predictable way when a
voltage is applied over the material. A schematic representation of the tube scanner
head of an STM is shown in Figure 2.6, where the grey cylinder represents the piezo-
electric tube. Control over the tip position in all directions is achieved by applying
a voltage over the tube in specific directions. A voltage applied axially to the tube
induces expansion/contraction, thus providing z-control, while applying a voltage in
radial directions induces bending, thus providing x/y-control.

Figure 2.6 also shows a schematic of the main electronic components of a practical
STM setup. The tip position is controlled by the high voltage power-supplies controlling
the movement of the piezo-electrics in the scanner head, as explained above. Other parts
of the electronics are responsible for applying the tunnelling voltage, and measuring
the tunnelling current. The tunnelling current is amplified and converted to a voltage
signal in the current amplifier. The feedback unit takes the signal from the amplifier
and compares it to the user-defined set point. If the two values are different, the tip z-
position position is altered accordingly. The computer interface reads the x/y-positions
and the equilibrium z-position at those points and converts it to an image of the sample
surface.

Since the STM operates at very small tip-sample separations, it is critical to limit
any external influences on this distance. One factor is thermal expansion/contraction
of various components with respect to other components. Typically, some degree of
distortion of the STM images can be noticed when scanning. However, if everything is
at room temperature, this effect is minimal. Also, drift due to the piezo-electrics relax-
ing can sometimes be observed. This can be minimised by avoiding large movements of
the tip. Another factor is vibrations; typical vibrations can have amplitudes compar-
able to the tip-sample distance. Therefore, vibration isolation is critical. In practice,
vibrational isolation is achieved in various ways, such as suspension on soft springs or
eddy-current damping, but all of these ways are capable of dampening external vibra-
tions to a high degree. Also, ion pumps are often used while scanning since these types
of pumps do not feature any moving parts and hence do not produce vibrations.

A final point to note is the tip fabrication and conditioning. In STM it is crucial that
the tip is atomically sharp in order to produce images with sub-molecular resolution.
Even if the tip appears sharp under an optical microscope, it does not necessarily
translate to an atomically sharp tip. In practice, the shape and state of the tip are
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unknown and the only way to evaluate the quality of the tip is to use it to acquire
data. A tip can be fabricated in multiple ways, but there are two common ways:
cutting a platinum-iridium wire or etching a tungsten wire. The former is commonly
used in atmospheric conditions while the latter is commonly used in UHV. The tip is
conditioned in situ by applying a voltage pulse of up to 10 V while scanning. This
can cause atoms and molecules to drop from the tip or be picked up from the surface,
potentially yielding a good tip state. In extreme cases, the tip might be crashed into
the surface or cleaned using field emission to improve the quality.

2.2 Materials and Methods

Three different UHV systems have been used in this work, all of which are dedicated
STM set-ups. Two of which are equipped with identical Specs GmbH Aarhus STM150
Microscopes. These STMs are primarily designed to operate at RT, but they can be
heated or cooled to approximately 120 K using liquid nitrogen. The first of the two
set-ups was used for the work in Chapter 3, while the other STM was used for the work
in Chapters 4 and 5. The setup of the UHV chamber containing the second STM is
shown in Figure 2.7. The third set-up contains a Createc LT-STM, which is designed
to operate at low temperature, either liquid nitrogen temperatures (80 K) or liquid
helium temperatures (4 K). This STM was used for the work in Chapter 4 done at 80
K. The base pressure of each chamber was 2 10-10 mbar or better.

STM images are typically analysed using the Gwyddion software package. All
images were flattened appropriately and the z-range was chosen to optimally convey
the data. The x-y calibration of the images was checked against the known dimensions
of the surface lattice parameter (where atomic resolution of the surface was obtained)
or the (2x1) oxygen reconstruction [156, 157] in the case of Cu(110). This method
yields an accuracy of the calibration of 5 % or better. Drift due to thermal expansion
or from other sources was not corrected. No other data manipulation was performed.

The crystals used were mounted on stainless steel sample plates as shown in Figure
2.8. The crystal was held in place by spot-welded tantalum wires at the back of the
crystal and sample plate. The hole in the sample plate is slightly larger than the part
of the crystal that fits through to allow for thermal expansion. The crystals can be
annealed by irradiative heating and e-beam heating from a filament at the back of the
crystal. This filament is integrated in the sample holder. By passing a current through
the filament, the sample is heated via radiative heating. However, only temperatures
up to about 400°C can be reached using this method. Higher temperature can be
reached via e-beam heating, which is done by applying a large potential between the
heating filament and the sample. This way, electrons escape the heating filament and
are accelerated towards the back of the crystal. Dissipation of the energy of these
electrons heats the sample further. The temperature of the surface was monitored
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Figure 2.7: A schematic representation of a top-view of the main UHV setup showing the
relevant components. It is a single chamber divided in three sections. The largest section
contains the STM, the middle section contains LEED optics and the smallest section is used for
deposition of molecules. Heating and cleaning of the crystals is conducted in the first section.
The chamber is equipped with a turbomolecular pump, an ion pump and a titanium sublimation
pump. Image adapted from [152]
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Figure 2.8: A schematic representation of a metal crystal mounted in a stainless steel sample
holder shown as a top, bottom and side view. Image adapted from [152]

using a thermocouple on the stainless steel sample holder. Note that the temperatures
given in this work are best estimates of the crystal surface temperature based on the
measured temperature; the surface temperature was not measured directly but the
thermocouple reading is very reproducible.

The surface of the Cu(110) and Au(111) crystals used was cleaned using at least
three argon sputtering and annealing cycles. Typical values for sputtering are 30 min
at 2.5 A with 500 V acceleration voltage, 2·10-5 mbar pressure of argon (steady state
pumped by turbomolecular pump) and a 8 µA drain current. Annealing was typically
done up to 630 K for Cu(110) and 650 K for Au(111). The last anneal for Au(111)
was slower and to lower temperatures of 600 K to obtain a well reconstructed surface.
The anneal was stopped as soon as the desired temperature was reached; the surface
was not held at elevated temperature. The cleanliness of the surface was checked by
STM prior to deposition.

Molecules were obtained from different sources, (Porphine and CoDPP from Fron-
tier Scientific, 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-yl methyl)benzene and ZnDPP from Prof. David B.
Amabilino et al. (Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona) and helicenes from Dr.
Jeanne Crassous et al. (Université Rennes)) and were used as received. Crucible tem-
peratures during deposition were approximately 128°C for porphine, 149°C for DPP,
90°C for bis(imidazol-1-yl methyl)benzene and 110°C for hexahelicenes. Deposition of
molecules was always performed with the crystal at RT.
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Chapter 3

Employing Porphyrin Chains to
Guide the Motion of a Small
Walker Molecule

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Molecular switches and motors

Though, the field of on-surface chemistry is still in its infancy, it is possible to use
the current knowledge in the field to work towards applications in on-surface artificial
molecular machinery. To this end, a complex surface confined system will be described
and discussed in this chapter. This system can be regarded as a precursor to a surface
bound molecular machine. Before going into specifics of the system, it is important
to introduce molecular machines and the basic properties that govern their design, as
molecular machines are fundamentally different from ordinary macroscopic machines:
the building blocks and components are different and the two types of machines operate
under different conditions.

Like the field of on-surface chemistry, the field of molecular machines is relatively
new and also very active. Current research is mainly focussed on developing functional
molecules and supramolecular systems that can be used as molecular motors. This
research has been reviewed extensively [158–161]. These reviews cover both the general
principles, as well as the current state of the art in the design of molecular machines.
The important concepts governing molecular machines will be covered followed by a
brief description of several different types of molecular motors that have been developed.

Before going into the details of molecular machines, it is important to offer defini-
tions for the different components discussed. First of all, it is important to distinguish
molecular switches from molecular motors. The former is a molecule that can change
between two or more states driven by external input. While this can lead to large
physical changes in a system [162], these molecules cannot be regarded as motors. This
is because they are not capable of doing work, since the motion occurring in one step
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will always be ‘undone’ in a subsequent step. The latter, a molecular motor, is then
defined as a molecule that is in principle capable of converting a source of energy into
a net amount of work [159]. This source of energy can be heat, light or chemical en-
ergy. The term “in principle” is used since it is very challenging to actually measure
the work done against an opposing force of single molecules or assemblies of molecules.
Usually, if the molecule is capable of a net unidirectional rotation or displacement, it
is considered a molecular motor.

Figure 3.1 shows various schematic examples of molecular switches and different
types of molecular motors. Within the realm of molecular motors, three general
types can be identified. These are rotary motors [160], walking motors [158] and
pumps/demons [159]. The difference between these types of motors is in their moving
and stationary parts. In molecular rotary motors, one part of the molecule rotates with
respect to the rest of the molecule in a well-defined fashion. Molecular walking motors
are molecules that move unidirectionally along a given track and molecular pumps are
molecules capable of moving other entities across a barrier in the face of an opposing
concentration gradient. ‘Maxwell’s demons’ are systems with two (or more) distinct
‘containers’ containing particles of any type which are at equilibrium. The demon can
sort or redistribute these particles between the containers to take the system out of
equilibrium. Particles can be sorted according to their chemical nature, temperature,
pressure etc. The terms molecular machines and molecular devices are used loosely
in this work; they can either mean the single molecule components described here or
ensembles of such components which are capable of complex tasks.

Impressive examples of the molecular switches and motors seen in Figure 3.1 can
be found in nature. Certain proteins are essentially molecular switches and act as
signalling proteins. A good example are those of the Ras subfamily, part of the class
of small GTPase proteins, which are involved in transmitting signals within cells [163].
Motor proteins have evolved to perform a wide range of tasks and as such proteins that
fit any of the three classes of molecular motors exist. For example, bacterial flagella
motors are rotary motors which are used to propel bacteria through liquid medium
[164, 164]. Several different proteins of the myosin, dynein and kinesin classes are
capable of walking unidirectional along specific tracks. As such, they are responsible
for a wide variety of tasks, including transport of cargo or the movement of muscles
[165]. Biological molecular pumps are typically found in membranes. Here, the pumps
transport a variety of small species, such as protons, across membranes against a local
concentration gradient [166]. Hybrid systems containing both biological and artificial
components, that is motor proteins in ex vivo applications, have also been reported
[167].
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Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of various types of molecular switches and machines.
(A) An example of a small molecular switch: the molecule can switch between two states via
a conformational change (centred around one bond in this case). (B) An example of a small
molecular rotor: the conformational change is now a rotation around the bond. This type of
rotation can be made unidirectional by including appropriate chiral steric hindrance, creating
a rotary motor. (C) An example of a catenane switch: the smaller or the two interlocked
rings can move between two different stations. Changing the relative affinity of stations causes
the smaller ring to move from one to the other. This rotation is not unidirectional. (D) An
example of a catenane rotary motor: the rotation in a catenane can be made unidirectional by
applying barriers between the stations. Alternating which barrier to remove (shown as a semi-
transparent barrier) in sequence with changing the station affinity gives a net unidirectional
rotation. (E) An example of a rotaxane switch: the small ring can move between stations, as
in the catenane case. (F) An example of a pump or demon: the smaller entities (green spheres)
can be selectively passed from left to right even though it opposes the concentration gradient.
(G) An example of a linear walker: the molecule has two ‘feet’ (black and brown half rings)
which can hold on to the ‘track’ (blue and yellow cylinders). Moving one foot at a time, a
walking motion is obtained. If this walking motion is unidirectional, the system is a walking
motor. Image adapted from [159].
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There are some impressive artificial molecular devices reported to date as well.
Many of these constitute switches based on small molecules [168] or rotaxanes. Rotax-
anes are a class of interlocked molecules, as can be seen in Figure 3.1 E. These molecules
show great promise as functional switches. Some rotaxane based systems have been
shown to act as artificial muscles [162] or are capable of switching a surface between
hydrophilic to hydrophobic states, which in turn can move a droplet across that surface
[169]. Examples of artificial molecular rotary motors are also found, typically based on
small molecules [170] or catenanes [171, 172]. Catenanes are a different class of inter-
locked molecules as shown in Figure 3.1 C and D. Finally, there are some examples of
molecular walkers showing unidirectionallity either based on reversible covalent chem-
istry in small molecules or on DNA hybridisation [158]. No artificial molecular pumps
have been reported to date, but some systems can be regarded as demons. For ex-
ample, a demon can be constructed based on the rotaxane switch in Figure 3.1 E. If
a removable barrier is inserted between the stations, the molecules could be moved to
the second station by reversing the affinity, after which the barrier would be put back
into place. Now, if the affinity is reversed again to the original state, the system cannot
return to equilibrium since the small ring cannot go to the more favourable station.
This means that the systems is trapped in an out of equilibrium distribution of the
small rings (particles) over the stations (containers) [159].

In macroscopic systems it is trivial to obtain unidirectional rotation or translation.
However, at the molecular scale, the concepts used to design such macroscopic systems
are not applicable. First of all, there is no inherent “up” or “down” since the effect of
gravitational forces can be neglected. Also, the parts of molecular machines interact
very differently with each other as compared with parts of macroscopic machinery. This
is because molecules are not solid objects and interactions between them are dominated
by Van der Waals forces and electrostatic interactions. Moreover, due to temperature
effects, molecules are constantly moving at random. This concept is referred to as
Brownian motion. Therefore, motion of motors must be controlled in spite of Brownian
motion, whereas macroscopic motors simply have to be made to move.

In principle, there are two fundamental ways of controlling motion of molecules and
overcoming the Brownian motion problem. In either case, an energy input is necessary
to achieve unidirectional motion. On a fundamental level, this energy input is necessary
in order to not violate the laws of thermodynamics. That is, no system can do work
without energy input. Since the motion of the molecule is made unidirectional, and
thus the system is capable of doing work, it follows that an energy input is required.
There are, however, two fundamental ways of using this energy input to direct the
motion. One can either use motion that cannot be induced by the available thermal
energy, or one can use Brownian motion to their advantage [159].
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In the first case the energy input is required to induce the motion itself. The
activation barrier for the desired motion is too high to be overcome thermally. However,
using an external source of energy, this barrier can be overcome. If the system is made
asymmetric, it is possible to make this motion unidirectional. An example where this
first principle has been implemented successfully is similar to the small molecular rotor
shown schematically in Figure 3.1 B. This motor is based on rotation around an internal
C=C bond; this rotation is not accessible thermally due to severe steric hindrance so
all molecules reside in the ground state configuration. Using UV light the cis/trans
isomerisation of this bond can be induced. This is followed by a thermally activated
re-isomerisation. Both half rotations occur in the same direction due to the chirality of
the molecule and thus unidirectional rotation is achieved. This particular system has
in fact been shown to be capable of producing macroscopic work: adding this molecule
to a liquid crystal and irradiating it can rotate a small glass rod floating on the liquid
crystal [170].

The other way of controlling the motion is using so called fluctuation driven trans-
port. In this case, motion is thermally activated Brownian motion, but an energy
input is required to direct this motion towards a net unidirectionality. An example of
this scheme is the flashing ratchet mechanism, which was used to obtain unidirectional
rotation in the [2]catenane rotary motor of Figure 3.1 D. In this case the affinity of
one of two ‘stations’ on the larger ring of the catenane was switched while one of two
different blocking groups, used to stop motion between the stations, was removed and
subsequently re-added. In this sequence, the smaller ring would move to the other,
now more favourable, station. By alternating the removal of the blocking group, while
switching the affinity of the stations back and forth, unidirectional rotation is achieved.
The energy input is via chemical energy and irradiation in this case; it is a combination
of adding/removing the blocking groups and switching the affinity for the stations. It is
important to note that the motion itself is due to Brownian motion, so the smaller ring
can and will rotate partially in the wrong direction. However, the backwards motion is
always less favourable as the destination station will have lower affinity in the case of
backward rotation [171]. Another catenane based system used a [3]catenane, where one
of the two smaller rings acted as a flexible barrier, to make the rotation of the other
unidirectional [172].

It is clear that, for the development of molecular machines, it is of fundamental
importance to be able to confine or direct the molecules and their motion [173]. This
is especially true for walking molecules, as they require a track to walk along. Surfaces
are especially relevant environments to achieve the necessary confinement, naturally
restricting motion to two dimensions [174, 175]. Moreover, both the properties of
the surface itself, such as the symmetry, crystal face and miscut, as well as any rigid
structures built on top, can be used to direct the motion of the moving part of the
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system. These ridged structures could potentially also perform other functions. Most
importantly, they could host stations which interact in a very specific way with the
mobile component. For example, these could be the sites were cargo is picked up or
delivered by the mobile component of the system. Finally, using surfaces opens up the
potential to use powerful characterisation techniques such as STM [161].

3.1.2 Walking molecules

In surface based systems, the properties of the mobile component are also of critical
importance. In general, a walking type motion is preferred. That is, a motion wherein
the walker can attach to the track at two or more points and only ever detaches at one
point at a time. In figurative terms, the molecule has ‘feet’ and only moves one foot
with each step. This type of diffusion has large advantages over other options, such as
sliding. First of all, the molecule is always attached strongly to the track at at least
one point, which minimises the chance of the molecule desorbing or otherwise moving
away from its track. Also, for such a walking molecule, each step is identical and well
defined which makes it easier to obtain unidirectionality. Most natural walking motor
proteins have two feet for this reason, although a controlled unidirectional slide-step
type motion is found in some single-footed walking proteins [176]. Artificial walkers
have been reported with two or more feet [177].

The need for walking type motion induces some requirements on the design of the
walker. Given the track, the molecule should be designed such that it binds with
two relatively weak covalent bonds to that track. These bonds should be sufficiently
strong and directional in order to facilitate the well-defined steps and to make sure
it is not feasible for the molecule to detach completely from the track. On the other
hand, the bonds should be weak enough to allow fast walking at room temperature.
Also, the molecular backbone should be sufficiently flexible to allow one foot to move
independently from the other.

So far, two types of artificial walker molecule/track combinations have been de-
veloped. The major and most impressive kind is based on the hybridisation of partially
complementary DNA strands [158]. The feet of such DNA walkers are single stranded
DNA strings and the track consists of complementary strings which serve as footholds.
The track of footholds must be pre-fabricated. This walk can be made unidirectional
using one of several clever methods, such as the ‘burned bridges’ method. However,
these systems have some severe drawbacks: the molecules are very large, a track has
to be prefabricated on a surface specifically and it is difficult to make these kinds of
systems autonomous. Each step often has to be carried out manually via a small ma-
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nipulation of the system, such as adding short DNA strands to compete with the ‘feet’.
The other important kind of artificial walker is based on reversible covalent chemistry
between a track and a walker molecule. However, this has so far only been shown in
solution and with very limited tracks of up to four footholds [178].

3.1.3 The walker/fence system

In this work, a complex surface based system is described. Figure 3.2 A shows a schem-
atic representation of this system. From the schematic, it is clear that two components
are present. The first component is highly mobile (referred to as the ‘walker’) and the
second component (referred to as the ‘fence’) acts as a barrier to the diffusion of the
mobile component. It was found that the walker diffuses predominantly in one dimen-
sion. However, the diffusion is not unidirectional, and as such the walker cannot be
regarded as a molecular motor. This configuration is an initial step towards a surface
based walking machine by tackling the basic design of a simple walking molecule as
well as investigating the confinement of the motion of the walker which is required in
such applications.

Figure 3.2: A schematic representation of the system described in this work (A). The system is
built on the Cu(110) surface and it is made from two molecular components. The first compon-
ent (the ‘walker’) is highly mobile at RT and diffuses predominantly in the 〈110〉 direction in
a walking type fashion. The second component (the ‘fence’) is immobile and acts as a barrier
to the diffusion of the mobile component, effectively confining it. Molecular structures of the
walker 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-yl methyl)benzene (molecule 1) and the porphyrins that were used to
form the fences: cobalt diphenyl porphyrin (CoDPP, molecule 2) and porphine (H2P, molecule
3) (B)
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The mobile component chosen for this work is 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-yl methyl)benzene,
molecule 1 in Figure 3.2 B. This molecule was chosen for two reasons. First of all, the
imidazolyl groups enable the molecule to bind to the surface with reasonable strength
and via specific and well defined interactions. Secondly, the methylene bridges between
the central benzene ring and the two imidazole rings give rise to sufficient flexibility to
allow a range of different geometries to be adopted, in which the imidazolyl nitrogens
bind to copper atoms at various distances. The conformational flexibility is illustrated
nicely by the behaviour in solution versus the behaviour in solid state of analogous
molecules. In the former case, the molecule typically adopts a horseshoe configuration
if the appropriate supramolecular interactions occur [179]. In contrast, a more linear
configuration, with the legs splayed, is adopted in the solid state [180]. Here, it will
be shown that this walker molecule diffuses very fast along the 〈110〉 direction of the
Cu(110) surface, yet very slowly along the 〈001〉 direction. This is due to the corruga-
tion of the (110) surface and essentially ensures one-dimensional diffusion. Moreover,
calculations show that the motion of the molecule is of a walking type.

In this work, two distinct types of rigid structures have been employed: porphyrin
chains and oxygen rows. Both structures grow predominantly in the 〈001〉 direction
on Cu(110); perpendicular to the diffusion direction of the walker molecule. As such,
they are promising candidates for use as barriers to diffusion of the walker molecule.
The latter type was mainly explored as an alternative barrier, as it is straightforward
to form the oxygen rows on the Cu(110) surface. However, the former is the main type
of fence used; the porphyrin fences offer more flexibility in terms of spatial distribution
and potential future modifications. Moreover, it was found that the porphyrin fences
are generally more effective as barriers for the walker molecule. Also, there is an
attractive interaction between the porphyrins and the walkers which can influence the
behaviour of the walker molecule, which could be beneficial in future molecular machine
applications.

The porphyrin chains have been introduced in Chapter 1, but it is useful to discuss a
few key details here. The coupling reaction of porphyrin derivatives has been developed
by Sam Haq in the group of Prof. Rasmita Raval and was first published in 2010. It was
found that the C-H bonds of the porphine core can be cleaved selectively on Cu(110) by
annealing to 560 K - 650 K for DPP and porphine respectively. The bonds formed in the
coupling reaction were C-Cu-C for all porphyrins and between one and three of these
bonds can be formed between each pair of porphyrins. The product oligomers of this
reaction align along the 〈001〉 direction as the organometallic chains are commensurate
with the surface in this direction. Formation of 2D islands of porphine is inhibited by
the large lattice mismatch in the 〈110〉 direction; at most triple chains are formed. For
DPP the phenyl groups do not react at the oligomer formation temperature and as such
only singe chains can form. Notably, the long sides of the chains formed from DPP
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monomers are lined with phenyl groups as opposed to C-H bonds for porphine. Typical
oligomers are between five and ten monomers long and the location of the chains on
the surface is random [134, 135, 137]. In this work, chains grown from monomers 2 and
3 in Figure 3.2 have been used.

Oxygen has been used to perform a similar function to the porphyrin chains. Oxygen
forms linear Cu-O-Cu chains along the 〈001〉 direction on the Cu(110) terraces at RT
by capturing copper adatoms. Often, individual chains span the width of the terrace
at low coverage. These chains form the well-known oxygen (2x1) reconstruction on
Cu(110) at higher oxygen coverage by coalescing of such chains. However, even at
these coverages, the islands have a large aspect ratio [156, 157]. These Cu-O-Cu chains
will be referred to as oxygen rows.

The effect of the chains on the diffusion of this small molecule is described, both
for the general case and for several specific situations that have been observed. The
behaviour was investigated by both STM and DFT1. In order to understand the details
of a complex system such as the one discussed here, it is vital to understand the
interaction of the various components with the surface first. To this end, the adsorption
and diffusion behaviour of the walker molecule in the absence of fences is discussed after
which the specifics of the walker-fence interactions will be outlined.

3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Stationary walker molecules

In order to understand the diffusion behaviour of molecule 1, and thus to understand
if and how it walks, it is crucial to determine the typical adsorption geometry of the
molecule on the Cu(110) surface. In order to determine the most favourable adsorption
geometry of the walker molecule on the surface it is important to use both experimental
evidence and theoretical models. In this case, experimental STM images are compared
to structures predicted in DFT calculations. However, it was found that obtaining
experimental images of single molecules was at the limit of the capabilities of the
available setup. This is because the molecule is highly mobile on the Cu(110) surface.
Even at temperatures as low as 120 K, the lowest temperature readily accessible, it was
very rare to observe stationary molecules on an otherwise clean surface. In the rare
occasions where one molecule would be immobilised for long enough to be imaged by
STM, it is either adsorbed at a step edge or, most likely, a defect site. Three examples
of molecule 1 imaged under such circumstances are shown in Figure 3.3. The molecules

1Theoretical work performed by Prof. Lev Kantorovich et al. Details on the DFT calculations can
be found in Appendix A.1
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of 1 are indicated with the blue arrows in each image. In Figure 3.3 A the molecule is
adsorbed at a step edge, which runs horizontally above the molecule. The other two
molecules in Figure 3.3 B and C are adsorbed on the terrace next to a smaller entity
of unknown origin.

Figure 3.3: Three examples of STM images of individual walker molecules at low temperature
on an otherwise clean Cu(110) surface (5.9 x 5.9 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.23 nA, V(t) = -215 mV, T
= 115 K; B: I(t) = -0.42 nA, V(t) = -311 mV, T = 123 K; C: I(t) = -0.42 nA, V(t) = -311
mV, T = 123 K). The individual walker molecules are indicated with blue arrows. Note that
these images are not calibrated and somewhat distorted due to drift. Coordinates apply to all
images.

It is possible to image stationary individual molecules in other situations. For
example, on a surface covered with oxygen rows or, especially, with porphyrin fences,
more stationary molecules can be observed due to the interaction of the walker with
these structures. Examples of molecules next to fences of CoDPP (2) or H2P (3), or
oxygen rows can be seen in Figure 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. Again, individual
molecules are indicated with blue arrows. The fences run in the vertical direction in
all images and are indicated by the grey arrows. The interactions between the walker
molecule and the different fences will be discussed in more detail below.

In all four cases the walker consistently images as three lobes arranged in a triangular
fashion, as shown in Figure 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. Two of the lobes are always aligned
along the 〈110〉 direction of the surface. The third lobe can be placed at either side in
the 〈001〉 direction of the other two lobes (pointing up or down in the images) and is
often imaged slightly different from the first two. Note that the two orientations are
mirror images of each other in accordance with the symmetry of the Cu(110) surface.
It is also reasonable to assume that each of the three lobes of the triangle corresponds
to one of the three rings in molecule 1, where the one pointing up or down in the
〈001〉 direction corresponds to the benzene ring. The fact that the molecule images
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Figure 3.4: Four examples of STM images showing several individual walker molecules next to
CoDPP fences on Cu(110) (6.0 x 6.0 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.18 nA, V(t) = -1201 mV; B: I(t) = -0.16
nA, V(t) = -1201 mV; C: I(t) = -0.20 nA, V(t) = -1201 mV; 6.0 x 6.0 nm-2 D: I(t) = -0.18 nA,
V(t) = -1201 mV). The individual walker molecules are indicated with blue arrows, one of the
fences is indicated by the grey arrow and some small protrusions at the end of the fences, most
likely corresponding to a copper atom, are indicated by green arrows. Coordinates apply to all
images.

Figure 3.5: Three examples of STM images showing several individual walker molecules next
to porphine chains on Cu(110) (6.2 x 6.2 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.25 nA, V(t) = -670 mV; 8.3 x 6.2
nm2 B: I(t) = -0.24 nA, V(t) = -670 mV; C: I(t) = -0.14 nA, V(t) = -713 mV). The individual
walker molecules are indicated with blue arrows and one of the fences is indicated by the grey
arrow. Coordinates apply to all images.
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Figure 3.6: Three examples of STM images showing several individual walker molecules next
to Cu-O-Cu chains on Cu(110) (6.2 x 6.2 nm2, A: I(t) = 0.45 nA, V(t) = 1250 mV; B: I(t)
= -0.39 nA, V(t) = -1633 mV; C: I(t) = -0.41 nA, V(t) = -1633 mV). The individual walker
molecules are indicated with blue arrows and one of the oxygen rows is indicated by the grey
arrow. Coordinates apply to all images.

consistently in this fashion, independently of the exact surroundings, indicates that
there is in fact one stable adsorption geometry. While many possibilities can be ruled
out based on the symmetry of the three lobed triangle, the STM images alone do not
allow exact determination of the adsorption site or geometry.

Bias dependence of the appearance of molecular structures can often yield more
clues about the adsorption geometry. However, molecule 1 shows no significant bias
dependence under most circumstances. The only exception is the special case shown
in Figure 3.7. In this case, one or two molecules were trapped between two closely
spaced Cu-O-Cu chains [156, 157]. In contrast to previous figures, these oxygen rows
are aligned horizontally. A change in the bias led to a reproducible change in the
appearance of the walker molecules. Typically, the two lobes aligned along the 〈001〉
direction become more pronounced with higher absolute tunnelling voltage. Figure 3.7
B is the only exception to this trend. Also, it is important to note that the walker
molecule was not imaged as shown in Figure 3.7 C or G in any other occasion. This
is a clear indication that this particular bias dependence is related to the interaction
with the oxygen rows. As can be seen from the images, the two smaller lobes appear
to be partially on top of the oxygen rows. Therefore, a significant contribution to the
STM contrast from the oxygen row states is to be expected.

While it is true that the walker images as the aforementioned three lobed triangle in
the vast majority of cases, one particular experiment showed that other geometries are
also possible. In this particular experiment, with porphine chains and walker molecules,
the imaging condition of the tip changed in such a way that the individual walker
molecules could be imaged much more readily. Most of these molecules appeared as the
three lobed triangle, as in Figure 3.5 A and B, but few appeared markedly different.
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Figure 3.7: Bias dependence in STM of the appearance of one or two walker molecules trapped
between two oxygen rows on Cu(110) (7.8 x 3.8 nm2) given in chronological order. Biases and
tunnelling currents are given for each image. There is no apparent dependence on the tunnelling
current nor on the sign of the tunnelling voltage. However, the two lobes aligned along the 〈001〉
direction become more pronounced with higher absolute tunnelling voltage. The only exception
is the one of image B.
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Molecules in different geometries imaged this way can be seen in Figure 3.8. In all
cases, the molecule still has three bright lobes, corresponding to the three rings in the
molecule, but their spatial arrangement differs from the norm. Two lobes are now
more or less aligned with the 〈001〉 direction of the copper surface. Also, the first three
molecules appear especially large, with significant apparent hight variation between the
lobes, indicating a more stretched configuration of the imidazole rings.

Figure 3.8: Examples of individual walker molecules imaged by STM in non-typical geometries
next to porphine chains on Cu(110) (6.2 x 6.2 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.25 nA, V(t) = -670 mV; B:
I(t) = -0.22 nA, V(t) = -670 mV; C: I(t) = -0.26 nA, V(t) = -670 mV; D: I(t) = -0.25 nA,
V(t) = -670 mV; E: I(t) = -0.25 nA, V(t) = -670 mV). These molecules are indicated with
blue arrows, while molecules in the typical three lobed configuration are indicated with green
arrows. Coordinates apply to all images.

3.2.2 Adsorption geometries from DFT calculations

In order to gain a better understanding of the absorption of walker molecule 1, DFT
calculations were performed on individual molecules adsorbed on Cu(110). The mo-
lecule was allowed to relax from different starting geometries into local minima. The
energy of the system was then determined for each geometry to assess their relative
stability. In this way, the actual adsorption configuration of the walker can be pre-
dicted. A wide range of possible configurations have been explored. Thirteen of the
most favourable configurations are summarised in Figure 3.9, where all geometries are
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shown in top view. The configurations c and d shown in Figure 3.9 are the most stable
at the same energy. Other configurations are at least 8 kJ/mol less stable, which makes
them significantly less likely at RT; these structures could occur on the surface at RT
but will be quite uncommon if they do.

All of the structures in Figure 3.9 have one feature in common: both imidazolyl
groups of the molecule are orientated such that the nitrogen is pointing towards a copper
atom in the first layer of the surface and the benzene ring is held at an angle above the
surface. In this way, favourable Cu-N interactions are maximized. Configurations where
these imidazole rings lie flat on the surface, to maximise π bonding with the surface,
are far less stable. Similarly, configurations where a copper adatom was involved at
different sites around the molecule were much less favourable. Such configurations are
not shown here. Island formation and other intramolecular interactions have not been
explored using DFT. This is because the most relevant experimental findings were at
low coverages where no ordered islands form and other interactions are only fleeting.

The validity of the different calculated geometries was explored by comparison with
the STM data. It is immediately clear that only configurations a to d in Figure 3.9 have
a symmetry and orientation matching the major experimental configuration. The first
two geometries are far less stable than the latter two according to DFT calculations,
and as such they can effectively be ruled out as a major configuration. Configurations
c and d, on the other hand, are the most stable geometries from the DFT calculations
and are therefore the most likely candidates for the actual adsorption geometry of the
walker. Since these configurations are equally stable and have the correct symmetry,
it is likely that both are equally relevant in the real system. Since the main difference
between the two structures is the distance between the two Cu-N bonds, geometries c
and d will be referred to as the contracted and extended geometries respectively. More
details of these adsorption configurations can be found in Figure 3.10. Front and side
views are shown as well as charge difference contours. The front view clearly shows
the orientation in which the imidazole rings bind to the top of the copper atoms. The
side view demonstrates how the benzene ring is held above the neighbouring row at a
relatively steep angle. The charge difference being localised around the molecule-surface
bond indicates a strong covalent bond.

In order to compare theory and experiment more effectively, STM simulations were
carried out for the contracted and extended structures as well as two other structures in
completely different arrangements, where the molecule has its feet on different copper
rows. In these simulations, the appearance of the molecule in STM is predicted based on
the geometries and electronic configurations obtained in the DFT calculations. These
simulated STM images can be found in Figure 3.11. The STM simulations of the
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Figure 3.9: Thirteen of the DFT relaxed adsorption geometries (top views) and corresponding
binding energies of a walker molecule on the Cu(110) surface. The molecule stands with two
legs (a-d) on the same Cu row along the 〈110〉 direction with between none to three atoms
between its legs; (e-i) on two adjacent rows or (j-m) on two separate rows more than one row
apart. The most energetically favorable configurations are (c and d).
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Figure 3.10: DFT relaxed geometries of the two most favourable conformations. These con-
formations are energetically equivalent and correspond to configurations d (extended) and c
(contracted) in Figure 3.9. The configurations are shown as: front view ball-and-stick mod-
els of the calculated geometries (upper panel); front (middle panel) and side (bottom panel)
views of the structures with the charge density difference shown in yellow (excess) and green
(depletion) colours at ± 0.003 a.u.
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Figure 3.11: STM images simulated within the Tersoff-Hamann approximation using different
biases for four selected geometries. The first two are the extended and contracted configurations,
while the last two correspond to f and j of Figure 3.9 respectively. The Cu atoms of the surface
are invisible in the simulated STM images. One can clearly see the characteristic triangular
shape that is seen in the experimental images even within this crude approximation, particularly
for the first simulated STM image in the fourth row.
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extended and contracted geometries all show a similar triangular shape to the ones
in the experiments. This is especially true for the one obtained for the contracted
conformation simulated at a bias of -1 V. A more detailed comparison of this simulated
STM image with the experimental one is shown in Figure 3.12.

However, it is important to note that the agreement between experiment and theory
is not perfect with respect to the simulated STM images. The predicted STM images
for both the contracted and extended geometries show much greater intramolecular
detail than the experimental images. This could be a fault in the STM simulations,
since the Tersoff-Hamann approximation [154] used to obtain the STM simulations is
relatively crude. There is a variety of factors that can influence the experimentally
obtained images that are not taken into account in the theoretical approach, such
as temperature effects, tip state and/or the contribution of physical height change in
the recorded images. This can change the appearance of the molecules and limit the
intramolecular resolution. However, the resemblance is strong enough to be confident
that the theoretical model accurately represents the walker molecule on the Cu(110)
surface.

Figure 3.12: One of the individual walker molecules imaged by STM at room temperature next
to a porphine chain on Cu(110) from Figure 3.5 C (A) with line profiles along the horizontal
(black) and vertical (red) white lines (B). This shows the size of the single molecule as imaged
in STM. A size comparison between the simulated STM image from Figure 3.11 (C) and an
experimental STM image (D). The STM imager in (D) is a cleaned up version of (A). The
scales of the images in (C) and (D) are the same; the scale bars are 1 nm. Coordinates apply
all both images.
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In addition theory predicts two equally favourable adsorption geometries while only
one appears to be observed experimentally: the three lobed appearance of the walker
is better matched to the simulated STM image of contracted rather than the extended
configuration. While the actual size difference of the molecules in the two geometries is
too small to be identified in the experimental STM images, it is clear that the difference
in the simulated STM images between the configurations is not observed experimentally.
Therefore, the fact that the two configurations cannot be distinguished could be due
to the same limitations described above. It is also possible that individually imaged
molecule all residing near a step edge, defect or fence plays a role. The potential energy
landscape at these sites will be different to that of an otherwise clean and flat surface
and as such the relative stability of the different configurations may change. Another
clear difference between the experimental data and theory is the lack of bias dependence
in the experimental images. The only case where a bias dependence was observed is
very different from the predicted one, due to the presence of the oxygen rows. The
reason for the lack of apparent bias dependence could also be due to the same effects
as mentioned above.

While the vast majority of the walker molecules observed do adopt the aforemen-
tioned extended and/or contracted conformation, there is also the case of the other
molecules shown in Figure 3.8. It appears that these molecules are in one of the ro-
tated configurations of Figure 3.9. It is difficult to identify the exact configurations,
but based on orientation and symmetry, configuration (k) appears to be a good candid-
ate. Incidentally, this is third most stable geometry, together with configuration (e).
Unfortunately, no simulated STM images exist for this configuration. The fact that
this configuration has rarely been observed shows that, as expected from the DFT cal-
culations, geometries other than the extended and contracted ones are rare. It is clear
that the adsorption of the walker molecule is highly complex and not fully understood.
However, the experimental data and DFT calculations form a solid basis from which
the more interesting dynamic behaviour of the walker can be explored. More detailed
adsorption positions and geometries could potentially be found experimentally if the
system were to be cooled to liquid helium temperatures.

3.2.3 Diffusion of the walker molecule

As stated above, the walker molecule is very mobile on the Cu(110) surface. This
diffusion is, however, highly anisotropic. When a sub-monolayer of this molecule is
deposited on the Cu(110) surface held at room temperature, distinct streaks corres-
ponding to high tunnelling current with a dimension far larger than the molecules are
observed. Examples of these diffusion lines at different coverages at RT can be seen
in Figure 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. In all cases, the streaks run approximately vertically
across the images, always orientated along the 〈110〉 direction, or along the copper
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rows, showing the highly anisotropic diffusion of the walker. The difference between
the three sets of images is the coverage of walker molecule. While the exact coverage
is unknown for these samples, it is clear from the density of streaks that Figure 3.13
represents the lowest coverage while Figure 3.15 represents the highest. In all cases,
these streaks are approximately one molecule, or approximately two copper row spa-
cings wide. The length of the streaks varies greatly and is somewhat dependent on the
coverage. However, in most cases streaks of tens of nanometres long can be observed.

Figure 3.13: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks for a low coverage of walker
molecule on Cu(110) (62.1 x 75.5 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.09 nA, V(t) = -1583 mV; 22.9 x 27.9 nm2,
B: I(t) = -0.11 nA, V(t) = -1583 mV). The diffusion streaks are not very well defined: they are
interrupted often. However, they are clearly aligned in the 〈110〉 direction. Coordinates apply
to both images.

The images in Figure 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 also show another coverage dependence of
the diffusion streaks. At low coverage, the streaks are not very well defined. They are
interrupted often, meaning that consecutive areas of high apparent height are small.
This is due to the fact that, even though molecules are diffusing all over the surface,
there is a reasonable probability that there is no molecule along a given track when
the STM tip passes over it. However, when the coverage is increased, they become
more uniform and more pronounced. At these coverages, there is virtually always a
molecule under the tip in a given track. If the coverage is increased further, the diffusion
lines become increasingly snake like. On first glance, it seems that a molecular path
is followed as it jumps from one row to the next. However, diffusion is very fast on
the time scale of STM, which excludes this option. While the exact mechanism behind
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Figure 3.14: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks for an intermediate coverage of
walker molecule on Cu(110) (62.1 x 75.5 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.23 nA, V(t) = -179 mV; 17.2 x 20.9
nm2, B: I(t) = 0.32 nA, V(t) = 1096 mV). The streaks are very well defined and clearly aligned
in the 〈110〉 direction. Coordinates apply to both images.

Figure 3.15: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks for a high coverage of walker
molecule on Cu(110) (74.9 x 70.8 nm2, A: I(t) =-0.36 nA, V(t) = 650 mV; 30.0 x 28.3 nm2, B:
I(t) = -0.02 nA, V(t) = -670 mV). The streaks are very well defined and clearly aligned in the
〈110〉 direction but more snake like than at intermediate coverage. Coordinates apply to both
images.
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the formation of these curves is unknown at present, a possible explanation involves
collisions between molecules on neighbouring rows. At coverages such as these, each
line is likely a sum of the contribution of multiple molecules; as each molecule spans two
copper rows, collisions between molecules on different copper rows will be frequent. If
these collisions happen in a narrow range, the average signal in STM would reproduce
the observed curved lines. This narrow range could potentially be determined by some
outside influence such as a defect site or be a consequence of the very small mean free
path of the molecule at this coverage.

Figure 3.16: Two large scale STM images of walker molecule close to one ML on Cu(110), where
diffusion is no longer possible (43.2 x 58.8 nm2, A: I(t) = 0.53 nA, V(t) = 691 mV; 21.1 x 28.6
nm2, B: I(t) = 0.50 nA, V(t) = 691 mV). Some signs of order are present, but it is not possible
to determine how the molecules are packed. Coordinates apply to both images.

If the coverage is pushed to very close to one ML, diffusion becomes impossible.
Instead, a dynamic densely packed layer is observed, as seen in Figure 3.16. Some
short range order is visible and the features of individual molecules can be made out
in Figure 3.16 B. However, the individual molecules are not resolved well enough to
assign configurations to them. The ordering of the molecules in these layers is also very
poor. This, and the fact that no islands are formed at any coverage lower than 1 ML
even at 120 K, shows that there are no significant attractive interactions between the
molecules. This is not unreasonable, since there are no hydrogen bond forming groups
available, nor are the aromatic rings available for π−π interactions. When the surface
covered with walker molecule is annealed, most molecules desorb. Only some of the
molecules decompose and remain as contamination on the surface.
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Figure 3.17: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks at low temperature for an inter-
mediate coverage of walker molecule on Cu(110) (50.0 x 50.0 nm2, A: I(t) = 0.47 nA, V(t) =
78 mV, T = 141 K; 20.0 x 20.0 nm2, B: I(t) = -0.36 nA, V(t) = -410 mV, T = 140 K). The
diffusion streaks are much better defined and much longer as compared to RT. Two different
scan angles are shown to demonstrate that the motion of the walker is not tip induced. Note
that these images are not calibrated. Individual coordinates are shown for both images.

As mentioned previously, a surface with a sub-monolayer coverage of walker was
cooled to temperatures as low as 120 K using liquid nitrogen in an effort to try and
capture static individual molecules and to better understand the behaviour of the mo-
lecules. However, the molecules remain highly mobile and the diffusion lines persist
as shown in Figure 3.17. In fact, they become straighter and much longer on average.
This shows that the perpendicular diffusion, which appears to be rare at RT, is almost
completely inhibited at these temperatures, but the parallel diffusion is still very fast
on the time scale of STM. Figure 3.17 B also shows an image were the scan direction
is rotated by 90°. It is clear that the diffusion streaks are unaffected by the scan angle.
Therefore, it does not matter whether the tip moves parallel or perpendicular to the
motion of the walker molecule. This shows that the overall motion is not affected or
induced by the tip as may be the case in other systems. It should be noted that there
are often horizontal streaks in the images interrupting the diffusion lines. This is an
indication that the tip can occasionally affect the molecules directly under the tip and
therefore influence the diffusion.

In the final experiment on the diffusion of the unconfined walker, a sample with
moderate walker coverage was exposed to oxygen while the sample was at low tem-
perature. This caused the surface to become covered in a non-ordered layer of atomic
oxygen rather than the typical (2x1) reconstruction formed at RT [181, 182]. The oxy-
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Figure 3.18: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks at low temperature for an in-
termediate coverage of walker molecule before oxygen exposure and stationary molecules after
oxygen exposure on Cu(110) (20.0 x 20.0 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.40 nA, V(t) = -410 mV, T = 140
K; B: I(t) = -0.42 nA, V(t) = -284 mV, T = 157 K). The molecules are arrested by the sudden
oxygen deposition which gives an opportunity to determine a minimum absolute coverage. Note
that these images are not calibrated. Coordinates apply to both images.

gen layer formed rapidly, within a minute after exposure, as seen in Figure 3.18. This
oxygen layer formation prevented the diffusion of the walker molecule completely. This
allowed the determination of a minimum absolute coverage by counting the number of
static molecules in a range of images. This minimum absolute coverage is equal to the
actual absolute coverage if no molecules desorb as a result of the oxygen deposition.
The coverage determined by this method was 0.115 +/- 0.01 molecules nm-2. This is
equivalent to 42-50 molecules in a typical 20 x 20 nm2 image. When the oxygen covered
was warmed to RT, the molecules were still present together with what appears to be
a multilayer of (2x1) reconstructed oxygen.

3.2.4 Diffusion pathways from NEB calculations

In an effort to understand the diffusion behaviour of the walker molecule, Nudged
Elastic Band (NEB) calculations have been performed. These calculations offer an in-
sight into molecular motion and chemical reactions. By exploring the potential energy
landscape connecting a given initial and final state, intermediate configurations and
transition states as well as barrier heights can be obtained. Here, five different combin-
ations of initial and final states have been analysed in order to gain an understanding
of the diffusion of molecule 1 in more detail. The results of these calculations can be
seen in Figure 3.19, 3.20, 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23.
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Figure 3.19: Minimum energy path (MEP) for a walker molecule diffusion along the 〈110〉
direction between two equivalent extended geometries via the contracted geometry. The x-axis
of the graph represents the reaction coordinate (the step number in the NEB calculation). Some
characteristic structures are also shown numbered as on the horizontal axis of the MEP graph.
The charge density differences plots are shown for all selected structures using the same colour
scheme as in Figure 3.10. The molecule diffuses by walking.

Figure 3.20: MEP and some of the characteristic geometries for diffusion of a walker molecule
in the 〈001〉 direction between two equivalent extended geometries when its two legs are on the
same row. The x-axis of the graph represents the reaction coordinate (the step number in the
NEB calculation). The molecule diffuses by walking.
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Figure 3.21: MEP and some of the characteristic geometries for diffusion of a walker molecule
in the 〈110〉 direction between two equivalent geometries of Figure 3.9 g where its two legs
are on adjacent Cu rows. The x-axis of the graph represents the reaction coordinate (the step
number in the NEB calculation). The molecule diffuses by walking.

Figure 3.22: MEP and some of the characteristic geometries for diffusion of a walker molecule
in the 〈110〉 direction between two equivalent geometries of Figure 3.9 j where its two legs are
on different Cu rows one row apart. The x-axis of the graph represents the reaction coordinate
(the step number in the NEB calculation). The molecule diffuses by walking.
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Figure 3.23: MEP and some of the characteristic geometries for a walker molecule reorienting
from the geometry of Figure 3.9 b, with its legs standing on the same row, to the one shown in
Figure 3.9 j where its legs stand on different rows one row apart from each other. The x-axis
of the graph represents the reaction coordinate (the step number in the NEB calculation). The
molecule performs a single 90° rotation.
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The first, and most important, pathway explored is that for the diffusion starting
from the most stable configuration and moving in the 〈110〉 direction parallel to the
copper rows. It is shown in Figure 3.19 that the diffusion in this direction is essentially
a two step process. Starting from the extended configuration, the molecule moves one
foot closer to the other to arrive at the contracted configuration. This is done via a
higher energy transition state where the legs are still three copper atomic distances
apart. From the contracted configuration, essentially the reverse motion occurs for the
other foot. This brings the molecule back to an extended configuration, only displaced
by one surface copper atom. During the diffusion process, the Cu atoms displace by no
more than 0.001 nm. The highest barrier in this process is less than 16 kJ/mol, which is
easily accessible at room temperature and incidentally the lowest barrier for any process
investigated here. The transition from the extended to contracted conformations (or
vice versa) requires breaking one N-Cu bond and moving the leg to the adjacent Cu
atom, where a new N-Cu bond is formed. The evolution of electron density during this
bond-breaking process is also shown in Figure 3.19. The conformational flexibility of
the walker and the match of its molecular dimensions to the underlying surface ensure
that this walking process is not energetically expensive if carried out along the close-
packed 〈110〉 direction. The potential energy landscape is not symmetric, as would
be expected, due to the slight asymmetry in the optimised intermediate geometries of
the walker molecule. Likewise, in all NEB paths the initial and final energies differ
slightly even though the adsorption sites are the same. This is because the geometries
are optimized independently from different starting geometries.

The second pathway explored is that of diffusion of the walker in the perpendicular
〈001〉 direction starting from the favourable extended conformation. Again, this motion
is performed in two steps. However, in this case, one leg is used as a pivot when
the other is moving from one copper row to another. The calculated barriers are
at least four times larger than that for diffusion along the 〈110〉 direction, as can
be seen in Figure 3.20. This difference in barrier heights translates to the normal
diffusion being 105 times more likely than the perpendicular one, explaining the rarity
of jumps between neighbouring tracks. Perpendicular diffusion starting from the other
favourable (contracted) conformation was not investigated, as the N-Cu bond breaking
and reforming process should be very similar. As such, no significant difference in the
barriers is expected. This anisotropy in the barriers to diffusion is the basis for the
directional motion that is observed in these experiments.

The next two diffusion paths shown in Figure 3.21 and 3.22 are also for diffusion
along the copper rows as in the first case. However, the initial and final states corres-
pond to less stable configurations in Figure 3.9. The energy barriers for walking motion
in these cases are also quite low. This means that, even if the molecules are found in
different adsorption configurations, this configuration will not significantly alter their
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diffusion properties. The last case, shown in Figure 3.23, is that for a full 90° pivot,
which transforms a molecule in the favourable adsorption geometry into one with a
perpendicular geometry. It can be seen that the energy barriers are also quite high in
this scenario, consistent with previous cases. That is, every time a foot has to detach
from one row and attach to a neighbouring one, a high barrier is found, while a lower
barrier is found if the foot stays on the same row. This also means it is unlikely for
molecules to change between different orientations. Most importantly, it is very un-
likely for a molecule to ‘flip’ between the two identical mirror images of the favourable
extended or contracted configuration if this is done via an 180° pivot.

The diffusion pathways described here all happen in two or more steps, with only a
single N-Cu bond being broken in any one step. Calculations also show that diffusion
undertaken in one step by sliding, where both N-Cu bonds are broken simultaneously,
would invoke barriers that are at least twice as large in all cases. This makes this option
far less likely to occur than the walking type motion. The difference in barriers is
explained by the fact that two copper nitrogen bonds have to be broken simultaneously
in the case of sliding. This is very unfavourable and the flexibility of the molecule is
sufficient to allow independent motion of the feet. Therefore, the extra energy cost
of breaking two N-Cu bonds is not recovered by minimising strain on the rest of the
molecule.

It is also important to note that the probabilities of the front leg or the rear leg
moving first in opposite directions are identical, so forward and backward overall motion
can occur equally in all cases. This is due to the molecule and the substrate being
symmetric. Therefore, it is not possible for the system as is to undergo unidirectional
motion. In turn, this means that the system cannot do work and the molecule cannot
be regarded a molecular walking motor. Essentially, the walking molecules 1 undergo
one-dimensional Brownian motion where this motion occurs via a walking mechanism.

In short, it is clear that the NEB modelling of the system agrees very well with the
behaviour of 1 observed in experiments. The selective one dimensional diffusion is a
result of both the specific way the molecule binds to the copper atoms in the rows as
well as the inherent anisotropy of the surface. This yields very different barriers in the
orthogonal directions. The walking type motion found in calculations was not directly
observed experimentally. Direct experimental proof will require ultra-low STM experi-
ments where the different configurations can be frozen and resolved with intramolecular
resolution. Also, mean-square displacements of molecules, determined at a variety of
low temperatures, could yield diffusion barriers for comparison with theory.
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3.2.5 Walker confined by porphyrin fences

Now the diffusion behaviour of the unconfined walker is understood at a fundamental
level, the case of confined behaviour is investigated. For confined motion, either oli-
gomeric fences of H2P (molecule 3) or CoDPP (molecule 2) or oxygen rows were pre-
formed on the surface as barriers orthogonal to the diffusion direction of the walker.
While two types of fences have been used, it was found that the interactions with the
walker were very similar in most cases and as such they will be covered simultaneously.
STM images of both types of fences, without walker present, are shown in Figure 1.30
in Chapter 1. In both cases, oligomeric chains are found at random distances from
one another. In the case of H2P, these rows are occasionally two monomers wide while
CoDPP chains are always single chain. The main difference between the two types of
fences is their edges. In the case of CoDPP, the sides of the chains are lined with phenyl
groups whereas H2P fences are lined with just C-H bonds. This causes the former to
be wider and have more corrugated sides.

Figure 3.24: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks for an intermediate coverage of
walker molecule between CoDPP (A) and H2P (B) fences on Cu(110) (40.1 x 40.1 nm2, A: I(t)
= -0.09 nA, V(t) = -781 mV; 45.2 x 45.2 nm2, B: I(t) = -0.16 nA, V(t) = -969 mV). The fences
are aligned vertically, while the molecules diffuse in the horizontal direction. The molecules are
confined in their motion by the presence of the fences. Coordinates apply to both images.

After deposition of the walker onto the fence strewn surface, STM images obtained
at room temperature show the original immobile lines of linked porphyrins and, between
them, bright lines corresponding to high tunnelling current. Figure 3.24 shows a rep-
resentative image for both types of porphyrin fences. The fences run vertical in these
images. The horizontal lines are the same diffusion lines as the one observed without
fences present. The streaks are always perpendicular to the fences, demonstrating that
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the movement of the walker is still predominantly in the 〈110〉 direction. In the images
there are no indications that the mobile walker can jump onto or over the fences. The
fences are always imaged clearly with no noise on top of the fences corresponding to
motion of a walker molecule. Similarly, no walker molecules have been found adsorbed
on top of the chain, even for the case of walker coverage close to one ML. Hence, we
are witnessing constrained surface Brownian motion in one dimension dictated by the
interaction of the walker with the surface and confined by the fences.

Figure 3.25: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks for low (A) and high (B) coverage
of walker molecule between H2P and CoDPP fences on Cu(110) respectively (25.0 x 25.0 nm2,
A: I(t) = -0.20 nA, V(t) = -831 mV; 24.1 x 24.1 nm2, B: I(t) = -0.14 nA, V(t) = -1250 mV). At
low coverage very discrete and straight diffusion lines appear, while at high coverage the lines
are highly structured. Coordinates apply to both images.

The interactions with the fences cause a wide variety of interesting behaviour. It is
clear from the images that the patterns of the diffusion lines became even more complex
than for free diffusion. However, there are a few rules that can be identified that appear
to be generally applicable. First of all, there is similar walker coverage dependence as
for the case of free diffusion. At room temperature, the straightest and most well
defined streaks are observed at moderately high coverage. For lower coverages, the
lines become more frequently interrupted and are separated in space. However, the
lines are better defined than in the unconfined case. This is most likely due to the
fact that the molecules cannot readily diffuse away; making it more likely that it will
be imaged in consecutive STM line scans. Similarly, for coverages closer to one ML,
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walker diffusion is significantly hindered by the presence of other walker molecules, as
well as the fences. This causes the diffusion lines to become highly structured, where
the outlines of individual molecules can be identified. Both these situations can be seen
in Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.26: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks for a high coverage of walker
molecules between H2P fences on Cu(110) before (A) and after (B) cooling to low temperature
(17.6 x 17.6 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.08 nA, V(t) = -593 mV; 17.9 x 17.9 nm2, B: I(t) = -0.23 nA, V(t)
= -593 mV, T = 123 K). High coverage of molecules and fences cause the walker diffusion to be
completely frozen out at low temperature. A single walker molecule not adsorbed directly next
to anything else is indicated by a blue arrow (B). Note that the second image is not calibrated.
Coordinates apply to both images.

Another interesting point is the temperature dependence of the diffusion at various
coverages. In the case of very low walker coverage, the diffusion lines are not very
well defined at RT. At low temperature, the perpendicular diffusion is suppressed suf-
ficiently, such that well separated and completely straight diffusion lines can be found.
In the other extreme, with high walker and fence coverage, cooling down to the same
temperature actually causes the diffusion to be almost completely inhibited. Figure
3.26 shows the system with a high coverage of both walker and fences of 3 before and
after cooling. A large majority of the walker molecules can be found stationary dir-
ectly next to a fence or next to another walker molecule at low temperature. A few
molecules even become immobilised away from any apparent defect. This behaviour is
quite different from the case of free diffusion and it indicates that there is an attractive
interaction occurring between the walker and the fences. In all cases, warming to RT
restores the initial behaviour.
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Clearly, the walker’s mobility is restricted and influenced by the fences. Since these
fences are situated at random positions on the surface, they are separated from one
another at random distances in the 〈001〉 direction. Thus, depending upon where the
fences happen to be located, the walker has free straight paths of varying length to
travel along. This can clearly be seen in the large area images of Figure 3.24 and 3.25.
In order to try to show the existence of an attractive interaction between the fences
and the walker, a statistical analysis on the ‘line shape’ of the diffusion streaks was
attempted. A large selection of diffusion lines of various length were categorised as
either homogenous or with either raised intensity near one or both fences. Observation
of the first case would mean there is no interaction with the fence at all. In the other two
cases it would mean that the molecule was subjected to an attractive interaction at one
or both ends of its track. Unfortunately, the results of the analysis were inconclusive
due to the complex nature of the diffusion streaks. In many cases the lines could not be
unambiguously assigned to one of these categories. Also, the number of molecules per
diffusion line is unknown. If multiple molecules are present, this could severely affect
the statistics.

There is, however, other evidence that points towards the existence of an attractive
interaction between the fences and the walker. This is illustrated well in Figure 3.27.
Here, three representative images showing different confinement levels are shown. In
the first case in Figure 3.27 A, the behaviour is quite clear. When the fences are so
close together that perpendicular diffusion of the molecule is not possible, the latter
are trapped and can be imaged individually by STM as three lobed structures. The
other extreme in Figure 3.27 C is also quite straight forward. If the fences are far
apart compared to the walker molecular dimension, diffusion is very similar to the free
diffusion. Near the fences, slight disturbances in the streaks can be identified, again
hinting at an attractive interaction between walker and fence. In particular, the shape
of a walker can often be made out at the end of such a streak.

The most interesting case is the one where the distance between fences is in the
order of a few times the width of a single walker molecule, as can be seen in Figure
3.27 B. If the chains are placed at this intermediate distance with respect to each other
the walker can diffuse between the porphyrins. However, the diffusion lines often show
highly complex intensity patterns in such restricted spaces corresponding to different
residence time of the walker in a given region. For example, the middle two diffusion
tracks in Figure 3.27 B show enhanced intensity close to the fences as shown by the
line scans in Figure 3.27 D. This suggests a greater residence time of the walker near
the fences. Moreover, often the motion of the molecules is hindered sufficiently such
that the streaks disappear and the individual molecules can be imaged for one or two
frames. In these narrow spaces, the occurrence of perpendicular diffusion is also quite
apparent. While the jumps itself have not been observed, the fact that molecules
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Figure 3.27: Three close up STM images at RT of walker molecules in between fences of CoDPP
on Cu(110) which are placed at different distances with respect to each other, leading to different
degrees of confinement (A: 5.8 x 7.1 nm2, I(t) = -0.18 nA, V(t) = -1250 mV, B: 8.2 x 7.1 nm2,
I(t) = -0.18 nA, V(t) = -1200 mV, C: 15.5 x 7.1 nm2, I(t) = 0.32 nA, V(t) = 780 mV). If
the fences are places at large distances, the diffusion is mostly unaffected (C). At intermediate
spacing, the attractive interactions become important, and the diffusion lines become more
structured (B). If the distance is very small, the molecules are trapped completely (A). The
line scans labelled 1 and 2 in panel (B) are shown in (D). Coordinates apply to all images.

appear on different rows between images clearly shows that these jumps must occur.
Whether these jumps are more common in these smaller confined spaces compared to
free diffusion is hard to judge, since these jumps are not readily observed in the latter
case.

As described above, diffusion of the walker can be hindered in a variety of cases,
allowing individual molecules to be imaged. At room temperature, the walker is oc-
casionally imaged next to the long edge of the fence even if the fences are far apart,
suggesting a locally favourable adsorption site hindering its diffusion. Additionally,
there appears to be favourable interactions with the short edge of the fence, which can
temporarily trap the walkers if they diffuse past in close proximity at room temperat-
ure. Examples of this can be seen in Figure 3.4 A, B and C. This interaction appears to
be stronger than the interaction with the long edge of a fence, as the molecules are often
immobilised at the short edge for several consecutive images. Moreover, they are often
resolved well, indicating a strong fence-walker interaction. In the images, a small round
protrusion is often visible between the fence and the walker molecule. This protrusion
can potentially be attributed to a copper atom captured by the short edge of the chain
[183]. This would explain the strong interaction of the fence and the walker. The effect
of the interaction of the walker with the short edge of a fence is especially strong if two
fences are close together in the 〈001〉 direction, providing only a small opening. Often,
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several molecules are captured at these locations at once. However, the molecules do
appear to be able to diffuse through gaps as small as 1.5 nm in the fence, but only at
a significantly reduced rate as can be seen in Figure 3.4 A and B. In figurative terms,
these spaces between fences act like a turnstile for the walkers.

One other set of experiments also yielded particularly interesting data. In part
of these images, the tip condition was such that the diffusion lines that were initially
visible became invisible. Only individual molecules could be imaged occasionally, giving
an insight into the diffusion from a different angle. First of all, molecules with different
adsorption geometries in Figure 3.8 were observed. Moreover, an instance of a molecule
flipping between two different mirror images was observed. Midway through imaging
a molecule changed instantaneously into a molecule in the opposite configuration at
the same location. As discussed previously, this is a process that is highly unlikely
according to the DFT calculations, if the change happens via a half rotation pivoting
on one foot. The fact that it appears to be very fast and that the molecule stays in
the same location suggests a different mechanism, where the molecule flips without
detaching a foot.

Even more incredible is the observation of what appears to be perpendicular diffu-
sion lines of which some examples are shown in Figure 3.28. It is clear that this process
can only occur when porphine is used to form fences, since only in this case can the
fences be sufficiently close together with smooth sides that do not hinder perpendicular
motion. The latter quality is likely more important, since in some cases even double
or triple lines were observed. These lines can persist through various images. These
lines are never observed on a surface with just the fences present. However, the exact
nature of these lines remains to be determined. The single lines could be explained
by the interaction of the walker and both fences reducing the perpendicular diffusion
barrier. However, this argument is not really valid for the triple or even double lines.
On the other hand, if double or triple lines are present, they always fill the full width
of the space between the fences, indicating that the fences are also required in these
scenarios.

It is clear that the porphyrin fences discussed in this section are indeed useful as
barriers to the diffusion of the walker molecule. They confine the motion as intended,
since no molecules can go up or over the fences even at high coverage. However, the
walker can pass through small gaps in the fence at a reduced rate. The fences also
interact with the molecules in a way beyond simply being a barrier to the walkers
diffusion. There is a small but significant attractive interaction between the walker
and the fences, which can alter the diffusion behaviour. This is especially visible if the
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Figure 3.28: Eight consecutive STM images of the same area of the Cu(110) surface with walker
and H2P, showing several cases of unusual perpendicular diffusion in single, double or triple
lines. (10.0 x 14.2 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.29 nA, V(t) = -650 mV; B: I(t) = -0.28 nA, V(t) = -650
mV; C: I(t) = -0.28 nA, V(t) = -650 mV; D: I(t) = -0.28 nA, V(t) = -650 mV; E: I(t) = -0.29
nA, V(t) = -650 mV; F: I(t) = -0.29 nA, V(t) = -650 mV; G: I(t) = -0.29 nA, V(t) = -650 mV;
H: I(t) = -0.56 nA, V(t) = -650 mV). Troughs showing one, two or three perpendicular diffusion
lines have been indicated with green, purple and grey arrows respectively. When these diffusion
lines are not present, other entities can sometimes be seen, such as a double lobed feature (blue
arrow in B) or whole walker molecules (blue arrow in D). Moreover, in F a walker molecule
appears to be squeezing between two closely spaced fences as indicated by the blue arrow. The
nature of these perpendicular diffusion lines is not clear, but they have only been observed for
porphine fences when walker molecules are present. Coordinates apply to all images.
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porphyrin fences are close together. It was also shown that the type of edge of the
fences has an effect on the walker molecule. That is, the smoother fences formed from
porphine molecules appear to permit perpendicular diffusion to some extent while the
more corrugated fences formed from CoDPP do not.
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3.2.6 Walker confined by oxygen rows

Oxygen rows have also been explored as an alternative type of fences, as well defined
rows of oxygen atoms form readily on the Cu(110) surface at RT. These rows can easily
span the width of a single terrace. At higher oxygen coverage the rows coalesce into
islands with a large aspect ratio and with a well-defined (2x1) unit cell [156, 157].
The fact that these oxygen rows grow in the same direction as the porphyrin chains
potentially makes them viable alternatives for the porphyrin fences. It was found that
this is indeed the case as the general behaviour is the same. However, the details
of the oxygen-walker interactions are different than the porphyrin-walker interactions
described above.

Figure 3.29: Two large scale STM images of diffusion streaks for low (A) and high (B) coverage
of walker molecule between oxygen rows on Cu(110) (29.4 x 29.4 nm2, A: I(t) = 0.42 nA, V(t)
= 1250 mV; B: I(t) = 0.46 nA, V(t) = 222 mV). The walker diffusion is confined by oxygen
rows in a similar way to porphyrin fences at low coverage but molecules can start diffusing on
top of the oxygen islands at higher coverage as indicated by the blue arrow in (B). Coordinates
apply to both images.

Some large scale images of a surface covered in oxygen rows and walker molecules
can be seen in Figure 3.29. From these images it is clear that the diffusion of the walker
is still predominantly in the 〈110〉 direction, but confined by the oxygen reconstruction.
There is less variation in the confinement, since the oxygen rows or islands are relat-
ively evenly spaced compared to porphyrin fences. More importantly, there are not
many areas where the spacing between the rows is small enough to trap the molecules.
Likewise, there are no narrow gaps in the oxygen rows that can act like a turnstile
for the walker. One of the few situations where two rows are very close together, but
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not touching, was shown earlier in Figure 3.7. Here, there is one row of oxygen atoms
missing from within an island, and molecules can diffuse into this gap somehow. As
this diffusion is severely hindered, molecules can be imaged for an extended period of
time.

The previous example is also one of the rare cases where a single molecule is sta-
tionary for long enough to be imaged by trapping the molecules between closely spaced
rows. Moreover, the walker molecules were able to diffuse in and out of this space
relatively easily, as compared to molecules trapped between porphine and especially
CoDPP fences. Virtually no walker is imaged adjacent to an oxygen island. This is
because there is no inherent attractive interaction between the oxygen and the walk-
ers. This is further illustrated by the fact that the observed diffusion streaks nearly
always appear of homogeneous intensity. Neither of these observations changes when
the sample is cooled to approximately 120 K. Another important observation is the
fact that the oxygen rows are also not as effective as fences as the porphyrin chains
are. That is, above a certain walker coverage, increasing numbers of molecules can be
observed diffusing on top of the oxygen rows. This diffusion is parallel to the oxygen
rows, or perpendicular to the normal diffusion direction of the walker on Cu(110). This
is shown in Figure 3.29 B. Note that the normal diffusion is not visible in this image.

From this data, it is clear that the oxygen rows can indeed be used to limit the
diffusion of the walker in a similar way to the porphyrin fences. Unfortunately, these
fences do not seem to be as suitable. This is because of several reasons; first of all,
the oxygen rows are simply not as effective at confining the diffusion as the porphyrin
chains. If the coverage of walker is high enough, they are frequently observed on top
of the oxygen islands. This is in stark contrast to the porphyrin case, where molecules
were never observed on top. Secondly, there is less control in the formation of the
oxygen rows. Since oxygen forms islands, the growth of special areas where there is
a gap in the barrier or where barriers are close together are rare. Finally, unlike the
porphyrins, the oxygen rows cannot be chemically modified to build new functionalities
into the system.

3.2.7 The walker/fence system as a precursor for molecular machines

Now that the complex system of walker and fences has been described in detail, it
is important to discuss it in terms of a precursor to an actual molecular machine.
As stated before, the current system lacks one key aspect required to be considered
a molecular machine: the motion of the walker is not unidirectional. The motion is
restricted very well in one dimension, but the walker is free to move in either direction
on its one dimensional track. This is clearly an issue that should be resolved before
such a molecule is used in an actual molecular machine. This will require breaking the
symmetry, such that the two directions become inequivalent. How to fully meet this
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requirement is currently beyond our capabilities, but the next step, which is currently
in progress, is the synthesis of an asymmetric walker. Also, turning the system into a
molecular machine will require a way to put energy into the system in order to conform
to thermodynamics.

The current walker molecule does provide a good foundation onto which the design
of walking molecules can be built. It shows the balance between different aspects of
the total system needs to be considered. The interaction between the feet and the
surface needs to be exactly right, since the bonds need to be strong and directional
to inhibit sliding motion, but not too strong as to prevent sufficient mobility. Only in
this case walking type motion can be achieved. Also, the molecule must stay on track.
For this reason, the nature of the tracks on the surface should also be considered. The
different tracks should be far enough apart that jumps from one track to another are
rare. However, this system shows that this distance does not have to be large: 0.362
nm is sufficient in this system.

On the other hand, the system as described here does offer significant advantages
over the other major artificial surface based walking system: DNA walkers. First of
all, the system described here is much less complex. The walking motion is an inherent
attribute of the molecule. In contrast, the DNA walkers have to be engineered such
that the interactions between the various single strands of DNA are exactly right. Even
with the current knowledge of DNA hybridisation, this is not an easy feat. Computer
simulations help, but only to a certain degree. The simplicity is also reflected in the
ease of synthesis of the system. Future asymmetric variations will be more difficult to
synthesise, but it will be well within the capabilities of organic chemistry. For the DNA
walkers, the synthesis of the walker is also quite straightforward, as DNA synthesis is
also very well developed. In contrast, building tracks is much harder. This is because
the right DNA strands have to be attached to the surface at the right places to create
a suitable track.

Other important benefits of the system described in this work include the fact
that it operates very fast at room temperature. In the case of DNA walkers, it is
not straightforward to make them autonomous. Instead, new complementary strands
typically have to be added to make the molecule take the next step, making the overall
process slow. Our walker also has a high processivity. That is, on average it takes
many steps before it jumps from its current track to another. This is shown by the
great difference in diffusion barriers in the two perpendicular directions as determined
with NEB calculations. While the DNA walkers stay attached to their tracks very
well, the number of steps is limited by the artificial track. Also, it is worth noting
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that making the DNA walkers unidirectional is possible but not straightforward. The
majority of the reported unidirectional DNA walkers are based on the ‘burned bridges’
approach, where a previous foothold is broken in order to prevent the molecule from
moving backwards.

Finally, the current system offers a great starting point to turn it into a functional
multicomponent device: the porphyrin fences described here could potentially be func-
tionalised and otherwise manipulated to create different well defined interaction sites
for the molecule. This could be stations for the walker to diffuse to and from, or even
pick up and deliver cargo. The first signs of this possibility are already visible in this
work. First off all, there are some instances where the fences created from 3 behave
differently from fences created from 2. Moreover, there are some clear interactions with
what appear to be copper adatoms attached to the end of the chains. These already
effectively act as stations for the walker, as they capture the walker and hold them for
an extended period of time before releasing them again. Unfortunately, these stations
cannot be interacted with via external means as of yet. All in all, it is clear that the
system described here is not close to being a fully functional molecular machine. How-
ever, it is a good prototype system where many of the requirements of such a system
are fulfilled. Future research is needed to tune the molecule, surface and fences in such
a way that unidirectional motion is possible.

3.3 Conclusion

Diffusion of a simple walking molecule, 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-yl methyl)benzene , in vari-
ous conditions has been described. This diffusion has proven to be highly complex.
First of all, the walker is a very flexible molecule and as such it can adopt a wide range
of conformations. From the DFT calculations, two equally favourable geometries have
been identified. These two conformations have the same symmetry of the experiment-
ally observed major configuration. Moreover, one of the various simulated STM images
matches the experimentally observed three lobed triangular shape very well. At least
one of the less favourable geometries predicted by DFT calculations has been observed
experimentally but this is a rare occurrence. This match of theory and experiment
is convincing, however, more conclusive results could be obtained with the use of an
ultra-low temperature (e.g. 4 K liquid helium) STM. At these temperatures all diffu-
sion would be frozen out and higher intramolecular resolution could be obtained, so
the different conformations could be imaged in sufficient detail.

The diffusion itself is also very interesting. NEB calculations have been used to
understand the fact that the diffusion is highly anisotropic. It has been found that for
three different starting geometries that the motion along the 〈110〉 direction is governed
by low barriers. Diffusion in this direction is done via a walking type motion where the
molecule steps sideways. Diffusion in the perpendicular 〈001〉 direction is governed by
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significantly higher barriers and is via a more traditional walking type motion where the
molecule pivots on one of its two feet. This agrees very well with the general behaviour
observed in STM experiments. Unfortunately, direct comparison of theoretical diffusion
barriers with experimental values was not possible. To this end, ultra-low temperature
STM is again required. At these temperatures individual steps of the walker can be
counted as a function of temperature. Statistical analysis on this type of data can then
yield diffusion barriers.

The interaction of the walker with the porphyrin and oxygen fences is even more
complex. Even though the general behaviour is quite clear, in that the fences act
as barriers to diffusion confining the walker, specific details are less clear. There is
evidence to suggest that an attractive interaction between porphyrin fences and the
walker exist, which is absent in the case of oxygen rows. Also, the H2P fences and
the oxygen rows are seemingly capable of directing the diffusion of the walker molecule
into the perpendicular direction under specific circumstances. Unfortunately DFT and
NEB calculations cannot be used to tackle these systems. This is because the unit cells
and the potential diffusion pathways are simply too large to be effectively handled by
theory at present.

Even though knowledge of this particular system is somewhat limited, it is possible
to appreciate it as a good first step towards the realisation of a multi-component mo-
lecular machine on a surface. It displays several of the required properties of such a
system. First of all, the molecule performs a walking type diffusion. Unfortunately,
there is no inherent directional control of the diffusion direction, so there is no poten-
tial for the walker to perform work in its current form. However, with the appropriate
functionalisation, this could be changed. This is not straightforward, but an important
next step would be to make the molecule asymmetric such that stepping in one direc-
tion becomes more favourable than stepping in the other. This in itself is not enough
to ensure unidirectionality, but would provide a handle for future modifications that
would enable unidirectional motion. In other areas, the molecule is very well suited for
potential applications, since it can be operated at room temperature and it is simple
to synthesise.

The porphyrins themselves are also good starting points for the scaffold required to
realise surface based molecular machines. Besides simply blocking the walker molecules,
even the non-functionalised porphyrins interact with the walkers in a positive way. This
opens up the possibility for functionalisation of the chains with specific recognising
groups. These stations could reversibly bind the walker under the influence of external
stimuli. Moreover, binding of the walker to these stations could in theory change
another observable characteristic of the system. Eventually these chain based stations
and walking molecules might become part of the toolbox required to make actually
functioning molecular machines on surfaces.
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Chapter 4

On-Surface Catalysis by Gold:
Connecting Porphyrins on
Au(111)

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Reactions of C-H bonds in on-surface chemistry

Just as in organic chemistry, C-C bonds are the most important bonds in on-surface
chemistry. The backbones of organic molecules and polymers primarily consist of car-
bon atoms. Especially in aromatic molecules the properties of this carbon framework,
such as the fact that they are capable of conducting electric charge, are crucial for
applications. In on-surface chemistry, aromatic molecules are the primary target since
they could be used in future applications in molecular electronics. In order to form
large conducting oligomers and polymers it is important to connect the monomers in
such a way that the conjugation is not broken going from one unit to the next. While
other connections, such as imine, can be used, the most straightforward way to achieve
this is to form C-C bonds directly between the aromatic cores.

Different types of reactions in which C-C bonds are formed have been described
in Chapter 1. The most powerful reactions are those based on Ullmann or Glaser
coupling. However, both of these reactions come with a downside. In the former case,
halogenated monomers have to be used. This may or may not pose a problem in
synthesising the precursors, but in on-surface chemistry the liberated halogen atoms
pose an issue. These halogens remain on the surface as contamination, often interfering
with the packing of the products and sometimes even influencing the reaction directly
[71]. The latter reaction is very powerful, but the need for terminal ethynyl groups
restricts its use.
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Some examples of reactions involving C-H bonds directly, other than those of
ethynyl groups, have also been reported [131–139, 141]. These types of reactions have
the advantage that the monomers do not have to be functionalised specifically for the
coupling reaction. Moreover, the only by-product is hydrogen, which recombines and
desorbs from the surface during the reaction. There are two major drawbacks of the
majority of the C-H reactions reported to date. First of all, there is a significant se-
lectivity problem. Typical organic building blocks used contain multiple different C-H
bonds and the difference in reactivity is often not substantial enough. This gives rise to
the formation of multiple different connection motifs. There are, however cases where
unexpected selectivity is observed [138]. The other issue, which will be addressed in
this work, is the fact that all but two of the reported reactions of non-ethynyl C-H
bonds have been performed on copper. One example details a reaction on Ag(111)
[139] and one on the reconstructed Au(110) surface [136]. It is therefore important to
extend the scope of these kinds of reactions to surfaces beyond copper.

In this light, the reactivity of two porphyrin derivatives on the Au(111) surface is
explored. These porphyrins do not have moieties which would typically be regarded
as chemically active functional groups, so any possible reaction would involve the C-H
bonds on the periphery of the molecule. The porphyrin derivatives used here have been
shown to react on Cu(110) [134, 135, 137] and, one of the two, on Ag(111) [139]. On
these surfaces, some or all of these C-H bonds are sufficiently activated to be cleaved
homolytically due to the catalytic effect of the substrate used. The molecules are then
able to form C-Cu-C or C-C bonds on the two different surfaces respectively. Here, it
will be shown that gold is a sufficiently active catalyst for the C-H cleavage to proceed.
Covalent C-C bonds are then formed between the molecules. However, as seen on
Ag(111), selectivity is poor.

4.1.2 Catalysis by gold

The choice of gold in combination with the lack of functional groups is, perhaps, sur-
prising. Gold is indeed one of the least reactive metals and it is inert to many chemicals
as it has the highest standard electrode potential of any metal. Historically it was gen-
erally dismissed as a potential catalyst for supposedly being catalytically dead as well
as too expensive. Some early examples of catalysis by gold in a heterogeneous set-up
were reported, but the effect of gold was always much less pronounced than the effect of
other catalysts [184, 185]. However, the first example of a successful gold catalyst was
reported in 1973 for hydrogenation of olefins [186]. Further proof of the capabilities of
gold in heterogeneous catalysis was reported in 1985 [187] and 1987 [188]. Around the
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same time the first application of gold in homogeneous catalysis was also reported for
an asymmetric aldol reaction [189]. Nowadays it is widely recognised that gold can be
used as an effective catalyst for many reactions. In some cases, gold based catalysts
are actually the best catalyst known [184, 185, 190].

There are two ways in which gold can be used as a catalyst: as Au0 in heterogen-
eous catalysis, usually as supported nanoparticles or in an alloy, or as Au+1 or Au+3

compounds in homogeneous catalysis. Many of the reactions that can be effectively
catalysed by gold, either in hetero- or homogeneous catalysis, can be broadly classed
as hydrogenation reactions, CO oxidation, other selective oxidation reactions and nuc-
leophilic additions to π systems [184]. The development of gold catalysts for certain
reactions was even a major improvement over the previously employed catalysts. The
majority of these reactions are relevant in industrial applications and as such effective
catalysts for these reactions are highly desirable. The coupling reaction attempted in
this work does not fall into any of these categories. However, this does show that the
different gold based systems are capable of facilitating a diverse range of reactions.

Out of the two ways to use gold as a catalyst, the homogeneous route is perhaps
less explored. However, different gold compounds with Au+1 or Au+3 metal centres
have been developed. Often the gold compound activates a C-C multiple bond, usually
an alkyne, to facilitate a reaction involving this moiety. Most of these reactions are
nucleophilic additions, but the scope of the reactions that can be catalysed homogen-
eously by gold compounds is very broad [184, 185]. Even asymmetric catalysis has been
achieved using gold compounds. Indeed, the first reported homogeneous gold catalysed
reaction was asymmetric [189]. Unfortunately, chiral induction by homogeneous gold
catalysts is often poor due to the fact that it can only bind the reactant and one other
ligand. This ligand, which should be responsible for inducing the enantioselectivity,
is therefore too far from the reactant. These homogeneous systems cannot be readily
compared to gold catalysed on-surface reactions, however. This is because the gold
species are formally +1 and/or +3, while the gold atoms in the bulk crystals used in
on-surface chemistry are formally neutral.

The results on heterogeneous gold catalysis are, on the other hand, more relevant to
this work. In both cases, the gold species are typically neutral Au0, although gold can
be found in different oxidation states in, for example, supported nanoparticles on oxide
materials [191]. The main difference between on-surface chemistry and homogeneous
catalysis lies in the environment of the gold atoms. Heterogeneous catalysis offers a
high degree of freedom to sculpt the local environment and therefore the electronic
structure of the gold atoms [190]. This means that there will be a significant number of
different metal atom sites available. Here, a site is a location where a reactant molecule
can adsorb or coordinate to and subsequently react. Usually, an individual metal atom
or small cluster of metal atoms offers one site for reaction. The existence of different
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surface sites is important because there are usually one or more specific kind of sites
able to effectively catalyse a given reaction and it is very difficult to predict theoretically
which sites that would be. In many cases, the most active sites are those in which the
metal atoms are in low coordinated sites. That is, metal atoms which are surrounded
by few nearest neighbour metal atoms.

In heterogeneous catalysis, the types of available sites of metals, such as gold, can
be modified in different ways. First of all, gold can be alloyed with other metals to
create an overall more catalytically active material. A good example is the selective
hydrogenation of 1,3-butadiene over Au-Pd single crystal surfaces [192]. The electronic
structure of the alloy will be different than either parent element. There might be,
depending on the exact nature of the alloy, many more different types of surface sites
since each gold atom could be surrounded by a different number of atoms of the other
metal, Pd in this case. This can be beneficial as this new and unique electronic structure
can be a better match for the reaction being catalysed. It is worth noting that the active
sites in these materials are not necessarily on gold atoms, even if alloying improves the
overall catalytic activity with respect to either parent metal.

The other option for improving catalytic activity of a bulk metal is the use of
(nano)structured materials [190]. In principle, this material could either be pure gold,
an alloy or another configuration involving multiple different materials. For hetero-
geneous gold catalysts this means that either rough (polycrystalline) and/or porous
forms or supported nanoparticles are most commonly used. For example, the selective
hydrogenation of 1,3-butadiene reaction which can be catalysed by Au-Pd surfaces can
also be effectively catalysed by Au [193] and Au/Pd [194] nanoparticles supported on
a variety of oxide materials. The key to the enhanced reactivity is the large increase
in low coordinated metal sites in these materials compared to bulk crystal surfaces.
This makes it much more likely that highly active sites are present in the material.
Moreover, it will be more likely that a significant number of these sites exist in an
accessible arrangement such that the reaction can be effectively catalysed.

In contrast to heterogeneous catalysis, on-surface chemistry is limited to the use
of single crystal faces with a much more limited number of different sites. Moreover,
for many surfaces low coordinated sites are not abundant. Especially for low index
faces of most metals, atoms on the terraces are maximally coordinated for that surface.
Only at the step edges, metal atoms with lower coordination numbers can be found.
Hence, these step-edges are typically more reactive as well as stronger adsorption sites
for molecules. On more corrugated surfaces, whether high index faces or reconstructed
low index faces such as Au(110) more active low coordinated sites can be found. This,
in part, explains why the (111) face of a given metal is the least catalytically active in
on-surface chemistry.
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The reason why rough polycrystalline surfaces or supported nanoparticles are not
currently used in on-surface chemistry, even though they possess superior catalytic
activity, is because the different goals of heterogeneous catalysis and on-surface chem-
istry. In the on-surface chemistry case, the goal is to create well defined architectures
on the surface. In this case, rough surfaces will be detrimental to the order of these
architectures if they can even form. Moreover, well defined and flat surfaces make
analysis of the products using STM more straightforward. However, in the case of
heterogeneous catalysis, the main goal is to perform the desired reaction as efficiently
as possible and obtaining the product in pure form. It is important to note that funda-
mental research related to heterogeneous catalysis might employ single crystal surfaces
as a model system. On single crystal surfaces fundamental steps and processes related
to the catalytic activity can be isolated and thus better understood. Moreover, single
crystals offer the possibility of more in-depth theoretical modelling. These approaches
help to create a better understanding of the heterogeneous catalysis reactions and can
therefore be used to increase the effectivity of catalysts.

It is important to note that many of the on-surface chemistry reactions reported
in literature are also examples of gold catalysed reactions. In general, in on-surface
chemistry the surface can act as a passive 2D support but in most systems it plays
an active role as a catalyst. In the latter case, it is not always straightforward to de-
termine the magnitude of the catalytic effect. This is because the reaction conditions
are completely different from their organic chemistry equivalent so comparison of reac-
tion temperatures is meaningless. Moreover, parameters traditionally used to describe
catalytic activity such as turn over number and frequency cannot be applied, since the
exact nature of the active sites is not typically known. However, theoretical chemistry
can give some insight in some cases by calculating the barriers to reaction at different
sites (and comparing those to the equivalent barriers in vacuum) [67].

Since the reaction presented here is the formation of C-C bonds from two C-H
groups, it is worth mentioning the only other on-surface reactions of C-H bonds of
any kind on gold surfaces. There is some possibility of Glaser coupling of terminal
ethynyl groups, although cyclotrimerisation is preferred [117, 118]. However, the most
impressive example of gold catalysis in on-surface chemistry is the coupling of linear
alkanes in the troughs of the reconstructed Au(110) surface [136]. This involves C-H
bonds of sp3 hybridised carbon atoms, which are typically much less reactive than those
of sp or even sp2 hybridised carbon atoms. Theoretical modelling clearly shows that
cleavage of a C-H bond is more favourable in the troughs of the (1x3) reconstructed
Au(110) surface than on a flat Au(111) surface. This reaction does clearly show that
C-H bonds can be broken on gold single crystal surfaces.
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4.1.3 Porphyrins

Porphyrins are the class of molecules derived from porphine. All porphyrins share the
characteristic aromatic porphine core, which consists of four pyrrole rings connected by
methine bridges. Porphines can be modified in many ways. First of all, substituents can
be added at any number of the twelve hydrogen bearing peripheral carbon atoms. In the
case of diphenyl porphyrin (DPP) phenyl groups are added to the 5 and 15 positions.
Another important modification is that of the centre. In the free base porphine, two of
the pyrrole rings bear hydrogen atoms while the other two do not. However, a metal
ion can be inserted in the centre of the molecule. The two hydrogen atoms are liberated
in this process. Often an ion in a 2+ oxidation state, such as Zn2+ is inserted and the
resulting product is neutral and stable. However, metal atoms in a higher oxidation
state can be inserted, in which case one or more extra ligands can be coordinated to
this metal atom.

Porphyrins are an important class of molecules in biological systems. For example,
the haem and chlorophyll molecules are porphyrin derivatives. The former are iron
containing metalloporphyrins and are typically involved in transport of oxygen and
carbon dioxide. The oxygen and carbon dioxide molecules can reversibly coordinate to
the iron ion in the centre of the porphyrin. The latter typically contain magnesium
and are involved in the photosynthesis process. This utilises the light absorbing as well
as the redox properties of the metalloporphyrins.

In non-biological applications, porphyrins are sometimes used as catalysts. Also,
their strong light absorption characteristics are being investigated for use in dye-
sensitised solar cells. For future potential applications in molecular electronics and
similar applications, porphyrins are also very promising. The large conjugated π-system
makes the molecules strong light absorbers as well as good conductors. Also, the prop-
erties of the molecules are highly tunable. For example, depending on the substituents
and the metal centre, the molecules can be made to undergo different redox reactions
and can become magnetic. These properties are the reason why porphyrins are often
explored in on-surface reactions.

In this chapter, the reactivity of two different porphyrins on Au(111) will be presen-
ted. The chemical structure of the porphyrins used in this work, porphine and zinc-
diphenyl porphyrin (ZnDPP), are shown in Figure 4.1. Unlike in previous work on
gold, such as that discussed in Chapter 1, the porphyrins employed here do not bear
any highly reactive side groups. That is, there are no halogens, ethynyl groups or other
functional groups present. The only bonds available for reaction are the peripheral
C-H bonds on the macrocycle or its phenyl substituents, none of which are particularly
activated. Even though these molecules are not very reactive, they have successfully
been shown to react on both Cu(110) [134, 135, 137] and Ag(111) [139].
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Figure 4.1: Molecular structures of the porphyrins used: porphine (molecule 1) and zinc di-
phenyl porphyrin (ZnDPP, molecule 2) shown as top view wireframe structures (A), top and
side views (B and C) of DFT optimised geometries on the Au(111) surface. Note that the DFT
optimised structure of 2 is the free base diphenyl porphyrin molecule.
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Even though the molecules chosen are known to react on copper and silver, there
is no guarantee that it will react on the Au(111) surface. On Cu(110), temperatures
of at least 420 K and 600 K are required to induce the reaction of DPP and porphine
respectively, and higher temperatures are required for efficient oligomer formation [134].
On the Ag(111), temperatures of at least 533 K are required to induce reaction, while
larger oligomers only form after deposition at at least 613 K [139]. In general gold
is much less catalytically active than copper or silver and the (111) surface in turn is
among the least reactive faces of gold as it is the most close packed surface. Therefore,
it is not unlikely that the porphyrins either desorb or, perhaps less likely, decompose
on the surface. However, in this work it will be shown that these molecules can be
connected even on the Au(111) surface.

4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 Unreacted porphine molecules

Before going into details about the reaction of the porphyrins on the Au(111) surface,
it is important to discuss the interaction of the single monomers with the surface. Both
porphyrins can be deposited on the surface at Room Temperature (RT). However, the
interaction between the surface and molecule is quite weak. This is evidenced by the fact
that no single molecule can be observed to be stationary on the surface at temperatures
as low as 80 K, not even at step edges. The only experimental evidence from STM for
the adsorption of molecules at this point is the increase in random noise on the terraces.
This random noise originates from the molecules which can be found under the STM
tip only fleetingly as they diffuse past. This shows that the molecules are diffusing very
fast on the timescale of an STM scan. This result is not surprising in and of itself;
molecule-surface interactions are typically weak on gold and the present molecules do
not bear a moiety which can interact strongly with a gold surface. Moreover, molecular
island formation is not expected, as there are no functional groups through which the
molecules can interact strongly with one another. No island formation is observed
for ZnDPP on Cu(110) nor for porphine on Ag(111) but small islands of porphine on
Cu(110) mediated by captured copper adatoms have been observed [135].

Unreacted porphine molecules have been observed under very specific conditions.
When the coverage of porphine is very close to one ML it is possible to image unreacted
porphine molecules on the Au(111) surface at 80 K. Under these conditions, the unre-
acted molecules of porphine 1 have been observed to be stationary on the gold surface
as shown in Figure 4.2. At this high coverage the molecules were highly restricted in
their motion. In general, there is not much order in this porphine overlayer. While all
molecules appear to lie flat on the surface, most molecules are rotated by an arbitrary
angle with respect to the surface and their neighbours. This can clearly be observed
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Figure 4.2: Three STM images obtained at 80 K showing a high coverage close to one ML
of unreacted porphine 1 (A: 33.0 x 19.3 nm2, I(t) = -0.22 nA, V(t) = -158 mV; B: 6.6 x 3.9
nm2 I(t) = 0.29 nA, V(t) = 620 mV; C: 9.9 x 5.8 nm2, I(t) = -0.25 nA, V(t) = -101 mV).
An overview (A) as well as a close-up of a disordered part (B) and an ordered part (C) are
shown. Line scans 1 and 2 shown in (C) correspond to (D) and (E) respectively. The indicated
distances correspond to a periodicity of 1.25 and 0.96 nm respectively. Coordinates (the large
asterisk) indicate the high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to all images.
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in Figure 4.2 B. The overall lattice of the overlayer resembles a hexagonal one. This
layer is not closed packed: the centre-to-centre distances between molecules can vary
between about 1.1 and 1.4 nm but typical distances are in the range 1.1 to 1.2 nm.
This random orientation is further evidence of the low interaction among the molecules
and between the molecules and the surface. There is clearly not a strong preference for
one particular adsorption site.

However, in some parts of the high coverage layer of porphine local order can be
observed. Typically, the ordered regions are no bigger than ten molecules or so. One
such area can be seen clearly in Figure 4.2 C. In these ordered areas, the square porphine
molecules are arranged in a stacked arrangement similar to brickwork. The unit cell
is pseudo-hexagonal and rotated by approximately 15° with respect to the surface
principle directions. The centre-to-centre distance between two porphine molecules in
the molecular rows is approximately 1.25 nm (half of the 2.50 nm distance in Figure 4.2
D). The distance in the perpendicular direction, between the rows, is approximately
0.96 nm (a quarter of the 3.84 nm distance in Figure 4.2 E). The packing density is
higher in these areas than in the less ordered areas. However, the difference in molecule-
molecule distances in the perpendicular direction suggests that this arrangement is not
completely close-packed. Most likely, this arrangement will become more prevalent if
the coverage approaches one ML.

The adsorption of the single molecules has been modelled using DFT2, as can be
seen in Figure 4.1 B and C. In this case, the approximate adsorption geometry of
the porphine in the ordered parts of the high coverage sample has been used as a
starting point for the calculations. The theoretical results are in agreement with the
experimental observation that the molecule-surface interaction is weak. That is, the
calculations predict a relatively large distance of 0.32 nm between the surface and the
molecule, which is a sign of weak physisorption. Moreover, neither the molecules nor
the surface gold atoms distort much from their gas phase configuration, which further
confirms the weak interaction. The DPP molecule distorts more due to the trade-off
between minimising the steric hindrance between the hydrogen atoms of the core and
the phenyl groups and maximising the molecule-surface interaction. Do note that the
actual adsorption energies or diffusion barriers have not been calculated at this point.

4.2.2 General reactivity of porphine

When the Au(111) surface covered in porphine is annealed to temperatures above ap-
proximately 540 K, important changes are observed. These changes are attributed to
the reaction of the porphine molecules. The reactions do not happen at a single defined
temperature but rather a progression is observed over a temperature range of about 60

2Theoretical work performed in the group of Prof. Mats Persson et al. Details on the DFT calcu-
lations can be found in Appendix A.2
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K. Figure 4.3 shows the surface which has been annealed to approximately 540 K, a
temperature just high enough to initiate the reaction. In this case, the terraces appear
the same way as they did before annealing: there is an increased background noise
level associated with diffusing molecules but no stationary molecules or oligomers are
observed.

The step edges, on the other hand, are decorated with molecules. This is distinctly
different from the situation before annealing, where no molecules were visible at step
edges. From Figure 4.3 it is clear that this step edge decoration is generally only
one molecule wide and appears to follow the natural course of the step edges. There
are exceptions such as the one indicated in Figure 4.3 B by the green arrow; at this
location there is a molecule attached on the outside of the step edge chain. Also note
that the step edges are completely decorated; there are no gaps large enough to fit
another molecule. Figure 4.4 shows the same sample annealed slowly to a slightly
higher temperature of approximately 570 K. The general appearance of the step edge
decoration is the same as before: a single molecule wide string of porphine decorates
the entirety of the step edges. Besides there being a few more molecules attached to
the outside of these step edge decorating molecules, the obvious change is the clear
deviation from the natural course of the step edge, a zigzag pattern is observed.

Besides the general appearance of the step edge decoration, the STM images presen-
ted in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 also show how the molecules are attached to the step edge.
All porphine molecules decorating the step edges reside on the lower terrace associated
with that step. However, the molecules do not appear to lie flat on the surface. Instead,
the side that is nearest to the step consistently appears brighter. Unfortunately, at this
point it is impossible to tell whether this is mostly a real physical height difference or an
electronic effect associated with the molecule-step interaction. Do note that ‘bridging’
of the step edge by porhyrins has been observed in other systems [195]. A monoatomic
step of the gold surface is approximately 0.24 nm high [196], which is small compared
to the lateral size of the molecule (approximately 1 nm) so the molecules will be close to
horizontal even if they bridge the step edge. On the other hand, attachment to the step
from the lower terrace without bridging is also observed [197]. In general, the type of
attachment of porphyrins to the step edges depends on the porphyrin functionalisation,
metal centre and surface.

Also, it is apparent that most molecules are attached to the step edge in an edge-
on fashion. That is, the long edge of the porphine core is parallel to the step edge.
This presumably maximises the favourable molecule-gold interactions. However, the
chemical nature of the interaction is unknown. Occasionally, molecules attached to
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Figure 4.3: Four STM images of porphine on Au(111) annealed to ∼540 K showing the initial
step edge decoration (A: 25.8 x 27.6 nm2, I(t) = 0.30 nA, V(t) = 229 mV; B: 12.9 x 13.8 nm2

I(t) = 0.31 nA, V(t) = 229 mV; C: 6.5 x 6.9 nm2, I(t) = 0.28 nA, V(t) = 229 mV; D: 4.5 x 1.5
nm2, I(t) = 0.28 nA, V(t) = 229 mV). Image (D) is a crop of the outlined area in (C). The green
arrow in (B) indicates a porphine molecule covalently bound to the initial step edge decoration.
The blue arrow in (C) indicates a porphine molecule residing in a favourable adsorption site
next to the step edge decoration without being covalently bound. The line scan labelled 1 in
panel (C) is shown in (E). Coordinates indicate the high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply
to images (A-C).
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Figure 4.4: Four STM images of porphine on Au(111) annealed to ∼570 K showing step edge
decoration of a zigzag step (A: 64.5 x 69.0 nm2, I(t) = -0.38 nA, V(t) = -117 mV; B: 12.9 x 13.8
nm2 I(t) = -0.44 nA, V(t) = -117 mV; C: 6.5 x 6.9 nm2, I(t) = 0.39 nA, V(t) = 117 mV; D: 4.4
x 1.5 nm2, I(t) = 0.39 nA, V(t) = 117 mV). Image (D) is a crop of the outlined area in (C).
The line scan labelled 1 in panel (C) is shown in (E). Coordinates indicate the high symmetry
〈110〉 directions and apply to images (A-C).
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the step edge at a corner of the porphine core can be observed. Figure 4.6 A shows a
slightly more disordered decorated step edge where a few porphyrins are attached to
the step edge by their corner. However, in general porphines attached to the step via
their corner are rare.

The porphines are not just attached edge-on to the steps, but are aligned to one
of the surface principal directions. In Figure 4.3 A the step edges happen to run in
a direction close to one of these principal directions, so all the molecules are more or
less in a single line. Where the natural course of the surface deviates from the high
symmetry directions, single molecules are often attached in a staggered configuration.
In Figure 4.4, the natural course of the step edges also deviates from the surface prin-
cipal directions. However, the sections of the zigzag step edges are clearly aligned with
the high symmetry directions of the surface. Annealing to slightly higher temperature
allowed the rearrangement of the step and the decorating molecules.

Initially, in Figure 4.3, the molecules are mainly attached to the step edges as dimers.
Monomers and larger oligomers are sometimes observed under these circumstances. In
Figure 4.4, oligomers of up to about seven monomers are found. Larger connected
chains along the step edge seem to be rare, even at higher temperatures. It is worth
noting that it is not always easy to tell whether certain parts of the step edge decoration
are connected or not, especially in places where there is a kink in the step edge which the
decorating oligomers have to follow. It is, however, not unreasonable for these oligomers
to be limited in length. First of all they have to follow the step edge which is not always
feasible. Moreover, if shorter oligomers have formed, many molecule-gold bonds have
to be broken to connect the oligomers together. In other words, the mobility of the
oligomers along the step edge is expected to be low. Branches of molecules growing
out from the step edges can be much larger. If the coverage is high enough, a single
connected network is formed on the terrace.

The distances between the molecules are not uniform, as is clearly shown by the line
scans in Figures 4.3 D and 4.4 D. The centre-to-centre distances between the molecules
are either in the order of 0.8 nm or 1.2 nm. At the larger intramolecular distances a clear
gap between the molecules can be observed in the STM images. In the opposite case,
the rings appear to be fused together. The distance of 1.2 nm is close to the expected
minimum value for the centre-to-centre distances of intact unreacted molecules. On the
other hand, the distance of 0.8 nm is close to the distance between covalently linked
porphine molecules, as will be discussed below. It is important to note that the average
number of molecules that are close together, the number of monomers per oligomer,
increases with annealing temperature. In Figure 4.3 the typical oligomer is two or three
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molecules long and free monomers are frequently observed. In contrast, in Figure 4.4
oligomers of four or more molecules are often found. Presumably, the formation of the
zigzag edges is required to accommodate the longer oligomers in favourable sites along
the step edge.

Another interesting phenomenon is observed throughout the images, but is probably
best exemplified by Figure 4.4 A. The background noise levels are not the same for each
terrace. That is, even in a single STM image, it is possible to observe a terrace without
much noise and other terraces with high noise levels. In this case, the middle terrace
is far less noisy than the other two. Typically, narrower terraces are less noisy. This
can easily be explained by the fact that there is a uniform distribution of free diffusing
molecules on the terraces before annealing to form the step edge decoration. Thus,
decoration of the complete step edge takes a greater portion of the available monomers
of a given terrace if the terrace surface area is smaller. Therefore, there will be fewer
free monomers per unit area on the narrower terraces and hence less background noise.
This also indicates that the molecules are unlikely to jump from one terrace to another.

A final point to note here is about the interaction between the oligomers and free
monomers. That is, in the situation where some of the molecules have reacted but
free monomers are still present, there is evidence for favourable interactions between
oligomers and free monomers. This situation typically happens when only reactions
at step edges have taken place. In this case, there is a particular apparent height
distribution in STM images along the oligomers. Next to the chains decorating the step
edge there is a diffuse but noticeable increase in the apparent height. This indicates
that the diffusing free monomers on average reside longer at these locations. In some
cases, the shape of a single molecule can be clearly distinguished as indicated by the
blue arrow in Figure 4.3 C. The shape of the molecule can be identified clearly, but it
is not as well resolved as the molecules in the oligomer. This is an unreacted porphine
molecule in a favourable adsorption site.

At higher temperatures of about 600 K, molecules start to connect away from the
step edges. At first, molecular chains start to grow out from the step edges, as seen in
Figure 4.5. The molecules connect to the initial step edge decorating molecules in the
same fashion as the few that were already observed in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. From there,
molecules can subsequently attach to these molecules and branches are formed. These
branches grow out from the step edges over the terraces. The directions in which these
branches grow appear to be random, dictated by the specific connections between the
molecules rather than the molecule-surface interaction. At low molecular coverage, this
is the final state observed as all free monomers will have reacted. It is also important
to note that the centre-to-centre distances between molecules which are bound edge-
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Figure 4.5: Three STM images of porphine on Au(111) annealed to ∼600 K showing the growth
of branches from the molecules initially decorating the step edge (A: 25.8 x 27.6 nm2, I(t) =
0.34 nA, V(t) = 508 mV; B: 12.9 x 13.8 nm2 I(t) = 0.42 nA, V(t) = 352 mV; C: 9.0 x 9.7
nm2, I(t) = 0.34 nA, V(t) = 508 mV). The line scan labelled 1 in panel (C) is shown in (D).
Coordinates indicate the high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to all images.
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to-edge is again approximately 0.8 nm, as shown in Figure 4.5 D. Molecules which are
connected in a different arrangement, such as the middle molecule along the line scan
in in Figure 4.5 C, have a higher centre-to-centre distance, approximately 1.0 nm in
this case.

Figure 4.6: Two STM images of porphine on Au(111) annealed to ∼600 K and ∼660 K respect-
ively showing the initial step edge decoration (A) and branches growing from this step edge
decoration after a second deposition and annealing step (B) (A: 12.9 x 13.8 nm2, I(t) = 0.34
nA, V(t) = 1165 mV; B: 64.5 x 69.0 nm2 I(t) = -0.29 nA, V(t) = -1250 mV). This shows that
annealing to too high a temperature while the network is not yet fully formed can result in
substantial mass transport of gold atoms and peculiar terrace outlines. Coordinates indicate
the high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to both images.

A special case of these branches is shown in Figure 4.6. In this case, a sample
with a relatively low porphine coverage was annealed to approximately 600 K initially,
revealing the disordered step edge decoration in Figure 4.6 A. The initial coverage of
monomers was too low to even completely decorate the step edge. After increasing
the coverage of monomers further it was rapidly annealed to a very high temperature
of about 660 K. In this case, branches growing out from the molecules decorating the
step edge were observed as expected. However, peculiar terrace shapes were found,
indicating substantial mass transport of gold atoms. Curiously, the porphine molecules
attached to the step edges appear to reside mainly on the higher terraces rather than
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the lower one as in the previous cases. Also note that the characteristic herringbone
pattern of the reconstructed Au(111) surface partially disappeared. This case is however
an exception; potentially associated with the rapid anneal and the higher temperature
used.

After annealing to approximately 600 K, if the initial coverage of monomers is high
enough, networks covering the majority or the entirety of the surface are formed. This
is shown in Figure 4.7, these networks are highly disordered. Most of the network
consists of single stranded chains which are cross-linked at various locations. These
cross-linked strands contain pores of various sizes, depending on the initial monomer
coverage. Many of the strands are branched as well, without forming cross-links with
other strands. It is not uncommon for small patches of a dense 2D network without
pores to form. There is no relation between the orientation of the branches or of the
monomers with respect to the surface principal directions.
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Figure 4.7: Three STM images of porphine on Au(111) annealed to ∼600 K showing the
resulting network on the flat terrace (A: 64.5 x 69.0 nm2, I(t) = 0.47 nA, V(t) = 1250 mV; B:
38.7 x 41.4 nm2 I(t) = 0.41 nA, V(t) = 1201 mV; C: 6.5 x 6.9 nm2, I(t) = 0.57 nA, V(t) =
940 mV). The blue arrows in (A) indicate particularly noisy areas corresponding to diffusing
oligomers. The line scan labelled 1 in panel (C) is shown in (D). Coordinates indicate the high
symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to all images.
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4.2.3 Connections between porphine molecules

The observed attachment of molecules to the step edges does not inherently mean
that the molecules have reacted together. In principle it is possible that some sort
of gold-molecule bond has been formed, without any covalent connections between
different molecules. The formation of large scale networks is, on the other hand clear
evidence for covalent bond formation. Such large and irregular networks cannot be the
result of non-covalent interactions as they are not formed prior to annealing. However,
it is not immediately clear what the nature of the molecule-molecule bonds is. The
main possibilities are C-C or C-Au-C connections. These types of connections can
be differentiated from one another by inspecting the centre-to-centre distances of the
monomers in the network. Several values of the centre-to-centre distances have been
mentioned above, but a closer inspection is warranted.

To determine whether connections between the molecules are C-C or C-Au-C, the
measured centre-to-centre distances can be compared with distances obtained in similar
work and distances obtained from calculations. The only experimental value for C-C
coupled molecules in the literature is 0.85 ± 0.03 nm for porphine on Ag(111) [139].
Values from gas phase DFT calculations vary between 0.84 [198] and 0.89 nm [134].
Additional DFT calculations on an edge-to-edge connected porphine chain on Au(111)
have been performed. The results are shown in Figure 4.8. These calculations predict
a centre-to-centre distance of 0.88 nm. For molecules connected via covalent C-M-C
bonds, where M is a metal atom, the centre-to-centre distance will be larger. The
only experimental value in literature is 1.08 nm if M = Cu [134]. For M = Au, the
distance is expected to be somewhat larger, as gold atoms are larger than copper
atoms. This coupling type is not expected, as it is extremely rare to find C-Au-C
coupled molecules. For molecules which are not covalently bound, a centre-to-centre
distance of significantly more than 0.9 nm is expected based on the distances between
the unreacted molecules. It is clear that the difference in the distance between C-C
bonded molecules, molecules connected via C-Au-C bonds or unconnected molecules is
significant.

It was found that the molecules are indeed covalently linked together via C-C bonds.
The line scans in Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7 show the measured centre-to-centre
distances in different STM images of different samples. Typically, the measured distance
is between 0.82 and 0.85 nm for molecules which share an edge. The only exception
is those found in Figure 4.3, where the distances are slightly smaller. In this case, the
molecules do not appear to be completely flat. In general, the measured centre-to-centre
distance is slightly smaller than that expected for C-C coupled molecules. However, it
is much smaller than any other conceivable coupling type. Hence, it is safe to assume
C-C coupled molecules.
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Figure 4.8: A top view (A) and side view (B) of the DFT optimised geometry of an edge-to-edge
connected porphine chain on the Au(111) surface. The obtained periodicity is 0.877 nm.

Since it is clear that the molecules have reacted and formed covalent C-C bonds,
it is important to put the reaction temperatures into perspective. It is important to
note that the temperatures reported here are best estimates based on the measured
temperature by a thermocouple attached to the sample holder. However, the actual
temperature of the gold surface will be higher than the measured temperature and no
calibration is available. This is a known limitation of the current set-up. Despite this
limitation, some general observations can be made. First of all, the reported temper-
atures, between about 540 and 600 K, are quite high for typical on-surface reactions.
On the other hand, they are comparable to the reaction temperatures reported for
porphyrins on Cu(110) [134] and Ag(111) [139]. On Cu(110) initial C-H scission takes
place at temperatures as low as 420 K from TPD, but higher temperatures are required
for oligomer formation. Likewise, deposition at 533 K on Ag(111) leads to some dimer
formation whereas deposition at 633 K was required for the formation of larger oli-
gomers. Also, dibromo-DPP (with the bromine substituents on the core, molecule 53
in Chapter 1) did not react to form covalent C-C bonds on Au(111) at temperatures
as high as 523 K even though it was debrominated at 453 K [97]. This suggests that
C-H scission might not be the rate limiting step in these reactions, at least at this par-
ticular carbon atom of the porphine core. Another key observation is the fact that the
molecules do not desorb from Au(111) before reaction. In contrast to the porphyrins,
molecules of a similar size, such as coronene (which was also briefly tested on Au(111)),
desorb before reacting.
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Another important observation most readily observed in the branches growing out
from the step edges and in the large networks, is the fact that there are different
connection motifs between the molecules. The porphine molecules have two different
types of C-H bonds, the ones on the pyrrole ring and the ones on the methine bridges.
C-H bonds of these two types can react in different combinations. This leads to different
possible connection motifs. Four main connection motifs have been identified, which
are shown in Figure 4.9. All four motifs are characterised by having multiple bonds
between the monomers. This is reasonable, since intramolecular reactions are typically
fast and favourable. Therefore, once one bond is formed the second (and third) bond
is typically also formed. It is important to note that the existence of other motifs with
only a single C-C bond cannot be ruled out. In fact they can be expected to occur
in situations where the formation of the additional bonds is hindered by constraints
imposed by the rest of the network.

In each of the four motifs, the molecules connect with either an edge or a corner; edge
connections involve the carbon atom of the methine bridge and one or two carbon atoms
of the neighbouring pyrrole rings while corner connections involve two carbon atoms
of a single pyrrole ring. The first of the four motifs is edge-to-edge, shown in Figure
4.9 A. This motif has been mentioned frequently above, as it is the most important
motif. In the edge-to-edge motif two porphyrins are coupled via three carbon atoms on
the edge of the macrocycle forming three C-C bonds. The second motif is a staggered
edge-to-edge configuration, where the monomers are connected at the edges but only
via two C-C bonds; this is the second most observed motif. Both types of edge-to-edge
bound motifs are reasonably favourable, as either one or two six-membered rings are
formed where the molecules join. The third motif is the corner-to-edge structure. In
this case, a five-membered ring is formed where the molecules are fused, making it less
favourable. The final motif is a corner-to-corner connection. This motif is found least
frequently and is the least favourable as a four-membered ring is formed.

The four different coupling motifs can form in different ways, depending on the
first bond that is formed between the two porphine molecules. If a bond between
two methine bridge carbon atoms is formed, the motif will always be edge-to-edge. If
a methine-pyrrole bond is formed the second bond can either be pyrrole-methine or
pyrrole-pyrrole depending on the way the molecules rotate around the first bond. The
motif formed will be either staggered edge-to-edge or corner-to-edge. Pyrrole-pyrrole
bonds can form in two orientations. In one case, where the reacting molecules are
completely offset, the corner-to-edge motif is always formed. In the case where the
molecules are more or less side-by-side when the initial bond is formed, it can either
form edge-to-edge or corner-to-corner. The formation of one motif or the other depends
again on the direction in which the two halves of the dimer rotate.
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Figure 4.9: Structures and STM images corresponding to the four main coupling motifs observed
for porphine molecules on Au(111) (3.5 x 3.5 nm2, A: both I(t) = 0.42 nA, V(t) = 352 mV;
B: I(t) = 0.42 nA, V(t) = 352 mV and I(t) = 0.31 nA, V(t) = 508 mV; C: both I(t) = 0.34
nA, V(t) = 508 mV; D: both I(t) = 0.34 nA, V(t) = 508 mV). The four motifs are edge-to-
edge (A), staggered edge-to-edge (B), corner-to-edge (C) and corner-to-corner (D). All four
motifs are shown as wireframe dimer structures (I), two representative STM images (II) and
the same STM images with overlaid blue squares indicating the approximate geometry of the
two porphine molecules in the dimer (III).
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The observed reactivity is different from that of the same molecule on Cu(110) [134],
but very similar to the reactivity on Ag(111) [139]. In the former case, only (staggered)
edge-to-edge connections with a C-Cu-C coupling were observed. However, as discussed
previously, the exclusive formation of these connections is driven by the strong molecule-
surface interaction in combination with the excellent lattice match between the chains
and the surface. On Ag(111), corner-to-edge coupling was observed in addition to the
two edge-to-edge motifs and the bonds were covalent C-C bonds. Curiously, corner-to-
corner coupling was not reported on Ag(111), but this could be coincidence as this motif
occurs least frequently. On Ag(111), there was a strong preference for the formation of
the edge-to-edge motif (> 67± 6% [139]), which seems to be the case for porphine on
Au(111). Unfortunately, in the dense networks on the terrace many motifs cannot be
discerned, making a statistical analysis impossible.

Figure 4.10 shows a few additional images of the porphine branches. These high
resolution images have been obtained at 80 K. For most molecules the typical high
resolution multi-lobed structure is found. Unfortunately, the complexity of the resulting
images can make the analysis of the intramolecular bonds more complicated than when
the molecules are imaged as simple squares. This is especially true for the denser areas
of the network formed. However, in the less dense (single strand) parts of the network
the different coupling motifs can still be distinguished. Moreover, in contrast to other
samples, a large fraction of the porphyrins have a bright spot in the centre. This is
typical for metallated porphyrins, so it can be assumed that the porphine is able to
incorporate a gold ion. The fact that it is much more prevalent in this particular sample
can be attributed to a higher annealing temperature.
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Figure 4.10: Four STM images obtained at 80 K of porphine on Au(111) annealed to high
temperature showing several high resolution images of branched structures (A: 9.0 x 9.0 nm2,
I(t) = -0.24 nA, V(t) = -1417 mV; B: 5.0 x 5.0 nm2 I(t) = -0.15 nA, V(t) = -31 mV; C: 10.0 x
10.0 nm2, I(t) = -0.16 nA, V(t) = -29 mV; D: 5.0 x 5.0 nm2, I(t) = 0.12 nA, V(t) = 54 mV).
The line scan labelled 1 in panel (C) is shown in (E). Coordinates indicate the high symmetry
〈110〉 directions and apply to all images.
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4.2.4 General reactivity of ZnDPP

In addition to unsubstituted porphine, zinc diphenyl porphyrin (ZnDPP) was also used
to investigate the reactivity of the porphyrins on gold. While this molecule has not
been investigated on silver, it has been previously investigated on copper [134, 137].
In this case, the presence of the phenyl groups repressed the reaction in the second
dimension on Cu(110) completely. This is because the C-H bonds of the phenyl groups
are much less activated than those of the porphyrin core. This is further exemplified by
the fact that unsubstituted tetraphenyl porphyrin molecules have not been successfully
reacted together on the Cu(110) surface [131]. This shows that there is a significant
difference in the activation barriers to reaction of the various C-H bonds on Cu(110).
It was therefore expected that the ZnDPP molecules will also only form linear chains
on the gold surface, most likely growing from the step edges.

Figure 4.11 shows the initial stage of the reaction of ZnDPP on Au(111). The first
thing to note is the difference in appearance of the two porphine derivatives. In the
case of ZnDPP, the extra phenyl groups are easily identified as two protrusions, one
at either end of the molecule. These protrusions are, as expected, narrower than the
porphyrin core giving the molecules a lemon-like shape rather than a square shape.
This allows the determination of the orientation of the molecules with respect to the
surface and/or the surrounding molecular network.

Just like porphine, the ZnDPP molecules initially attach at the step edges. Also, as
with porphine, full step edge decoration is achieved almost immediately if the correct
annealing temperature is reached. However, the step edge decoration appears to be less
uniform than the porphine step edge decoration. This is because the ZnDPP molecules
can attach to the step edge in multiple ways. Similar to porphine, it can attach edge-on
with the phenyl groups parallel to the step edge, as indicated by the blue arrows in
Figure 4.11 C. However, a large fraction of the molecules also attach in a perpendicular
fashion, as indicated by the green arrows in Figure 4.11 C. For these molecules, one
phenyl group points towards the step edge and the other phenyl group points away from
the step edge. Besides these two main ways of attachment, a fraction of the molecules
attach in a different orientation. The sequence of parallel and perpendicularly attached
molecules is mostly random: any pair of neighbouring molecules can be parallel-parallel,
parallel-perpendicular or perpendicular-perpendicular. However, it seems that sections
of more than two molecules in the same orientation are rare. Also note that, as with
porphine, the part of the molecule attached to the step edge appear brighter in STM
than the part further away from the step.

Starting from the initial step edge decoration, the growth of the network spreads
across the terraces, as in the case of porphine. The initial formation of branches at
the step edges is shown in Figure 4.12. From there, if the coverage of monomers is
sufficient, a network fully covering the surface can be found, as shown in Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.11: Four STM images of ZnDPP on Au(111) annealed to ∼540 K showing the initial
step edge decoration (A: 38.7 x 41.4 nm2, I(t) = 0.40 nA, V(t) = 1165 mV; B: 25.8 x 27.6 nm2

I(t) = -0.49 nA, V(t) = -735 mV; C: 12.9 x 13.8 nm2, I(t) = -0.45 nA, V(t) = -735 mV; D: 7.5
x 2.6 nm2, I(t) = -0.45 nA, V(t) = -735 mV). Image (D) is a crop of the outlined area in (C).
The blue and green arrows in (C) indicate ZnDPP molecules attached in a parallel (edge-on)
and perpendicular (phenyl-on) fashion. The line scan labelled 1 in panel (C) is shown in (E).
Coordinates indicate the high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to images (A-C).
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Figure 4.12: Four STM images of ZnDPP on Au(111) annealed to ∼600 K showing the growth
of branches from the initial step edge decoration (38.7 x 41.4 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.47 nA, V(t) =
-1277 mV; B: I(t) = -0.60 nA, V(t) = -1277 mV; C: 25.8 x 27.6 nm2, I(t) = -0.46 nA, V(t) =
-1250 mV; D: 9.0 x 9.7 nm2, I(t) = 0.50 nA, V(t) = 691 mV). Coordinates indicate the high
symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to all images.
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Figure 4.13: Three STM images of ZnDPP on Au(111) annealed to∼600 K showing the resulting
network on the flat terrace (A: 38.7 x 41.4 nm2, I(t) = -0.37 nA, V(t) = -1239 mV; B: 12.9
x 13.8 nm2, I(t) = -0.43 nA, V(t) = -1201 mV; C: 6.5 x 6.9 nm2, I(t) = -0.43 nA, V(t) =
-1239 mV). The line scan labelled 1 in panel (C) is shown in (D). Coordinates indicate the high
symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to all images.
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for high coverage and in Figure 4.14 for a lower coverage. The branches and networks
appear similar to the porphine branches and networks. They are highly branched and
cross-linked and appear to be completely random in nature. Pores of all shapes and
sizes can be found, depending on the coverage. The main difference between the ZnDPP
networks as compared to the porphine networks is the lack of true dense patches of a 2D
network. That is, patches without pores and with proper 2D order. These are far less
likely to form for ZnDPP as there are many more possible reaction motifs. Likewise,
the odds of forming significant 1D chains of, for example, edge-to-edge bound molecules
are lower than for porphine. Areas with a very high density of branches and cross-links
can be formed; while these areas lack 2D order, they are essentially pore-free.

Figure 4.14: Two STM images of ZnDPP on Au(111) annealed to ∼600 K showing the resulting
network on the flat terrace (129.0 x 138.0 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.51 nA, V(t) = -1239 mV; B: I(t) =
-0.52 nA, V(t) = -1250 mV). The initial coverage of porphyrins was relatively low, resulting in
a network with very large pores. Coordinates indicate the high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and
apply to both images.
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4.2.5 Connections between ZnDPP molecules

As in the case of porphine, it is important to check the connection type between the
molecules. Therefore, the centre-to-centre distance of edge-to-edge bonded ZnDPP
molecules was also measured. It was found that the connections between the molecules
are again C-C rather than C-Au-C. This is illustrated by the line scan across the edge-
to-edge connected porphyrins in Figure 4.11 D and Figure 4.13 D. The centre-to-centre
distance obtained in these two images is of the order of 0.8 to 0.85 nm, very close to
the expected value for C-C bound porphyrin molecules.

In contrast to expectation, it is clear that the C-H bonds on the phenyl groups also
participated in the reactions to form C-C bonds. Otherwise the resulting oligomers
and polymers should have been linear or near linear (staggered) edge-to-edge connected
porphyrins. This behaviour is in stark contrast with the reactivity of DPP molecules
on Cu(110): on Cu(110) there is a significant difference in the reactivity of the C-H
bonds on the phenyl groups versus those on the porphyrin core [134, 137]. So much so
that a DPP only forms linear chains and TPP does not react at all [131]. On Au(111)
the difference in the barriers to reaction of the different C-H bonds must therefore be
relatively small compared to the thermal energy at the annealing temperatures required
for the reaction to proceed.

As with porphine, the connection motifs of the ZnDPP molecule were investigated.
Initially, two assumptions were made to determine which products could be formed.
First of all, potential reactions involving the ortho C-H bonds of the phenyl groups and
the porphyrin core C-H bonds next to the phenyl groups are ignored. This is because
any connection involving these carbon atoms would be too sterically hindered to be
feasible. Also, as with porphine, it was assumed that possible intramolecular reactions
are fast and thus always happen. This gives eleven main motifs in which two ZnDPP
molecules can connect together, which are shown in parts (I) of Figures 4.15, 4.16 and
4.17. However, the assumption that the second bond always forms does not hold true in
practice. In many cases, it is clear that the formation of the second bond is indeed very
likely, such as in the case of edge-to-edge connections. In the cases shown in Figures
4.17 B and D, it was found that the formation of the additional bond does not always
happen, especially if the two molecules are confined by the rest of the network already.
For these two cases gas phase structures for dimers with one C-C coupling have been
optimised using DFT and the corresponding motifs have been identified on the surface.

Examples of STM images showing each of the eleven possible reaction motifs are also
shown in Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17. Figures 4.17 B and D also show two additional
structures, where only a single C-C bond has been formed. These structures can be
viewed as one of the two possible precursors to the corresponding dimer in Figure 4.17
A and C respectively. In the case in Figure 4.17 B, the formation of the second bond is
clearly prevented by the effects of the surrounding network. The structure of the dimer
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Figure 4.15: Structures and STM images corresponding to five coupling motifs observed for
ZnDPP molecules on Au(111) (3.5 x 3.5 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.43 nA, V(t) = 1239 mV; B: I(t) =
0.32 nA, V(t) = 911 mV; C: I(t) = -0.67 nA, V(t) = -1239 mV; D: I(t) = -0.66 nA, V(t) = -1239
mV; E: I(t) = 0.29 nA, V(t) = -1030 mV). The motifs are edge-to-edge type (A and B) and
phenyl-to-edge type (C-E). All five motifs are shown as dimer structures (I), a representative
STM image (II) and the same STM image with overlaid blue squares-and-dots indicating the
approximate geometry of the two ZnDPP molecules in the dimer (III).
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Figure 4.16: Structures and STM images corresponding to four more coupling motifs observed
for ZnDPP molecules on Au(111) (3.5 x 3.5 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.25 nA, V(t) = 1239 mV; B: I(t)
= -0.67 nA, V(t) = -1239 mV; C: I(t) = -0.25 nA, V(t) = -1239 mV; D: I(t) = -0.67 nA, V(t)
= -1239 mV). The motifs are phenyl-to-phenyl type (A-C) and double phenyl-to-edge type (D).
All four motifs are shown as dimer structures (I), a representative STM image (II) and the
same STM image with overlaid blue squares-and-dots indicating the approximate geometry of
the two ZnDPP molecules in the dimer (III).
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Figure 4.17: Structures and STM images corresponding to the final four coupling motifs ob-
served for ZnDPP molecules on Au(111) (3.5 x 3.5 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.67 nA, V(t) = 1239 mV;
B: I(t) = -0.57 nA, V(t) = -1277 mV; C: I(t) = -0.51 nA, V(t) = -1250 mV; D: I(t) = 0.32 nA,
V(t) = 911 mV). The motifs are of a mixed type, with either the maximum of two (A and C) or
just one C-C bond (B and D). All four motifs are shown as DFT optimised dimer structures (I),
a representative STM image (II) and the same STM image with the DFT optimised structure
overlaid indicating the approximate geometry of the two ZnDPP molecules in the dimer (III).
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is more splayed than would be expected based upon the DFT optimised geometry.
However, these instances of dimers with only one bond are rare. In the second case the
formation of the structure with two C-C bonds might be unfavourable as the structure
in Figure 4.17 D is more often found than the one in Figure 4.17 C. All in all, it is
clear that all exposed C-H bonds are indeed involved in reactions and in all possible
combinations.

From the data analysis, it is apparent that not all types of connections are equally
common, due to multiple reasons. Most of the different coupling motifs can be formed
in more than one way. For any given structure with more than one C-C bond, any of
the bonds can be the first bond formed. Moreover, the number of equivalent C-C bonds
needs to be taken into account, which can be either two or four. Also, the distribution
will be influenced by the rest of the network. Most importantly, if one connection
causes a molecule to be close to another within the network, an additional coupling
might form. Finally, the reactivity of the different C-H bonds could play an important
role. It would be beneficial to be able to gain an insight into the difference in reactivity
of the various inequivalent C-H bonds.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to perform a rigorous statistical analysis on the
data regarding the different types of connections. Besides the difficulty in predicting
the expected statistical distribution, there are too many practical limitations. First of
all, while all different coupling motifs can be differentiated in STM in principle, the
assignment of some couplings is ambiguous in many cases. Some motifs are inherently
very similar. Also, in denser patches of the network where the location of the phenyl
groups cannot always be easily determined the assignment of different coupling motifs
can be all but impossible. Finally, the amount of data required to obtain any statistical
relevant statistics is simply too great.

In spite of this, it can be said that edge-to-edge and phenyl-to-edge type couplings
appear to be relatively common. Phenyl-to-phenyl couplings on the other hand are less
common but still occur with a significant frequency. Whether this means that there is
a difference in reactivity of the phenyl versus the core C-H bonds is hard to determine.
The occurrence of phenyl-to-phenyl couplings is, however, proof that the phenyl C-H
bonds are actively participating in the reaction. It is not the case that hydrogen atoms
are solely abstracted from the core to leave a radical which can react with any C-H
bond it encounters. In other words, C-H bonds of both the core and the phenyl group
are cleaved due to the catalytic effect of the gold surface. It is also worth noting that
there is no evidence for the cleavage of the C-C bond between the core and the phenyl
group under the reaction conditions used.
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The relative orientation of the molecules within the framework was also investigated.
It was found that, as in the case of porphine, the molecules are orientated randomly.
That is, the orientation of the molecules in the networks is dictated by the bonds
formed between the molecules, rather than the molecule-surface interaction. Also, this
means that the molecule-surface interaction is not strong enough to direct or steer
the reactions of the monomers towards coupling in specific orientations relative to the
surface.

4.2.6 Attachment to the initial step edge decoration

From the experimental STM images, it appears that the initial reaction for both por-
phyrins happens at step edges. From here the networks can grow outwards over the
terraces if the temperature is high enough. However, there is a significant difference
between the two different porphyrins in this respect. In the case of porphine, there is a
large difference between the growth of branches at the lower terrace versus the higher
terrace. This can clearly be seen in Figure 4.5. The majority of the branches connected
to the step edge are located on the lower terrace. Thus, the molecules can readily
connect to molecules decorating the step edges when they are on the same terrace. If
the molecules are on the higher terrace attachment is much less likely. It is, however,
not impossible and molecules attached to the step edge on the higher terrace have been
observed.

For ZnDPP, the case is completely different, as can be observed in Figure 4.12.
Here, there is much less difference between the numbers of molecules attaching to
either side of the step edge. In fact, large amounts of molecules can often be observed
to decorate the step edge on the higher terrace. At first, it appears that this might have
to do with the way the initial chain of porphyrins attaches to the step edge. Unlike
porphine, ZnDPP commonly attaches to the step edge in multiple ways. The two main
orientations are those in which they are attached with the porphyrin core edge or a
phenyl group respectively. Attachment via the porphyrin core edge closely resembles
the porphine case, where the molecules also predominantly attach with their sides. For
phenyl-on attachment, however, one of the phenyl groups points toward the step edge.

For both porphyrins, the molecules appear brighter on the side where they are
attached to the step edge. This might indicate that this side of the molecules, or
phenyl groups in the case of ZnDPP, are actually partly on the higher terrace. This
is not completely unexpected, as it is known that similar porphyrins can bridge step
edges in this fashion [195]. If a part of the molecules is residing on the higher terrace
at the step, they are much more susceptible to reaction with molecules on the higher
terrace. However, if the difference between ZnDPP and porphine is due to the initial
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chain along the step edge, the difference should be manifested at the molecules that are
attached phenyl-on. In other words, the molecules on the upper terrace should attach
predominantly to the step edge at these phenyl groups, however, this is not the case
for ZnDPP.

In reality, it turns out that it is the presence of phenyl groups on the molecules
attaching to the step edge chain that is the deciding factor. Porphine molecules typically
attach to the step edge chain from the higher terrace with the corner of the molecule,
whereas ZnDPP molecules typically attach with their phenyl groups. For ZnDPP, this
attachment can be at any site of the step edge chain; both to edge-on and to phenyl-on
molecules. This suggests that the presence of the phenyl group of the molecule on
the higher terrace greatly improves the attachment reaction. The effect is very strong;
sometimes there are many molecules decorating the edge of the higher terrace in the
case of ZnDPP. Attachment of new molecules via these phenyl groups is more preferable
than the attachment of other parts of the molecule.

One can speculate about the factors which cause connection via the phenyl groups to
be favoured at the step edges. It might be that these phenyl groups can extend further
over the step edge and are therefore more likely to react. Also, it is possible that the
inherent tilt of the phenyl ring is playing a role, where reaction between the C-H bonds
slightly pointing down and the molecules at the step edge is favoured. This latter factor
can be ruled out as the deciding factor, as molecules which have reacted at the para C-H
bond of the phenyl group are frequently observed. It is also important to note that the
connection between molecules across the step edge should be less energetically favoured
than the connection between molecules on the same terrace. Since the molecules are
in different planes in the former case, the conjugation is disrupted. Once the initial
molecule has attached to the step edge, networks can grow in the same fashion as the
networks growing from the step edge on the lower terrace.

4.2.7 Nucleation on terraces

It is clear that the reaction of both molecules proceeds most easily at the step edges of
the Au(111) surface. Reaction directly at the step edge happens at lower temperatures
than the formation of networks growing out from the step edges. This shows that reac-
tion on the flat terraces is clearly possible, only a higher temperature is required. The
only question now is whether the branched network can effectively nucleate on the ter-
races. It was found that there is clear experimental evidence for the reaction/networks
nucleating on the terraces themselves. That is, the situation is not as straightforward
as the one outlined above. For most molecule/metal systems, nucleation of networks on
terraces would be very obvious. This is because the interaction between the surface and
the growing network increases rapidly with the size of that network. Even if monomers
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are very mobile, small oligomers of three or more units are often hardly mobile. How-
ever, in the current system even very large oligomers are still highly mobile. This is
due to the low molecule-surface interaction between the porphyrins and the Au(111)
surface. This is the reason why oligomers are rarely observed on terraces.

Figure 4.18: Two STM images of ZnDPP on Au(111) annealed to ∼600 K showing ‘waving’
branches (25.8 x 27.6 nm2, A: I(t) = 0.39 nA, V(t) = 110 mV; B: I(t) = 0.31 nA, V(t) = 1165
mV). The blue arrows indicate representative examples of the waving branches. Coordinates
indicate the high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to both images.

The most interesting manifestation of the mobility of the oligomers is depicted in
Figure 4.18. Often, certain branches of molecules are not resolved well even though the
surrounding network is resolved very well. These branches can be attached to a step
edge, as in the branches indicated by the blue arrows in Figure 4.18, or to part of a
network. In some cases, such as the one indicated by the top blue arrow in Figure 4.18
B, the branches even appear to be ‘waving’ similar to a windscreen wiper. These parts
of the polymer are small enough that they would be mobile, but they are restricted in
their motion by the presence of the rest of the network. Typically, these branches are
only attached to the rest of the polymer at a single point. This phenomenon is more
commonly observed for ZnDPP oligomers. This is most likely due to the fact that all
four connections commonly found in the network of porphine are quite rigid since they
are connected by two or three C-C bonds. ZnDPP molecules are sometimes connected
via a single C-C bond making the network less rigid at these points.
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Figure 4.19: Three STM images of porphine (A) and ZnDPP (B and C) on Au(111) annealed
to ∼600 K showing free oligomers on the terraces (64.5 x 69.0 nm2, A: I(t) = 0.30 nA, V(t) =
1250 mV; B: I(t) = -0.29 nA, V(t) = -321 mV; C: 7.0 x 7.0 nm2, I(t) = -0.38 nA, V(t) = -524
mV). The trimer in (C) was recorded at 150 K and is not calibrated. Coordinates indicate the
high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and apply to all images.
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In certain circumstances free oligomers of various sizes can also be observed away
from the step edges. This is most readily observed at low temperature, where large
oligomers or small networks can be observed on terraces which are not connected to
the step edges. However, they are occasionally observed at RT as well. Figure 4.19
shows several of these islands imaged at RT for porphine and ZnDPP respectively. It
is clear that the islands are generally the same as the networks attached to step edges.
In Figure 4.7 A, two very diffuse patches of higher apparent height are also visible
between the rest of the network as indicated by the blue arrows. Presumably these
also correspond to diffusing oligomers. Besides larger oligomers, short oligomers such
as the trimer of ZnDPP molecules shown in Figure 4.19 C has been observed at low
temperature. In this case the three molecules were connected edge-to-edge. This trimer
is still mobile at 150 K.

Figure 4.20: Three STM images of ZnDPP on Au(111) annealed to∼500 K showing the resulting
network on the flat terrace (A: 38.7 x 41.4 nm2, I(t) = 0.39 nA, V(t) = 758 mV; B: 12.9 x
13.8 nm2, I(t) = 0.41 nA, V(t) = 758 mV; C: 5.0 x 5.0 nm2, I(t) = 0.41 nA, V(t) = 758 mV).
After forming the open network of Figure 4.14 monomers of ZnDPP were deposited until the
coverage was greater than 1 ML. After subsequent annealing most of the second layer desorbed,
revealing a very dense network. The blue arrows in (A) and (B) indicate oligomers formed in
the second step, which are not connected to the original network. Part (C) shows a molecule
adsorbed on top of the first layer. Coordinates indicate the high symmetry 〈110〉 directions and
apply to both images.
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Further evidence was obtained in an experiment where a Au(111) surface covered in
more than 1 ML of ZnDPP was reacted. The multilayer was deposited on the preformed
porous network of Figure 4.14. As expected, a very dense network was formed which
covered the entire surface. This high density network is shown in Figure 4.20. However,
there were some peculiar differences between this reaction versus the reaction at normal,
sub-monolayer, coverages. First of all, the reaction happens at a lower temperature of
about 500 K. The presence of the preformed network or simply the other molecules
appears to lower the reaction barrier. This could be due to the fact that collisions
between molecules, and therefore effective bond breaking/forming collisions, are more
common if the coverage is high. Another possible explanation lies in the fact that zinc
metallated molecules have been used. In the STM images it is usually possible to pick
up whether or not there is a metal atom in the centre of the porphyrin core. In the
case of ZnDPP networks, it appears that a fraction of the molecules have lost their
metal atom. It is possible that at this high molecular coverage, the number of liberated
zinc atoms becomes significant enough that they can effectively catalyse the reaction.
This possibility could be tested by depositing and reacting free-base DPP under similar
conditions, or co-depositing metal atoms. This case would be similar to Fe, Cu or Mn
catalysed phthalocyanin formation on Ag(111) and Au(111) [146, 148, 149].

The STM images in Figure 4.20 also reveal two other major differences between
the very high coverage situation as compared to the norm. First of all, there are still
molecules adsorbed on top of the network. These molecules did not desorb with the
rest of the second layer. A good example is shown in Figure 4.20 C. Here, the z-
scale is chosen such that only the molecules in this layer are visible. It is not clear
from these images how the molecules in the second layer are bound to the layer below.
Additionally, there are clearly small oligomers trapped in the network which are not
actually connected to the larger framework, as indicated by the blue arrows in Figure
4.20. The fact that there are still isolated oligomers, which are not connected to the
main network, is further evidence for the nucleation of the reaction also happening on
the terrace.

These oligomers and small patches of network are not frequently observed due to
the low interaction between the molecules and the surface. Even at temperatures as
low as 120 K, networks of over ten monomers of ZnDPP have been observed to diffuse
over the surface. At RT these molecules are not often observed; the images in Figure
4.19 are really an exception in this respect. On surfaces with a low density network,
noisy areas originating from slowly diffusing oligomers are sometimes observed. At 80
K, the few networks that are not attached to the step edge were no longer mobile.
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In principle, there are two possible explanations for the observation of isolated
islands. They could have nucleated on the terrace from monomers, or it could be that
small oligomers which had nucleated at the step edges somehow detached from the step
edge and grew into larger networks on the terraces. This latter explanation cannot
be ruled out, but it is worth noting that this must happen at a very specific point
during the reaction. The oligomers at the step edges must be relatively small to be
able to detach from the step edges. Otherwise, the interaction with the step edge would
be too strong. Alternatively, branches detaching from the network is also unlikely, as
that would involve the breaking of one or more C-C bonds. There is no indication of
molecular decomposition via the cleavage of C-C bonds at any stage of the reaction.

Another point to note relates back to the low interaction of the molecules with
the surface. As stated above, it was found that not only is the single molecule highly
mobile, relatively large oligomers are highly mobile as well. This is surprising, as the
interaction between a molecule and the surface typically increases rapidly with its size.
For many on-surface chemistry reactions polymerisation occurs via a step-growth type
process. In these cases, the limiting factor is the rapid decrease in mobility of oligomers,
preventing the formation of high molecular weight polymers. In the system described
here, even large oligomers are highly mobile. As such, networks with a high molecular
weight can be formed even if the starting coverage of molecules is significantly less than
one ML. This fact also explains, at least partly, the rarity of isolated islands. Even if
islands nucleate on the terrace, it is very likely that they diffuse to a step edge or existing
network and react there. This way many of the oligomers are captured before they grow
too large to be immobilised on the terrace. Therefore, it is impossible to determine the
relative number of islands nucleated at step edges versus islands nucleated at terraces.

It is reasonable to assume that, while the nucleation is fastest at the step edges,
nucleation and growth can occur at an appreciable rate on the flat terraces of Au(111).
The observation of free oligomers of various sizes in different circumstances clearly
supports this. The observation of these larger oligomers still mobile at RT is also
highly important. In many systems, the mobility of oligomers is a limiting factor for
the size and order of the product oligomers and polymers. In the systems presented
here, this was not an issue. However, irregular networks were obtained due to the non-
discriminating nature of the reaction employed. A more selective reaction combined
with the high mobility of the monomers and oligomers on the surface should yield
polymer networks of higher quality.
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4.3 Conclusion

In this work, the reactivity of the porphine and ZnDPP molecules on Au(111) has been
investigated. It was found that the molecules are indeed reactive and can be successfully
connected on this surface. This is somewhat surprising, because the catalytic activity
of the gold surface is low. Due to this, the required annealing temperature is very high.
However, it is close to the reported reaction temperatures of porphine on Ag(111) [139]
and porphyrins on Cu(110) [134]. Many other molecules would have desorbed from
the surface before reacting, as shown for coronene, which adsorbs on the surface, but
does not react before desorbing. For the porphyrin molecules, the molecule-surface
interaction is strong enough to allow reaction before desorption.

The reaction of both porphyrins proceeds initially at the step edges of the surface.
This is not completely surprising, since these steps offer gold atoms in lower coordinated
sites typically associated with higher catalytic activity. The reaction of porphyrins at
step edges results in the formation of decorated steps. The steps are lined with a single
line of porphyrin molecules. However, at slightly higher temperatures, reaction between
porphyrins takes place on the close packed surface terraces as well. Generally, branched
structures grow from the step edge decorating molecules to cover the entire surface if
the initial coverage of monomers is high enough. The reaction can also nucleate on
the terraces at these temperatures, as evidenced by the observation of free oligomers
diffusing over the surface.

The high diffusivity is favourable for the formation of large networks and polymers.
Often, the formation of large polymers and networks is restricted by the fact that the
diffusivity of the oligomers decreases rapidly with size. If the polymerisation is of a
step-growth type, which is the most common in on-surface chemistry, this will result in
the formation of short oligomers only. Moreover, high diffusivity in combination with
low reaction rates and high reaction selectivity is required for the formation of highly
ordered networks.

The networks formed from both types of porphyrins investigated, porphine and
ZnDPP, appear to be random. This is due to the low selectivity in the reaction.
All of the exposed C-H bonds in either molecule are sufficiently activated under the
experimental conditions in order to react. For this reason, many different connection
motifs can be observed. For porphine four common motifs have been identified, for
ZnDPP eleven main plus two secondary motifs have been noted. These main motifs
have one important factor in common: if there is an opportunity to form a second (and
a third) C-C bond, it will form. However, the formation of the different motifs can be
influenced by the surrounding network, which is the case for the two secondary motifs
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where only one bond is formed. In order to form polymers with a greater degree of
order and fewer types of connection motifs it is important to find porphyrin derivatives
with fewer different C-H bonds or with a larger difference between the reactivity of
these different C-H bonds.

While the general behaviour of the system is understood well from the STM images,
there are some parts where additional experiments could be beneficial. First of all, it
would be useful to deposit the monomers at elevated temperatures directly rather than
RT deposition followed by annealing. This way, the reaction at specific temperatures
can be examined for different deposition times and fluxes. Differences in reactivity at
various temperatures should yield better insight into the nucleation behaviour at step
edges versus nucleation on the terraces. Also, imaging at temperatures below 80 K,
where the diffusion of dimers, trimmers and other small oligomers is frozen out, should
yield more information about nucleation behaviour. Unfortunately, neither controlled
deposition at elevated temperature nor imaging at sufficiently low temperature was
within the capabilities of the available set-up. Another point worth examining is the
effect of the metal centre, or other co-deposited metal atoms, on the reaction. Since
some of the metal atoms are liberated at the experimental reaction conditions used,
the use of different metal might yield slightly different results.

The reactions of porphine and ZnDPP on Au(111) are an important extension of the
work done towards understanding the behaviour of C-H bonds in on-surface chemistry.
It was found that flat, close packed gold surfaces are able to catalyse the homolysis of
this type of bond. This opens up the possibility of creating on-surface architectures
on gold surfaces without using halogenated monomers. This is important, since the
halogens typically stay on the surface as contamination and have even been found to
interfere with the packing of the reaction products.
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Chapter 5

Chiral Building Blocks Induce
Enantioselectivity in Surface
Based Coupling Reactions

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Chirality

Even though in-situ study of on-surface chemical reactions is still in its infancy, it is
clear that a lot of progress has been made in recent years. A great number of functional
groups and molecules have been shown to be reactive on a variety of metal surfaces,
as well as an insulator. However, due to the complexity of the systems involved, it
is hard to predict the outcome of any given reaction. While some reactions, such as
surface Ullmann coupling and surface Glaser coupling, have been shown to work for a
range of substrates and molecules, there are also exceptions where these reactions do
not proceed as expected [71]. This can be due to the effects of the substrate and/or
molecular backbone. A good example of unexpected behaviour is the formation of
either C-C or C-M-C bridges in closely related systems [119] as discussed in Chapter 1.

So far the effect of the molecular backbone on expected reactivity has not been
studied rigorously; only basic effects of changing the backbone have been explored.
Examples include varying the number of reactive groups per molecule to change the
type of product (larger molecule, chain or network), employing extended monomers to
form networks with larger pores and changing from linear monomers to angled ones to
change the resulting polymer from linear chains to a combination of zigzag chains and
ring structures. Varying the backbone of the molecule in order to influence the reaction
in more subtle ways is however very rare. In one case, the effect of steric hindrance was
employed in order to improve the selectivity of a surface Glaser coupling reaction by
suppressing side reactions [113]. The terminal ethynyl groups of the molecules used for
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this reaction typically can undergo trimerisations and various cross coupling reactions
besides the desired homocoupling. However, addition of bulky groups next to the
ethynyl groups suppresses these reactions effectively. Explicit investigation of effects
like that of monomer rigidity or steric hindrance is rare.

Another particularly important factor related to the molecular backbone has not
been explored for surface based couplings: chirality. Chirality is very important in tra-
ditional organic chemistry. This is especially true for applications in medicine, where
the synthesis of one enantiomer selectively is critically important. Also, in other applic-
ations such as non-linear optics and molecular machines, the use of chiral molecules is
often critical. Therefore, a lot of effort has been spent on the enantioselective synthesis
of chiral molecules via asymmetric catalysis in organic chemistry. This has resulted
in the development of a host of asymmetric catalysts which are applicable to many
important reactions [199, 200].

Chirality of molecules and overlayers itself has been studied extensively on surfaces
[201–205]. Surfaces provide an excellent environment to study chiral resolution of com-
pounds as the resulting overlayers can be imaged directly with STM. Using STM, it is
possible to observe the different domains, how the molecules are organised within each
domain and what happens at domain boundaries. For many systems the chiral self-
assembly on surfaces has been studied. In general, chiral molecules can form ordered
domains as conglomerates, true racemates, or a solid solution. The formation of the
different types of arrangements is due to the difference in affinity of a molecule for mo-
lecules of the same and molecules of the opposite chirality. A conglomerate is formed if
the affinity for the same enantiomer is higher. Therefore, molecules of opposite chiral-
ity are separated in different domains. On the other hand, a racemate is formed if the
affinity for the opposite enantiomer is higher. In this case, very well ordered domains
with a perfect 1:1 ratio between the enantiomers are formed. Finally, a random solid
solution is formed if the affinity is similar. The molecules of different chirality will be
distributed randomly in the domains. An important application of chiral or pro-chiral
molecules on surfaces is to modify the properties of the surface in unique ways.

At the time of writing this thesis, there are no reported on-surface reactions which
display chiral effects of any kind. This is highly surprising, since chirality is a widely
studied topic in both organic chemistry and in surface science. Also, in heterogeneous
catalysis enantioselective reactions are widely studied. Asymmetry in reactions can
be induced by anchoring chiral molecules on the catalytic surface or by using small
chiral modifiers in conjunction with an achiral heterogeneous catalyst [206]. The fact
that chirality is not yet a major factor in surface based chemistry is possibly partially
due to the fact that chiral molecules are intrinsically non-planar. In the vast majority
of studies on reactions taking place on surfaces, planar or near planar molecules have
been used. There are several main reasons for choosing to study planar or near planar
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molecules. First of all, this allows all functional groups, regardless of their position on
the molecular scaffold, to be close to the surface where the catalytic activity of that
surface is maximised. Secondly, planar molecules are much more readily imaged by
SPM with sufficient intramolecular detail required to understand the various coupling
motifs. Moreover, the majority of the molecules studied have some sort of conjugated
backbone, which is usually planar. Conjugated molecules are usually better electronic
conductors, and as such are better suited for potential future applications in molecular
electronics. Lastly, these flat conjugated molecules are capable of having favourable
π-metal interactions with the surface, stabilising their adsorption so the system can
be annealed to sufficiently high temperatures to induce reactions. In this work, chiral
helicene derivatives have been used to explore enantioselective reactions in on-surface
chemistry.

5.1.2 Helicenes

To explore the effect of chiral backbones in on-surface chemistry, functionalised hexa-
helicenes ([6]helicenes) have been used in this work. The structures of helicene 1 and
2 can be found in Figure 5.1 A. Helicenes are a family of polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs) which are characterised by a helical deformation of the aromatic core.
This deformation results from steric hindrance that occurs between the ortho-fused
benzene rings. It is worth noting that helicenes are chiral, but do not necessarily have
any asymmetric carbon atoms. Therefore, the convention is to denote the chirality of
the helicenes M, from minus, and P, from plus, for the left- and right-handed helicenes
respectively.

Helicenes are the perfect chiral molecules to explore chiral effects in on-surface re-
actions. First of all, the helicene backbone is fully conjugated, making them potentially
suitable for use in molecular electronic applications [207]. Moreover, the strong helicity
induced by the steric hindrance causes the molecules to display strong optical rotation.
This makes them prime candidates for applications in non-linear optics. However, the
main reason to consider helicenes in on-surface chemistry is the fact that the large
helical deformation, together with the way these molecules adsorb on the surface, can
actually be expected to influence an on-surface reaction in a chiral way despite the
restrictive 2D environment. Also, the local environment of the functional groups is just
a phenyl ring so the use of helicenes can be expected to have minimal impact on the
reaction in other ways.

Due to their unique properties, helicene derivatives have been studied on a number
of surfaces in UHV [208–222]. In this work, the adsorption geometry of the helicenes
was investigated as well as the self-assembly and surface chiral resolution. Some im-
portant general observations of helicenes on metal surfaces have been reported, which
are applicable to the systems described here. The closest related systems are various
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Figure 5.1: Molecular structures of the helicenes used: 7-methyl hexahelicene (me-[6]H, molecule
1) and 2,15-diethynyl hexahelicene (diethynyl-[6]H, molecule 2) shown as top view wireframe
structures (A), top view (B) and side view (C) of force field optimised structures.
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studies of unsubstituted heptahelicene ([7]helicene) on Cu(111) [209, 210, 215, 222, 223],
Cu(332) [222], Ni(111) [211, 214] or Ni(100) [217]. In these systems, it was found that
the helicenes adsorb exclusively with the first three benzene rings parallel to the surface
and the rest spiralling away from the surface. Figure 5.1 C shows a side view of the
molecules used in this work approximately as they would adsorb on the surface; first
three rings parallel and the other three spiralling away from the surface. The helicenes
adopt this configuration due to the interaction of the π system with the metal surface
[222].

The helicene molecules are only weakly bound to the metal surfaces studied, espe-
cially on the copper surfaces. They adsorb and stick to the surface but they diffuse
readily at RT. Moreover, the interactions between the molecules are dominated by re-
pulsive forces, meaning that no islands are observed at low submonolayer coverages.
Only close to a ML, densely packed molecular adlayers with a hexagonal symmetry are
observed on Ni(111) [211, 214]. Here, a ML is defined as a single layer of the densest
close packed overlayer that can be obtained for that particular molecule/surface system.
On Cu(111), it was found that the details of the molecular packing depend strongly on
the exact density/coverage and the enantiomeric excess [215].

Even though chiral separation is not the aim of this work, it is worth taking a closer
look at the behaviour of heptahelicene on Cu(111) [209, 210, 215]. Several different
phases have been observed at different coverages. Each of these phases is chiral and
two mirror domains exist for each one. Also, each phase consists of zigzag rows of
heterochiral dimers. This means that even though chiral domains have been formed,
no chiral separation of the racemic mixture is achieved. This conclusion follows from
molecular modelling as well as the fact that some intramolecular resolution was obtained
with STM at low temperature (30-50 K) where the chirality of each individual molecule
could be determined [215]. Also, the observed phases are very different for those in the
case of enantiopure heptahelicene. Instead of zigzag rows, several hexagonally packed
phases are found. The orientation of the molecules within the hexagonal packing is the
main difference between these phases.

Finally, it is worth noting that the packing behaviour of helicenes can be altered
by adding functional groups. Chiral separation has been achieved using a dicyanohep-
tahelicene. On Cu(111), the interaction between the cyano groups is strong enough to
force chiral separation [208, 218]. In the case of 5-amino[6]helicene on Cu(100), clusters
of two to four molecules can still diffuse on the surface. At higher coverage, clusters
of four molecules pack into dense layers governed by repulsive interactions between
the tetramers. On Au(111) the amino-gold interaction is dominant over the π-gold
interaction and double rows are formed instead [220].
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The helicenes used in this work are functionalised with one methyl (molecule 1)
and two ethynyl (molecule 2) groups respectively. The former was chosen to further
investigate the reactivity of methyl groups attached to aromatic rings, in analogy to
the reaction of TMP on Cu(110) [131]. The latter is chosen because the ethynyl group
is quite reactive and has been shown to undergo on-surface Glaser coupling or [2+2+2]
cycloaddition [111]. The ethynyl group is significantly more reactive than the methyl
group, so it should react at lower temperatures and as such the odds of having a
selective reaction is much better. Also note that, while there are two ethynyl groups
per helicene, only one functional group will be close to the surface and available for
reaction. The other ethynyl group will be on the part of the helicene that is pointing
away from the surface, and as such will most likely be less activated.

5.2 Results and discussion

5.2.1 Oligomerisation of 7-methyl hexahelicene

When a sub-monolayer of a racemic mixture of methyl helicene 1 is deposited at RT
on Cu(110) and imaged with STM immediately afterwards, only a few molecules are
visible at step edges, Figure 5.2. These molecules often image as round or oval blobs
without any meaningful intramolecular resolution. However, there are some exceptions
such as the image in Figure 5.2 C where each molecule appears to have two lobes of
different sizes. The helicenes appear to image in a variety of ways in STM, depending
on the state of the STM tip.

Figure 5.2 also provides some linescans, which show the profile of a molecule in
two orthogonal directions. The full-width-half-maxima (FWHM) of these profiles are
0.89 and 0.57 nm respectively. These values are less than the expected diameter of a
single helicene, where the largest distance between two carbon atoms is 0.91 nm. The
two values are reasonably close, but it is worth noting that molecules typically appear
larger than the expected in STM when using this method. However, in this case the
discrepancy is consistent with the fact that the molecules are non-planar and therefore
there is a significant contribution from the physical height corrugation in the STM
image. The rings which are spiralling away from the surface will dominate the STM
image: the observed protrusion is mostly due to this part of the molecule only. Also,
the apparent size of the molecules might differ somewhat between measurements if the
tip conditions are different.
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Figure 5.2: After deposition of a submonolayer coverage of molecule 1 on Cu(110) at RT,
molecules are visible at step edges and an increase in noise levels is observed on the terraces (A:
66.0 x 67.0 nm2, I(t) = 0.42 nA, V(t) = 1250 mV; B: 26.4 x 26.8 nm2, I(t) = 0.37 nA, V(t) =
1250 mV; C: 13.2 x 13.4 nm2, I(t) = 0.33 nA, V(t) = 1250 mV). Line scans of a single molecule
(D and E) correspond to the approximately horizontal and vertical bars in (C) respectively.
The FWHM of the molecule along these cross sections is also given. Coordinates apply to all
STM images.
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Besides a few molecules adsorbed near the step edges, there is also a significant
increase in noise levels on the terraces as compared to the clean surface under these
conditions. Increased noise levels are indicative of the fast diffusion of molecules. How-
ever, there is no sign of molecular island formation. These observations clearly show
that the molecules are highly mobile and there is little attractive interaction between
the molecules. This is in good agreement with the work reported in literature on
non-functionalised helicenes on metal surfaces [215].

Figure 5.3: After deposition of over 1 ML of molecule 1 on Cu(110) at RT a densely packed
phase is observed (A: 66.0 x 67.0 nm2, I(t) = 0.38 nA, V(t) = 1250 mV; B: 13.2 x 13.4 nm2,
I(t) = -0.47 nA, V(t) = -1096 mV). Coordinates apply to both images.

Only at a coverage very close to one ML or above, the molecules are restricted in
their diffusion and are observed to form a close packed layer. Unfortunately, the depos-
ition technique used did not allow sufficient accuracy in the coverage to reach exactly
the point where one ML is deposited. Instead, a layer with a coverage between one and
two ML was obtained. At first glance, this multilayer appears to be quite disordered,
as seen in Figure 5.3. Here, the surface appears to be covered with small protrusions at
seemingly random distances from one another. However, on closer inspection they ap-
pear often in groups of two to four protrusions. Notably, these protrusions are smaller
than the typical size of a single helicene molecule as shown in Figure 5.2. The difference
in apparent size can be explained by the fact that these protrusions correspond to heli-
cenes which are not adsorbed on a flat metal surface but rather on a layer of helicene
molecules. This second layer will be distinctly non-flat. As a result, the second layer
helicenes might be orientated in any number of ways. Unfortunately, the STM images
do not allow for a more in depth characterisation of this multilayer behaviour.
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Figure 5.4: After annealing the multilayer of molecule 1 on Cu(110) to approximately 400 K
a pseudo-hexagonally packed layer is revealed (A: 66.0 x 67.0 nm2, I(t) = -0.62 nA, V(t) =
-1062 mV; B: 26.4 x 26.8 nm2, I(t) = -0.55 nA, V(t) = -1062 mV; C: 6.6 x 6.7 nm2, I(t) = -0.52
nA, V(t) = -1062 mV). Line scans along the high symmetry directions of the overlayer (D and
E) correspond to the diagonal and horizontal bars in (C) respectively. The indicated distances
correspond to a periodicity of 1.27 and 1.45 nm respectively. Coordinates apply to all images.
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When this multilayer of helicenes is annealed to an intermediate temperature of
approximately 400 K, a large fraction of the second layer helicenes will desorb. In
this way, the first layer can be uncovered. It was found that the helicenes pack into a
pseudo-hexagonal layer similar to the ones observed in literature [210, 211, 214, 215],
as seen in Figure 5.4. A close up of the hexagonal layer of me-[6]H is shown in Figure
5.4 B. The unit cell is approximately 1.45 x 1.27 nm2 and is rotated by 90° with respect
to the underlying copper surface rows.

The fact that the monolayer is pseudo-hexagonal as opposed to hexagonal can be
explained by considering the interaction with the anisotropic Cu(110) surface. From the
line scans in Figure 5.4 it is clear that the distances between the individual molecules
are slightly larger in the direction perpendicular to the copper surface rows. This is
clearly a deviation from the expected close packed arrangement, which means that the
interaction between the surface and the molecules is important. Indeed, the size of the
unit cell in this direction is very close to four times that of the copper row spacing
(0.362 nm). In the other direction the distance between the molecules is close to that
observed in other systems (1.15 nm for heptahelicene on Ni(111) [211]; 1.17 nm for
heptahelicene on Cu(111) [215]). The periodicity in the direction parallel to the copper
rows is also close to 7.5 times that of the surface lattice parameter in that direction.
This may indicate commensurate ordering in this direction. Since the molecules in this
close packed phase and the surface cannot be imaged simultaneously, it is not possible
to unambiguously determine the molecular packing in the layer with respect to the
surface.

In many STM images of the pseudo-hexagonal layer there is no intramolecular
resolution visible, so it is not possible to determine the relative orientations of the
molecules. Only in some cases a hint of submolecular resolution can be observed, as
seen in Figure 5.5. In these images, it is possible to identify the pitch of several of
the helicenes. While the number of molecules for which this is possible is limited, it
does seem to indicate that the molecules are not well ordered within the layer. That
is, the orientation of the molecules with respect to each other does not appear to be
uniform. Also, the layer appears to be a random solid solution with no chiral separation
observed. This claim is exemplified by the molecules in Figure 5.5 indicated by the green
and blue arrows. The molecules are of different chirality, but there does not seem to
be a relationship between the handedness and position (both homo- and hetero-chiral
neighbours have been observed). Moreover, in the limited number of experiments, no
domain boundaries have been observed that would hint at the existence of two different
chiral domains.
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Figure 5.5: Intramolecular resolution is sometimes observed in the pseudo-hexagonal layer of
molecule 1 on Cu(110), which is uncovered after annealing a multilayer to approximately 400
K (A: 13.2 x 13.4 nm2, I(t) = -0.68 nA, V(t) = -1250 mV; B: 6.6 x 6.7 nm2, I(t) = -0.70 nA,
V(t) = -1062 mV). Molecules of opposite apparent handedness are indicated by the blue and
green arrows respectively. Coordinates apply to both images.

Further annealing of the monolayer to about 550 K leads to a significant change in
the appearance of the overlayer, as can be observed in Figure 5.6. There is no sign of the
previous ordered hexagonal overlayer but instead the surface is completely covered in
larger random oligomers and polymers. This change is attributed to reactions between
the helicene molecules where each helicene has undergone one or more covalent reactions
with neighbouring molecules. The surface remains covered with a full monolayer of
molecules, as it was before reaction. No holes in the network have been observed in
any of the images. In other words, the molecules in the first layer do not desorb at the
experimental conditions used for reaction.

When a surface covered with a sub-monolayer of helicene 1 is annealed to roughly
470 K, a similar change is observed. Before annealing molecules are visible only at step
edges and the terraces are imaged with an increased level of noise. After annealing, the
terraces are covered with similar short oligomers of helicenes, as shown in Figure 5.7.
These oligomers are almost immobile at room temperature. Only the smaller oligomers
are found to occasionally diffuse slowly as a single entity. As in the full monolayer
case, the connections are random. Each molecule can be connected to several others
and there is no apparent relationship between the orientations of the oligomers with
respect to the surface.
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Figure 5.6: After further annealing of the pseudo-hexagonal layer of molecule 1 on Cu(110) to
approximately 550 K, oligomeric random and branched chains cover the entire surface (A: 66.0
x 67.0 nm2, I(t) = -0.61 nA, V(t) = -1201 mV; B: 26.4 x 26.8 nm2, I(t) = -0.43 nA, V(t) =
-1201 mV; C: 13.2 x 13.4 nm2, I(t) = -0.39 nA, V(t) = -1201 mV; D: 6.6 x 6.7 nm2, I(t) = -0.40
nA, V(t) = -1201 mV). Coordinates apply to all images.
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Figure 5.7: After annealing a submonolayer coverage of molecule 1 on Cu(110) to approximately
470 K oligomeric random and branched chains are found (A: 66.0 x 67.0 nm2, I(t) = -0.39 nA,
V(t) = -1250 mV; B: 26.4 x 26.8 nm2, I(t) = -0.30 nA, V(t) = -1250 mV; 9.2 x 9.4 nm2, C: I(t)
= -0.64 nA, V(t) = -1790 mV; D: I(t) = -0.58 nA, V(t) = -363 mV). Coordinates apply to all
images.
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Figure 5.8: Distinct unreacted molecules of molecule 1 are still present on Cu(110) after an-
nealing a submonolayer coverage to approximately 470 K where oligomers have formed (26.4 x
26.8 nm2, A: I(t) = -0.30 nA, V(t) = -398 mV; B: I(t) = -0.31 nA, V(t) = -398 mV). Green
arrows indicate examples of reacted helicenes in oligomers. These molecules are immobile at
RT. Blue arrows indicate examples of unreacted molecules. These have a different appearance
and displace between consecutive frames. Coordinates apply to both images.

It is important to note that the reaction is not necessary completed when the
oligomers are observed. Especially at relatively low annealing temperatures, there will
be a high noise level observed on the terraces even after oligomerisation. In some cases,
clear features belonging to free helicenes can be observed next to the oligomers. An
example can be seen in Figure 5.8, which shows the surface after annealing to about 470
K. The observation of free oligomers clearly shows that not every molecule has reacted.
Annealing at higher temperatures does lower the background noise levels, indicating
that the number of free helicenes is lower. This could be due to a higher degree of
coupling and/or a higher degree of desorption.

The random nature of the networks and oligomers give some clues about the reaction
that takes place between the helicenes at these temperatures. First of all, the reacted
chains are sometimes branched, which shows that the molecules can connect to more
than one or two other molecules. This proves that the connection is not just methyl to
methyl or methyl to core. In other words, the peripheral C-H bonds of the helicenes
are involved in the reaction. In fact, the appearance of the reaction products is very
similar to those of other small PAHs such as coronene or perylene on Cu(110) [137].
This indicates once more that aromatic C-H bonds are quite reactive, but the reaction
is not often selective.
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For each oligomer, the different monomers can usually be clearly distinguished.
Unfortunately, in most cases, that is the limit of the intramolecular resolution, meaning
that the orientation of the individual helicenes cannot be determined. For this reason,
it is not possible to determine any possible effects of chirality of the molecules on
the reaction. In any case, the reaction appears to be quite random and as such no
major chiral effects are to be expected. It is, however, worth noting that one part of
the molecule is lifted away from the surface as a consequence of the helicity of the
molecule. It can be assumed that this part of the molecule is not available for reaction
as it is not affected by the catalytically active copper surface. Consequently, if two
helicenes are connected together in a give way, a third molecule can only attach in a
small range of the free periphery of the dimer: the parts of the helicenes in the dimer
that are flat on the surface and that are not sterically blocked in the dimer. However,
since each helicene can be orientated in many ways in the dimer, this effect will not be
observable by STM, even for enantiopure helicenes.

Another important point is the nature of the covalent bonds formed between the
helicenes as both C-C and C-Cu-C bond forming reactions have been reported on
copper [137]. It would be beneficial to identify the nature of the bonds in this system.
However, the number of different coupling motifs possible between two helicenes, each
resulting in different centre-to-centre distances due to the presence of the methyl group,
renders this task impossible with STM. So, even if accurate centre-to-centre distances
were obtained, they could realistically be assigned to different connectivity types. It is
important to note that the centre-to-centre distance does vary within each oligomer, as
expected.

A final point to note regarding this system is about contamination. It was observed
that oxygen on the surface has some effect on the helicene and the reaction. This was
initially observed when the surface was accidentally contaminated with oxygen, but it
was confirmed in a controlled experiment. First of all, the oxygen rows and islands
can provide favourable adsorption sites. Often molecules would be found stationary
next to oxygen rows similar to how they behave at copper step edges. Secondly, after
annealing at approximately 470 K, the oxygen is removed from the surface. Oligomers
of helicene do still form and do appear similar to the ones formed in the absence of
oxygen. Presumably, the removal of oxygen is due to a titration of the oxygen by
hydrogen liberated from the helicenes during reaction, forming water molecules which
subsequently desorb from the surface. This kind of reaction has been reported before
for small organic molecules [224]. It is noteworthy that the presence of oxygen on the
Cu(110) surface lowered the barrier to reaction for the reaction reported in literature
[224]. The effect of the oxygen contamination on the activation barrier of the helicene
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oligomer formation was not investigated as the same annealing temperature was used
for the cases with and without oxygen present (470 K). This experiment does clearly
illustrate that oxygen contamination is not an inert bystander in this and other on-
surface reactions. As such, oxygen contamination should be avoided at any time.

5.2.2 Dimerisation of Racemic 2,15-diethynyl hexahelicene

The other helicene investigated is diethynyl hexahelicene, molecule 2 shown in Figure
5.1. This molecule has two ethynyl groups, one at either end of the helix. Since the
ethynyl group is known to be quite reactive on different metal surfaces, using this
functional group might lead to a better defined reaction. This in turn opens up the
possibility of observing effects of chirality on this reaction. It is worth noting that the
ethynyl group can react in different ways: it can undergo Glaser coupling, potentially
with additional cross coupling reactions, as well as cyclotrimerisation. However, due to
the large backbone of the molecule, Glaser coupling seems the only possibility in this
system. There is simply not enough space for three or even four molecules to fit around
the central connection point in the other options.

Figure 5.9: The behaviour of molecule 2 on Cu(110) at low coverage follows the same trend as
the methyl helicene (molecule 1): at RT there are mobile molecules on terraces and immobile
molecules at step edges and after annealing to approximately 460 K oligomeric chains are
formed. (A: 61.0 x 68.0 nm2, I(t) = 0.52 nA, V(t) = 1250 mV; B: 24.4 x 27.2 nm2, I(t) = -0.27
nA, V(t) = -1358 mV). High coverage behaviour also follows the trend of the methyl helicene
(not shown). Coordinates apply to both images.
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The general behaviour of the ethynyl helicene is largely the same as that of the
methyl helicene. That is, the individual molecules are also too mobile to image at RT
for submonolayers. Only molecules at step edges are immobilised long enough to be
imaged in STM. Surfaces covered with more than one ML also look very similar for
both helicenes. Just like the methyl helicene at this coverage, the layer appears as
small bright protrusions at random spacings. When either a submonolayer or a surface
with more than one monolayer is annealed to about 460 K, similar oligomers as those
formed by methyl helicene (molecule 1) are observed. This shows that the peripheral
C-H bonds of helicene 2 behave similarly to those of helicene 1 with respect to their
reaction on Cu(110). Figure 5.9 shows the surface with a submonolayer coverage both
before and after annealing. It is important to note that no ordered pseudo-hexagonal
overlayer was observed for this molecule. This is probably due to the reactivity of the
ethynyl groups as discussed below.

There is one large difference between the methyl helicene and the diethynyl helicene,
which can readily be observed in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.10 shows a surface with a
submonolayer coverage of molecule 2 a few hours after deposition. In this case, there
is a greater portion of less mobile molecules visible on the terraces. This is in stark
contrast to the methyl helicenes 1, where only increased noise levels were observed
even after a long time or moderate annealing. The diethynyl helicenes observed on the
terraces do not form islands. Instead, they are distributed randomly on the surface in
pairs.

Especially the last point is very important; the molecules are paired up with one
another. This behaviour indicates some strong pairwise interaction between the mo-
lecules, behaviour which has not been observed for any similar helicene on a metal
surface. In principle, this interaction could be covalent or non-covalent. However,
non-covalent interactions seem unlikely. The helicenes themselves tend to repel each
other and the functional group, the ethynyl group, is not known to promote strong
non-covalent bonds. Small ethynyl functionalized molecules typically interact via weak
hydrogen bonds between the triple bond and C-H bonds. This was reported for ordered
layers on Cu(111) [111], Ag(111) [112] and Au(111) [117]. Coordination bonds where
the ethynyl group interacts with the metal atom in a side-on fashion have not been
reported for these systems. On the other hand, the ethynyl groups are known to be
very reactive, and the formation of dimers corresponds to only one functional group
per molecule being available for reaction. This in itself is a strong indication that the
molecules have reacted together to form dimers.

Also, the fact that the reaction occurs at room temperature is not improbable. From
previous work in literature, it is known that Glaser coupling can occur at temperatures
as low as 300 K [111, 112]. Usually slightly elevated temperatures are required, but it is
not unexpected that the reaction proceeds at RT on a catalytically active surface such
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Figure 5.10: If the Cu(110) surface with a submonolayer coverage of molecule 2 is left for some
time (several hours) at RT distinct and less mobile dimers appear on the surface (24.4 x 27.2
nm2, A: I(t) = -0.51 nA, V(t) = -1165 mV; B: I(t) = -0.52 nA, V(t) = -1165 mV; 18.3 x 20.4
nm2, C: I(t) = -0.50 nA, V(t) = -1165 mV; D: I(t) = -0.49 nA, V(t) = -1165 mV; 3.5 x 3.5 nm2,
E: I(t) = -0.49 nA, V(t) = -1165 mV; F: I(t) = -0.49 nA, V(t) = -1165 mV; G: I(t) = -0.51 nA,
V(t) = -1165 mV). Two types of dimers can be observed: ‘parallel’ chiral (E and green arrows)
and ‘angled’ achiral (F and blue arrows) dimers. Double achiral dimers are sometimes observed
(G and grey arrow). Coordinates apply to all images.
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as Cu(110). Thus, it seems likely that Glaser coupling has taken place between the
molecules and covalent dimers have been formed. The dimers are mostly distributed
randomly across the surface. The only exception is the occasional formation of what
appears to be tetramers. One such tetramer is shown in Figure 5.10 G while another is
indicated with the grey arrow in Figure 5.10 A. This dimer is most likely two covalent
dimers interacting favourably via some non-covalent interactions. The dimers are also
all orientated in the direction perpendicular to the copper rows. The dimers do not
always appear to be completely symmetrical. The reason behind this will be discussed
later.

Since the deposited helicenes are a racemic mixture of the P and M enantiomers,
there should be three different products. These are the two homochiral PP and MM
pairs and the heterochiral pair PM. If the chirality of the backbone does not influence
the reaction, these products should be formed in a 1:1:2 ratio, since there are two ways
to form a heterochiral pair. Fortunately, the dimers sometimes image in a particular
way which allows the three different types of dimers to be distinguished. This is clearly
visible in Figure 5.10. Each molecule images as a narrow bar which is distinctly narrower
than the oval protrusions observed previously in Figure 5.9. It is not immediately
obvious from which part of the molecule the STM contrast originates. However, the
methyl helicene or any of the other helicenes in literature did not show this type of
contrast in STM. This means that the different appearance in STM is most likely due
to the added ethynyl group on the end of the molecule that is pointing away from the
surface. It is also worth noting that this kind of STM contrast is only observed in
dimers and not in single helicene 2 molecules.

Since each helicene in a dimer is imaged as a single bar, the helicene dimers are
thus imaged as two of these bars, which can be orientated in two distinct ways with
respect to each other. The two bars can be parallel with respect to each other, yet
at a large angle with respect to the copper surface high symmetry directions. Several
dimers of this type are indicated by the green arrows in Figure 5.10. Moreover, two
mirror images of this type of dimer can be found. These two mirror images are not
equivalent: they are of opposite chirality. The other type of dimer features these bars
at approximately 120° with respect to each other, as indicated by the blue arrows in
Figure 5.10. Two main orientations of this dimer exist, pointing in either direction
along the copper rows. These dimers are not chiral mirror images, however. Also, it is
important to note that the tetramers always consist of this type of dimer. The former
type of dimer will be referred to as the ‘parallel’ dimer while the latter will be referred
to as the ‘angled’ dimer.
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The different types of dimers can then be assigned to the different possible products,
based on a simple symmetry argument as illustrated in Figure 5.11 A. This figure shows
a close-up STM image of the two types of dimers as well as a schematic representation
of these dimers. The products PP and MM are formed from two helicenes of the same
handedness. Therefore, these dimers should be chiral and mirror images from one
another. On the other hand, the PM and MP products are formed from two helicenes
of opposite chirality. Therefore, these dimers should be achiral and equivalent. This
should be reflected in the assignment of the different observed structures: one of the
two observed products should be chiral and the other achiral. Indeed, the angled dimer
contains an internal mirror plane showing that this dimer is achiral while the parallel
dimers lack an internal mirror plane (or other relevant symmetry operation) showing
that this dimer is chiral. It follows that the dimers imaging as parallel bars correspond
to the homochiral PP and MM adducts, while those imaging as angled bars correspond
to the heterochiral PM adduct. Note that this assignment is made purely on the basis
of the symmetry of the observed structures; the actual pitch of the helicenes was not
resolved for these molecules.

Figure 5.11: The angled and parallel dimers have been assigned to the achiral (PM or MP)
and chiral (PP or MM) dimers respectively on the basis of their symmetry (A; STM images:
2.4 x 1.4 nm2, I(t) = -0.47 nA, V(t) = -1165 mV). For racemic helicene 2 the observed relative
abundance (fraction of the total number of dimers) of the different types of dimers (red) differs
from the statistically obtained distribution if all reactions would be equally likely (blue) (B).
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Since we can assign the observed dimer structures to different products, it is possible
to gather some statistics. The occurrence of each type of dimer was counted in a
selection of over 250 dimers. The results are summarised in Figure 5.11 B. It was found
that the vast majority, approximately 84%, of the dimers were of the heterochiral PM
type. The homochiral dimers MM and PP accounted for 12% and 4% of the observed
dimers respectively. The difference between the fractions of MM and PP is likely due
to a limited sample size, since the fractions only corresponds to 31 and 10 total counts
respectively, and not due to a physical effect. There is no reason for the formation of
one handedness of the homochiral dimer to be more favourable than the other, since
the surface and the initial monomer distribution are symmetric. On the other hand,
the fact that the heterochiral dimer is observed over four times more often that either
other dimer is significant. This type of dimer is only expected to account for half of
the total counts if the reaction was unaffected by the chirality of the backbone. This
is clear evidence that the reaction is in fact influenced by the molecular chirality.

5.2.3 Dimerisation of Enantiopure P 2,15-diethynyl hexahelicene

In order to substantiate the results on the ethynyl substituted helicenes, molecules from
an enantiopure (P) sample were deposited instead of the racemic mixture. The enan-
tiomeric excess (e.e.; the e.e. is defined as e.e. = ((P −M)/(P +M)) ·100%) was better
than 98.5% from High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). Again, the mo-
lecules are highly mobile on the copper surface and they form oligomers after annealing
to high temperatures. Also, as expected, the molecules form dimers at room temper-
ature. There is, however, one immediately obvious difference between the racemic and
enantiopure case: islands of molecules are formed in the latter case. An example of
these islands can be seen in Figure 5.12. Each island contains mainly dimers, but some
single molecules can be observed within an island as well. Islands as big as 20 dimers
have been observed.

The formation of islands of P-2 dimers is interesting, as it is in stark contrast
with the behaviour of other helicenes and in particular the behaviour of the racemic
compound. The formation of islands must be due to the increased attractive van der
Waals forces in the homochiral dimers. For single molecules of this helicene and related
compounds the net interaction is repulsive, as described earlier. However, in the case
of the racemic diethynyl helicene 2 there is some evidence for attractive interactions
between dimers, as tetramers are observed occasionally. These tetramers always consist
of two heterochiral dimers. In the enantiopure case the interaction between dimers is
much more evident but the bulk of the islands consist of ordered homochiral dimers.
Curiously, the islands do incorporate single molecules and some heterochiral dimers as
described below.
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Figure 5.12: On a Cu(110) surface with a submonolayer coverage of enantiopure P-2 islands of
up to 20 dimers can be observed (A: 66.5 x 67.5 nm2, I(t) = -0.40 nA, V(t) = -1444 mV; B:
26.6 x 27.0 nm2, I(t) = -0.45 nA, V(t) = -1444 mV; C: 39.9 x 40.5 nm2, I(t) = -0.42 nA, V(t)
= -1444 mV; D: 26.6 x 27.0 nm2, I(t) = -0.42 nA, V(t) = -1444 mV; 3.3 x 2.2 nm2 E:, I(t) =
-0.42 nA, V(t) = -1444 mV; F: I(t) = -0.43 nA, V(t) = -1444 mV). Coordinates apply to all
images.
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Similar to the racemic case, a statistical analysis has been performed regarding the
formation of homo- and hetero-chiral dimers. In general, the formation of homochiral
dimers is expected to be dominant. Moreover, these dimers should all be of the same
handedness. Also, while heterochiral dimer formation should be greatly suppressed,
these dimers might not be completely absent as the e.e. of the deposited compound
is 98.5% rather than 100%. This should yield approximately 1% PM dimers, if the
reactions are equally favourable and the reaction goes to completion. The results of
the analysis of over 230 molecules is shown in Figure 5.13. It is immediately clear that
the dimer distribution has changed as expected. Heterochiral dimers only account for
34% of the observed dimers and MM dimers have not been observed.

Figure 5.13: For enantiopure P-2 the observed relative abundance of the different types of
dimers (red) differs from the statistically obtained distribution if all reactions would be equally
likely (blue) and the reaction would go to completion.

From the data in Figure 5.13 the apparent e.e. can also be extracted. Since the P
enantiomer makes up all of the PP and half of the PM dimers, the e.e of the molecules
incorporated in dimers is equal to 83%. This is significantly lower than the e.e. obtained
from HPLC (98.5%). However, this is easily explained by considering the fact that not
all molecules have reacted in combination with the observed preference for heterochiral
dimer formation. Both P and M enantiomers will encounter mainly P enantiomers,
but the latter will react more readily as the formation of the heterochiral dimers is
favoured. As such, a larger proportion of the M enantiomers will react if the reaction
does not proceed to completion. Therefore, the distribution of the enantiomers in the
dimers will be slightly skewed towards more heterochiral dimers.

The dimers in the islands also appear in many different ways in STM, aside from
the way they appear in Figure 5.12, as can be observed in Figure 5.14. High resolution
images of the dimers can be obtained which are superior to the ones in Figure 5.10.
In some cases the appearance is similar to the parallel and angled bars. However, in
other cases the molecule is imaged in such a way that the pitch of the helix is clearly
resolved. Unfortunately, in many cases, the two halves of the dimer appear different
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Figure 5.14: Different appearances of enantiopure helicene P-2 islands on Cu(110) (13.3 x 13.5
nm2, A: I(t) = 0.34 nA, V(t) = 1536 mV; B: I(t) = -0.37 nA, V(t) = -1536 mV; C: I(t) = -0.36
nA, V(t) = -524 mV; D: I(t) = 0.22 nA, V(t) = 1684 mV). Coordinates apply to all images.
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to one another and the pitch is only resolved for one of the two molecules. In other
words, the two halves of the dimer are distinctly different. This effect is also much
more significant in the homochiral dimers compared to the heterochiral dimers. It is
also worth noting that the pitch of the helix observed in these images matches that of
the P enantiomer as expected. Figure 5.14 D is also particularly noteworthy, as the
dimers appear as three protrusions where the middle one is largely in between the two
monomers. This further shows the strong covalent nature of the bond in the dimer.

Figure 5.15 shows a series of images from a sample where the coverage was sig-
nificantly higher than the previous samples of enantiopure helicene 2. Figure 5.15 A
shows that the entire surface is covered but ordering of the monomers was not achieved.
At this high coverage, close to one ML, the methyl helicene 1 would pack in a more
ordered arrangement. In the present case, no major island formation was observed
either. This is most likely due to a combination of the fact that a large fraction of
the molecules have reacted to form dimers and the reduced mobility of the molecules
at these coverages. That is, the formed dimers cannot come together to form ordered
layers and are disruptive to the normal packing of the helicenes. Therefore, a mostly
random distribution of molecules was observed instead.

The most intriguing observation in this sample was the bias dependence of the
appearance of the molecules. At certain bias the molecules would image similarly to the
two-bar type of shape (Figure 5.15 C). However, if the bias was reversed, the appearance
changed to a half-ring-and-dot type of shape (Figure 5.15 B and D). Notably, the pitch
of the helix could occasionally be observed in this case. The change in appearance
was reversible: each time the sign of the bias was switched the appearance would
change accordingly. This bias dependence enables a direct assignment of the parallel
and angled dimers, shown in the next section in Figure 5.17. It turns out that the
assignment based on this method is in agreement with the assignment based on the
symmetry considerations.
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Figure 5.15: A Cu(110) surface with a high coverage of enantiopure helicene P-2 shown as a
large scale image and as three consecutive STM images of the same area (A: 39.9 x 40.5 nm2,
I(t) = -0.19 nA, V(t) = -1444 mV; 13.3 x 13.5 nm2 B: I(t) = -0.25 nA, V(t) = -2024 mV; C: I(t)
= 0.20 nA, V(t) = 2024 mV; D: I(t) = -0.16 nA, V(t) = -2024 mV). Switching the bias under
these conditions reversibly changes the appearance of the molecules in STM. Coordinates apply
to all images.
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5.2.4 A tentative model for 2,15-diethynyl hexahelicene dimers

At this point there are three important questions which need to be answered:

I: Is the connection of a C-C or a C-Cu-C type?
II: Why is the formation of heterochiral dimers favoured over homochiral dimers?
III: Why do the two halves of the dimer, and especially the homochiral dimer, often

appear different in STM?

In order to gain a better understanding of the behaviour of helicene 2 on Cu(110) and to
answer these questions, it is crucial to perform DFT calculations. However, due to time
constraints these calculations have not yet been performed. Instead, a tentative model
was built in Avogadro3 [225] in order to a gain better understanding of the system. The
model dimers were relaxed using the default MMFF94 or UFF force fields. The first
three rings in each monomer were constrained in the z-direction to mimic the presence
of the surface.

In order to answer question I, whether the connections between the molecules are of
a C-C or C-M-C type, it is common to compare experimental centre-to-centre distances
in the reacted molecules with those obtained from theory. Typically, the difference
between these two cases is large enough that the bond type can be determined unam-
biguously. In other cases, the metal linking atom can actually be resolved in STM, in
which case the assignment becomes even more straightforward. For some small mo-
lecules, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) has also been used to successfully
distinguish C-C from C-M-C [110]. However, in this case none of these methods are
applicable. The molecules are too large for a potential copper-bonded-carbon signal to
be picked up underneath the main carbon peaks in XPS. Also, since the molecule is not
flat, measurement of the centre-to-centre distance is very unreliable. It is not immedi-
ately obvious from the STM images where in the molecule the corrugation originates
from. Therefore, it is impossible to reliably relate any measured distances to distances
in the theoretical models.

For these reasons, direct comparison with theory is required. Ideally, this would
mean comparison of simulated STM images with the experimental ones. However, as
stated above, these are not yet available. Therefore, four different molecular models
were built (Hetero- and homo-chiral dimers with C-C and C-Cu-C connections) and
relaxed using a simple constrained force field calculation. In order to simulate the pres-
ence of the surface, the z-position of the carbon atoms in the first three rings of each
helicene were fixed. Relaxation in the x and y directions was allowed. Nevertheless,

3Details on the tentative model can be found in Appendix A.3
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most of the relaxation occurred in the free rings of the helicenes and a linear arrange-
ment of the connection was obtained. These models were then overlayed to scale on
experimental images to compare the ‘fit’. This can be seen in Figure 5.16, which shows
the same area four times, with several of the models superimposed upon it.

The first observation from this STM image in combination with the models is the
excellent agreement of the assignment of the parallel and angled dimers to the homo-
and hetero-chiral dimers respectively. Moreover, in these images it is quite clear that
the C-C linked dimers match up much better with the experimental images as compared
to the C-Cu-C linked ones. The latter appear to be slightly too wide for a good fit
with the STM images which is a very clear indication that the molecules are coupled
via C-C bonds. This is not unexpected, as the majority of the previous work on Glaser
coupling resulted in C-C bonded chains rather than C-M-C bonded chains. Moreover,
as discussed in Chapter 1, organometallic bond formation seems to be driven by the
formation of commensurate structures. Since the ethynyl helicenes 2 only form dimers,
this factor does not apply.

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show two more comparisons between the C-C linked models
and the STM images of the dimers. These images show that the match is also excellent
in the cases where the molecules image in different ways. This increases the confidence
in the notion that the molecules are indeed coupled via C-C bonds. However, it is
important to keep in mind that this does not completely rule out the possibility that a
fraction of the molecules are coupled via C-Cu-C bonds. It is, however, quite unlikely
that these organometallic species make up a large percentage of the dimers, since all
dimers have a very similar appearance, the same relative orientation and they can form
ordered islands at a moderate coverage.

The models do not only give a useful insight into the coupling motif, but they also
offer an important insight into question III: why do the two halves of the dimer, and
especially the homochiral dimer, often appear different in STM? The model predicts
significant steric hindrance between the parts of the two helicenes which are spiralling
away from the surface. These parts of the molecules, clearly shown in Figure 5.1 C,
are forced into close proximity upon dimer formation. The close proximity causes
significant steric hindrance which is relieved in two ways. Firstly, there is a difference
in the height of the upper part of the helicene above the lower part. Secondly, the tilt
with respect to the axis through the terminal ring and the ethynyl group differs between
the two halves of the dimers. Notably, the effect is more significant for the C-C bonded
dimers compared to the C-Cu-C bonded ones. Moreover, the effect seems to be bigger
for the heterochiral dimers as compared to the homochiral ones. Both of these effects
are easily understandable, as the upper rings of the helicenes will be closer together
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Figure 5.16: Four instances of the same STM image of enantiopure helicene P-2 on Cu(110)
with overlayed models of a C-C linked homochiral dimer (A), a C-Cu-C linked homochiral dimer
(B), a C-C linked heterochiral dimer (C) and a C-Cu-C linked heterochiral dimer (D) (All: 6.7
x 6.8 nm2, I(t) = -0.35 nA, V(t) = -524 mV). The left two dimers are parallel ones as the one
indicated by the blue arrow, while the right two dimers are angled ones as the one indicated by
the green arrow. Coordinates apply to all images.
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Figure 5.17: Similar to Figure 5.15, a Cu(110) surface with a high coverage of enantiopure
helicene P-2 shown with overlayed models (A) to compare the model with the three consecutive
STM images of the same area (6.7 x 6.8 nm2, A and C: I(t) = 0.12 nA, V(t) = 2024 mV; B: I(t)
= -0.16 nA, V(t) = -2024 mV; D: I(t) = -0.17 nA, V(t) = -2024 mV). The parallel dimers are
indicated by the blue arrow, while the angled one is indicated by the green arrow. Coordinates
apply to all images.
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Figure 5.18: Two instances of the same STM image of enantiopure helicene P-2 on Cu(110)
of the same sample as in Figure 5.12 with overlayed models in A (Both: 6.7 x 6.8 nm2, I(t)
= -0.42 nA, V(t) = -1444 mV). The one heterochiral dimer is indicated by the green arrow.
Coordinates apply to both images.

in the C-C linked cases and in the heterochiral dimers. The exact magnitude of the
distortion is hard to quantify and it will not be particularly reliable from the crude
models. However, it is clear that this distortion may be the reason why the helicenes
often image in an asymmetric way.

Unfortunately, the model does not give a good answer to question II: Why is the
formation of heterochiral dimers favoured over homochiral dimers? In fact, at first
glance it seems that the heterochiral dimer should be less favourable since the steric
hindrance between the backbones is more severe in these dimers. This means that
this is not the deciding factor here. The other major factor to consider would be
the molecule-surface interactions for the dimers. The heterochiral dimer assumes a
symmetrical adsorption position with respect to the high symmetry 〈110〉 direction.
Presumably, in this case both molecules occupy the same favourable adsorption site.
The asymmetric homochiral dimer on the other hand can have one half in the favourable
adsorption site while the other is forced to occupy a less favourable one. Unfortunately,
as shown in Figure 5.19, the tentative model seems to rebut this option.

In Figure 5.19 B the PM dimer with the exact orientation as the one in Figure 5.18
is placed on the STM image of the clean Cu(110). It was placed such that the second
and third rings from the bottom in the right monomer are on top of two copper atoms
in the same copper row. This configuration was chosen for convenience and might not
reflect the actual adsorption geometry. However, it is clear that the other monomer in
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Figure 5.19: Two instances of the same STM image of clean Cu(110) with overlayed models of
homochiral and heterochiral dimers respectively (Both: 6.7 x 6.8 nm2, I(t) = 0.69 nA, V(t) =
120 mV). The orientation of the molecular models is the same as the corresponding models in
Figure 5.18 but the position is arbitrarily chosen. Coordinates apply to both images.

the dimer is placed in an equivalent adsorption site. If the same procedure is repeated
for the PP dimer, a similar result is obtained. Again, both halves of the molecule seem
to be able to occupy an identical adsorption geometry. This seems to indicate that
the difference in molecule-surface interaction cannot be very significant. Therefore,
it is crucial to perform high level DFT calculations to obtain accurate formation and
adsorption energies of the different types of dimers in order to explain the observed
preference for the formation of heterochiral dimers in this system.

5.3 Conclusion

In this work, the reactivity of two functionalised helicenes was analysed. First, a methyl
substituted hexahelicene was considered. In this case random oligomers were formed
after annealing to high temperature. These oligomers were very similar in appearance
to oligomers formed from other small PAHs. From the structure of the oligomers it is
clear that the peripheral carbon-hydrogen bonds are involved in the reaction. However,
it is not possible to determine to what degree the C-H bonds of the methyl groups are
involved. It is, however, clear that these C-H bonds are not significantly more activated
than the peripheral C-H bonds of the helicene, as there is no point where only dimers
are formed.
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For the other helicene investigated, a diethynyl substituted hexahelicene, the out-
come was markedly different. The ethynyl group is significantly more activated, as is
known from literature, resulting in the formation of dimers at RT. Annealing to high
temperature resulted in the formation of oligomers very similar to the oligomers of the
methyl helicene. This shows that the peripheral C-H bonds are also reactive in this
case.

The most important result from the second system is the fact that the stereo-
chemistry of the molecules actively influences the reaction. That is, the formation of
the heterochiral dimer is significantly favoured over the formation of the homochiral
equivalent. This was shown by comparing the formation of either type of dimer for a
racemic and a enantiopure mixture of molecules. In both cases, the distribution of the
products significantly deviated from the expected statistical distribution. This devi-
ation was skewed towards the formation of the heterochiral dimer in both cases. This
is a significant result, as this is the first on-surface reaction in which a chiral effect has
been observed.

A tentative model of the dimers was constructed and compared to the STM images
obtained for the various samples. From these models it is reasonable to assume that the
connection between the molecules is a covalent C-C bond, as expected for the Glaser
coupling reaction. However, the model is quite crude, so the formation of C-Cu-C
linkages cannot be excluded at this point. DFT calculations need to be performed
to better support the experimental findings. The current model also does not offer a
satisfying answer as to why the formation of the heterochiral dimer is favoured over
the homochiral dimer. Again, DFT calculations should be performed to gain a better
understanding here.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

In this work, three distinct on-surface systems have been described: a complex walker/
fence system on Cu(110), porphyrins derivatives on Au(111) and helicene derivatives
on Cu(110). The main objective of the work was to expand the fundamental knowledge
of on-surface chemical reactions by creating novel complex architectures on surfaces.
Indeed, the three systems work towards this goal in different ways. The first employs
a known reaction, that of porphyrins on Cu(110), as a functional component of a more
complex bicomponent system. The second system, on the other hand, expands the cur-
rent knowledge on the reaction of C-H bonds of porphyrin derivatives to an important
new surface: Au(111). Finally, the third system is the first explicit investigation of the
effect of chirality on on-surface chemical reactions.

The first system was described in Chapter 3. The main functional component
of this system is 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-yl methyl)benzene, also referred to as the walker
molecule. This small molecule displays interesting and complex diffusion behaviour on
the Cu(110) surface. At room temperature, and even at temperatures as low as 120
K, the walker molecule is very mobile. Only in exceptional cases can a single molecule
be imaged by STM. However, under normal circumstances, it diffuses very fast and
individual molecules cannot be discerned. Normally, this would show as an increased
background noise in STM, but the walker diffusion is highly anisotropic: it diffuses very
fast along the copper rows in the 〈110〉 direction yet hardly in the perpendicular 〈001〉
direction. This anisotropic diffusion manifests itself in STM images as well defined
long and narrow streaks of increased tunnelling current. Each molecule is essentially
restricted to a single track, and as such it can only be found in certain locations. Since
the diffusion is very fast, a high tunnelling current is observed along a track only if a
molecule is present on that track. At RT, these streaks are well defined and straight
for intermediate coverage of the walker. At lower coverage, the streaks are interrupted
often while at higher coverage the interaction between the molecules gives the streaks
more structure.
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The diffusion behaviour of the walker was further investigated by theoretical means.
Notably, the configurations of the walker on the surface have been determined via DFT
calculations and the diffusion pathways have been investigated by NEB calculations.
From the DFT calculations, it was found that the molecule can adopt two equally
favoured adsorption geometries, referred to as the contracted and extended configura-
tions. In both geometries the molecule forms two N-Cu bonds with copper atoms of
the same surface copper row. The main difference between the two geometries is the
distance between those two surface copper atoms: in the contracted configuration there
are two copper atoms between the two where the imidazolyl groups bind, while there
are three in the extended configuration. The molecule can easily adopt these configur-
ations due to the flexibility of the molecule, built in via the methylene bridges between
the imidazolyl groups and the central benzene ring. According to NEB calculations,
the diffusion of the molecule always proceeds by breaking one N-Cu bond at a time and
moving the corresponding imidazolyl group to a different surface copper atom to form
a new N-Cu bond. The alternative, breaking both N-Cu bonds at once, is significantly
less favourable since it is the breaking of an N-Cu bond that incurs the largest energetic
penalty. In figurative terms, the molecule diffuses by walking rather than sliding.

While the diffusion of the walker is interesting in its own right, the interaction
between the walker and fences, structures grown perpendicular to the walker diffusion
direction, was also explored. It was found that the formation of chains from porphyrins,
which grow only in the 〈001〉 direction, effectively confines the walker. The porphyrin
chains act as effective barriers to the diffusion, as the molecules are unable to diffuse
onto or over the chains. However, there are also some slight attractive interactions
between the walker and the porphyrins which give rise to interesting behaviour. Most
importantly, for fences placed at a distance equating to a few walker molecule widths,
the diffusion is markedly affected. The walker resides longer directly next to a fence
than on the surface away from a fence. For larger distances between fences the diffusion
behaviour is less affected and closely resembles the free diffusion. Oxygen rows were
found to be viable alternatives to porphyrin fences, but they do not show an attractive
interaction with the walker.

The walker/fence system as a whole can be regarded as a prototype molecular ma-
chine system. While a fundamental aspect of a functional molecular machine, unidirec-
tional motion, has not been achieved yet, the current system displays many important
traits of a molecular machine. First of all, 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-yl methyl)benzene moves
via a walking type mechanism. This is important, since unidirectionality in functional
devices is most readily achieved for walking molecules. Moreover, the walker presented
here displays high processivity, diffuses rapidly at RT and operates autonomously. In
order to achieve unidirectionally, and thus make the walker a suitable molecular motor,
the symmetry has to be broken and some sort of energy input has to be realised. The
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first step towards breaking the symmetry, synthesising an asymmetric walker molecule
is currently in progress. The porphyrin fences also show behaviour relevant to molecu-
lar machines. Not only do they effectively confine the motion of the walker, certain sites
also bind the walkers temporarily, acting as proto-stations. In future applications these
sites could be engineered such that molecules can reversibly bind under the influence
of an external stimulus or even pick-up and deliver cargo.

Also, for the current walker/surface and walker/fence/surface systems some aspects
should be investigated in more detail. Most importantly, the exact mode of diffusion
is only known from theoretical means. While the theoretical predictions match the
observed experimental behaviour, there currently is no direct experimental proof that
shows the walking type diffusion or the heights of the diffusion barriers. To this end,
ultra-low temperature experiments need to be conducted. Only at these temperat-
ures will the diffusion of the walker molecules be slowed down sufficiently, such that
individual molecules could be observed in, potentially, different configurations. Also,
temperature dependent STMmeasurements should yield experimental diffusion barriers
by counting the individual steps in each direction.

In the second system, described in Chapter 4, the reactivity of porphyrin derivatives
on the Au(111) surface is explored. Gold is among the least reactive metal surfaces
used in on-surface chemistry. Moreover, the porphyrins used do not bear any func-
tional groups which normally display high reactivity. Instead, only C-H bonds were
available for reaction. However, despite these potential limitations, it was found that
these porphyrin derivatives can be coupled successfully on Au(111) by annealing. The
observed reactivity is close to that reported for porphine on Ag(111), but markedly
different from the reactivity of the same molecules on Cu(110).

Both types of porphyrins explored, porphine and ZnDPP, diffuse rapidly on the
Au(111) surface at RT. No stationary molecules are visible, even at step edges. How-
ever, after annealing to approximately 540 K, full step edge decoration is achieved. A
large fraction of the molecules attached to the step edges this way is connected to at
least one neighbouring molecule via covalent C-C bonds. If the surface is annealed to
slightly higher temperature, longer oligomers attached to the step edge can be observed.
Increasing the annealing temperature further, above approximately 600 K, large scale
networks can form on the terraces. The large majority of the product networks are at-
tached to the initial step edge decoration. The molecule-surface interaction is weak in
comparison with related systems on other metal surfaces. Even large oligomers are still
mobile at RT, which is surprising since the strength of the molecule-surface interaction
increases rapidly with oligomer size. Due to the high mobility of oligomers, large scale
networks are formed even at relatively low monomer coverage.
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For both type of porphyrins, all available C-H bonds take part in the network
forming reaction. For porphine this is expected, but it is surprising that the phenyl
C-H bonds of ZnDPP also undergo reaction as they were found to be unreactive on
Cu(110). The connections between molecules are C-C and all possible coupling motifs
have been observed for both molecules. This is in line with the results for porphine on
Ag(111) where C-C bonds were reported and the main three connection motifs were
identified. Due to the many different coupling motifs, the networks are very random in
nature.

The general behaviour of the porphyrin derivatives is quite clear from the exper-
iments. However, theoretical work is currently in progress and whilst initial results
have been added where available, this is far from complete at the time of writing.
Hopefully, future calculations will be able to give more insight into different aspects of
the reactions. Also, different types of experiments could be envisioned to enhance the
knowledge of this particular coupling reaction. First of all, it might be beneficial to
deposit the molecules while the surface is held at different elevated temperatures and
image the products at temperatures below 80 K. This might yield more information
about the onset of the reaction and potential nucleation on the terrace. Unfortunately,
the available setup did not allow controlled deposition at elevated temperature. Fi-
nally, it is clear that there is little selectivity between the various C-H bonds of the
porphyrins. Therefore, it would be beneficial to explore different modifications to the
porphyrin in order to generate better defined products.

The last system, described in Chapter 5, investigates the effect of a chiral backbone
in on-surface reactions. This was done using helicene derivatives. These molecules
display large optical rotations as a result of their helicity. An effect of the molecular
chirality was expected due to the fact that the chirality is not due to a single asymmetric
carbon atom but rather due to a twist in the entire backbone. This gives rise to a large
difference between the two enantiomers, which is potentially important in order to
mitigate the effect of the restrictive two-dimensional environment.

Two different hexahelicene derivatives were investigated, bearing a methyl and two
ethynyl groups respectively. Both derivatives displayed a non-discriminatory reaction
of the peripheral C-H bonds upon annealing to approximately 470 K or higher tem-
peratures. This reaction results in the formation of random coil oligomers. No effect
of chirality on this particular reaction could be determined as there was no selectivity
in the bond-forming process. However, the helicenes with the two ethynyl functional
groups could form dimers at RT through an on-surface Glaser coupling. No oligomers
were formed at RT since the other ethynyl group points away from the surface and is
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not available for reaction. This reaction was found to be sensitive to the chirality of
the monomers. The formation of heterochiral dimers was favoured over the formation
of homochiral dimers. This was confirmed by statistical analysis of dimers formed from
racemic and enantiopure helicenes.

The origin of the enantioselectivity is, unfortunately, not clear. The experiments
do not provide a clear indication of why the formation of heterochiral dimers would be
favoured. Moreover, a tentative model suggests that the steric hindrance between the
helicenes in a dimer should be greater for the heterochiral dimer, indicating that this
should be less favourable, rather than more favourable. Therefore, it is important to
conduct more in depth DFT calculations in order to gain more insight into the details
of the coupling reaction.
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Appendix A

Details of Theoretical
Calculations

A.1 DFT and NEB calculations in Chapter 3

The following is the description of the theoretical methods used for the calculations on
the adsorption and diffusion of the walker molecule in Chapter 3 by Hongqian Sang
(in the group of Prof. Yu Wang and Prof. Jianbo Wang, Wuhan University) and Dr.
Andrea Floris (in the group of Prof. Lev Kantorovitch, King’s College London). This
description is taken from the supplementary information of the paper ‘A small molecule
that walks along a surface between porphyrin fences assembled in situ’ [226]:

DFT calculations were performed using the CP2K Quickstep package [227]
which implements a hybrid Gaussian (optimised double-zeta plus polariza-
tion, DZVP-MOLOPT) and plane wave (300 Ry cutoff) basis set, Goedecker-
Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials [228] and the Perde-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation density functional [229]. The van der Waals interac-
tion was approximately taken into account within the Grimme D3 method
[230]. The force convergence criterion in geometry relaxation was 0.01 eV/Å.
The Cu (110) surface was modelled using 4 layers of Cu atoms with the two
bottom layers fixed in the bulk-like positions, and a vacuum gap of 15 Å.
The counterpoise correction was used to remove the basis set superposition
error (BSSE) from the calculated adsorption energies [231]. Climbing image
nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) calculations [232] were performed typically
with 7 replicas connecting initial and final band points. STM images were
obtained by calculating the integrated local density of states within the
Tersoff-Hamann approximation [154]. Some calculations were also conduc-
ted using VASP [233] and Quantum ESPRESSO plane wave codes [234] to
check some of the adsorption geometries and energies.
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A.2 DFT calculations in Chapter 4

The following is the description of the theoretical methods used for the calculations on
the various structures of porphyrins on Au(111) and porphyrin dimers in vacuum in
Chapter 4 by Paolo Poli (in the group of Prof. Mats Persson, University of Liverpool).
This description has been provided by Paolo Poli:

The periodic DFT calculations were carried out using the 5.4.1 VASP code
[233]. Plane waves were used as a basis set with an energy cut-off of 400
eV. Valence electron-core interactions were included by using the projector-
augmented wave (PAW). The energy functional chosen was optB86b using
the van der waals functional [235]. The structures were relaxed until the
forces were less of 0.01 eV/Å. For the gas phase dimer configurations the
force threshold was not reached for all atoms; in the calculation the atomic
positions slightly oscillated but the energy remained constant within one
meV indicating that the structure had converged. For calculations on the
Au(111) surface a lattice distance of Au(111) of 4.135 Å and the vacuum
gap between the gold slabs was approximately 23.5 Å.

A.3 Forcefield calculations in Chapter 5

The tentative models of the helicenes were built in Avogadro [225]. They were then
partially relaxed using the default MMFF94 or UFF force fields. The UFF force field
was required for the dimeric structures with a C-Cu-C coupling to take the copper atom
into account. The presence of the surface was simulated by keeping the z-position of
the atoms of the first three rings of each helicene fixed. Movement in the x and y
directions of these carbon atoms was allowed.
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